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Chapter 1

General introduction and outline

Particle physics studies the basic building blocks of nature. In our present understanding 
matter is constructed from pointlike particles with spin Having half-integer spin they 
belong to the class of so-called fermions. These spin-| building blocks can be distinguished 
in leptons and quarks. There are three families of both leptons and quarks. The forces 
between the fermions are mediated by gauge bosons, pointlike particles with an integer 
spin. The so-called Standard Model, an SU(3) ® SU(2) ® SU(l) gauge theory, describes 
the interactions of three of the four known forces in nature: the electromagnetic force, 
the weak nuclear force and the strong nuclear force. In spite of theoretical efforts the 
fourth force, gravity, has not yet been included, but is orders of magnitude weaker than 
the other forces on the scale of elementary particle interactions. The gauge boson of the 
electromagnetic force is the well-known photon. The weak force is carried by the massive 
W+, W~ and Z° particles, whereas the massless gluons are the carriers of the strong force. 
All these gauge bosons are spin-1 particles. Besides the fermions and the gauge bosons the 
Standard Model contains one additional particle, the spinless Higgs boson, which generates 
the masses of the massive particles in the Standard Model. Except for the Higgs boson all 
elementary particles in the Standard Model have been observed. In table 1.1 an overview 
of all observed particles in the Standard Model is given.

In particle physics, most of the experimental facts are obtained from scattering experi
ments. Beams of particles (electrons, muons, neutrinos, protons or nuclei) collide with fixed 
targets or other beams. In the collisions other particles may be created, elementary particles 
with a pointlike structure or resonances which subsequently decay. The Standard Model 
describes the scattering processes between these elementary particles. In fact, perturbative 
quantum field theory often gives accurate predictions of the measurable quantities in the 
scattering processes. Examples are the line-shape of the Z-boson and the production of 
W+W~ pairs in electron-positron collisions. The properties of resonances are less amenable 
to accurate calculations and at present often qualitative considerations are needed, supple
mented with some reasonable quantitative assumptions. This is a consequence of the fact 
that also non-perturbative effects have to be taken into account.

This thesis describes results obtained in both theoretical and experimental research. 
The process studied is the creation of a resonance by the collision of two photons. On one 
hand theoretical predictions for such a resonance production are derived, both in analytic 
terms and in terms of a so-called event generator. On the other hand actual experimental
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General introduction and outline

Fermions
Leptons Quarks

Flavour Mass Charge Flavour Mass Charge

"e

C
OOr—
4

V 0 up (u) 0.003 +1
e 5.11 x 10“4 -1 down (d) 0.006 i

3

"n < 2 x 10"4 0 charm (c) 1.3 + ~'3

l1 0.106 -1 strange (s) 0.1 1
3

vr <0.02 0 top (t) 175 +2' 3

T 1.77 -1 bottom (b) 4.3 1
3

Bosons
Force Name Mass Charge

Electromagnetic 7 0 0
Z° 91.187 0

Weak Force W+ 80.4 +1
W~ 80.4 -1

Strong Force 9 0 0

Table 1.1: Overview of the observed elemental']) particles in the Standard Model. The masses 
are given in GeV and the charges are given in units of e. All fermions have an antiparticle 
with identical mass and spin, but with opposite charge.

data for photon-photon collisions is extracted from the L3 data tapes and analyzed in 
various ways. One tool in the analyses is the above mentioned event generator, a Monte 
Carlo program which simulates the real physics process of creating such a resonance.

In the following chapter an introduction is given to two-photon collisions, to resonances 
consisting of quark-antiquark pairs and to the experimental knowledge. Chapter 3 describes 
the theoretical framework and some analytic results for resonance production in a two- 
photon reaction. Different techniques for the calculation of the square of the corresponding 
matrix elements are discussed in chapter 4. In chapter 5 density matrices, which are needed 
in the description of the decay of the resonance, are introduced. These theoretical results are 
implemented in the GaGaRes Monte Carlo generator which is presented in chapter 6. The 
relevant facts of the L3 detector and the LEP collider at CERN axe summarized in chapter 
7. Data collected with this detector has been used in two different but complementary 
analyses involving resonance production in two-photon physics. In chapter 8 a missing 
mass analysis to search for heavy resonances is presented, resulting in upper limits for the 
two-photon widths of these states. In chapter 9 the two-photon width of the Xc2 resonance 
has been determined by looking at its decay channel into a J/'ip and a photon, where the 
J/ip subsequently decays into an electron-positron pair or into a muon pair.
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Chapter 2

Two-photon processes and resonances

2.1 Introduction

The scattering of light by light in the Standard Model is a clear manifestation of the fact 
that this theory describes nature in terms of interacting quantized fields. This is in contrast 
to the classical Maxwell theory according to which light waves traverse one another without 
being scattered, because the classical Maxwell equations are linear in the electromagnetic 
field tensor.

The scattering of light by light in the quantized theory is in lowest order depicted by 
the diagrams in figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Lowest order diagrams for elastic photon-photon scattering (a) and inelastic 
photon-photon scattering (b), leading to an e+e~ pair.

The cross section for elastic photon-photon scattering was first calculated by Euler and 
Kockel [1]. For visible light it is extremely small, of the order of 10-30 nb. However, for 
photons with energies near the electron mass it increases to approximately 100 nb. At these 
energies inelastic photon-photon scattering also takes place. The latter cross section peaks 
at the order of 100 mb for photon energies just above the electron mass [2,3].

Experimental devices for the study of high energetic photon-photon interactions with 
sufficiently high luminosity are however hard to realize. This may change with the advent
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of linear electron-positron accelerators where Compton back-scattering may create intense 
beams of high energy photons [4,5].

Photon-photon scattering can also be investigated when one or both of the photons are 
virtual. This makes an e+e~ collider a possible means to study photon-photon scattering. 
Both leptons, being moving charged particles, act as sources of virtual photons. These 
off-shell photons subsequently scatter. This process is described by the following reaction 
formula,

e+e" -> e+e~77 -> e+e~X, (2.1)

where the 7’s are the off-shell photons and X is the final state of the photon-photon collision.
In 1960 Low [6] proposed to measure the 7r° lifetime in this two-photon mechanism and 

Calogero and Zemach [7] calculated the reaction for X = n+n~. At the end of the 1960s 
the first experimental results from Novosibirsk and Frascati [8,9] were presented, which 
concerned the final state X = e+e“. In the 1970s and 1980s two-photon physics became a 
very active field. At the DORIS and PETRA colliders in Hamburg as well as the SPEAR 
and PEP colliders in Stanford many two-photon final states were studied.

The most recent studies in the field of two-photon physics have been carried out at 
three e+e_ colliders, LEP2 at CERN, CESR at Cornell and PEP II at Stanford. The LEP2 
collider operated until 2000 at centre-of-mass (CM) energies in the range 91-209 GeV, 
whereas the CESR and PEP II colliders operate at a CM energy of the T(4S) mass.

It should, however, be noted that these colliders were designed and constructed to study 
primarily other processes. The LEP2 collider was constructed for the production of Z° and 
W± bosons and the search for the Higgs particle. CESR and PEP II on the other hand are 
B factories.

2.2 The process e+e —» e+e X

Figure 2.2 depicts the four diagrams that contribute in lowest order to the process e+e~ -* 
e+e~X. In figure 2.2a the multiperipheral diagram that represents the genuine two-photon 
reaction is given. Both incoming leptons emit a photon. These two (virtual) photons sub
sequently react to form the final state X. The photons typically have a small energy and 
are emitted at a small angle with respect to the incoming leptons. Qualitative arguments 
for this behaviour will be given in section 2.4. Since the photons carry a conserved multi
plicative quantum number, the charge conjugation quantum number, which takes for each 
photon the value C = — 1, the final state possesses the value C = +1.

The other three diagrams in 2.2 are all related to a bremsstrahlung process and to the 
basic processes of Bhabha scattering, electron-positron annihilation into photons (conver
sion) or into a fermion pair. In these diagrams the final state X must be C odd, so when 
a final state with C = +1 is studied, they do not contribute.

2.3 Two-photon reaction final states
In the present e+e~ colliders the following final states in a two photon reaction 77 —> X 
can be studied:
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Two-photon processes and resonances 2.3. Two-photon reaction final states

a) b)

Figure 2.2: Lowest order diagrams for the process e+e~ -> e+e~X. a) Multiperi
pheral b) (Bhabha scattering with) bremsstrahlung c) conversion and d) annihilation (with 
bremsstrahlung).

• Lepton pair production: X = l+l~(l = e, /i, t). In lowest order this reaction is 
completely described by quantum electrodynamics (QED). Note that in the process 
e+e" -» e+e~l+l~ all diagrams in figure 2.2 have to be included and that also elec- 
troweak diagrams contribute [10,11]. Also 0(a) radiative corrections to the two- 
photon part of these processes have been taken into account in the calculations [10].

• Meson resonance production: X = R. A neutral, C-even resonance is produced 
exclusively. This process will be the subject of this thesis, with the focus on reson
ances consisting of the ‘heavy’ c and 6 quarks. The resonances are unstable and will 
subsequently decay into photons, leptons and lighter hadrons. •

• Hadron production: X = hadrons. This contains all the hadronic final states exclud
ing the single resonance production mentioned above. In principle this also contains 
the more exotic quantum chromodynamics (QCD) states like gluonium and qqqq
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Figure 2.3: Three lowest order diagrams that describe the coupling of two photons to a 
Higgs particle in the Standard Model, a) quark triangle, b) W triangle and c) W loop with 
a quartic gauge coupling.

states. Gluonium states, also called glueballs, are bound states of gluons that are ex
pected to couple very weakly to photons. Another complication to observe gluonium 
states is that they will mix with meson states with the same quantum numbers. As 
the qqqq states can decay easily into two mesons, the widths of these states are very 
broad. Although there are several candidates, searches for glueball production in 
two-photon reactions have not yet led to compelling evidence [12,13].

In a future linear collider also other Standard Model processes become accessible in 
two-photon reactions [4,5,14]:

• W-pair production: 77 -» W+W~.

• Higgs-boson production: 77 —> H. When the Higgs boson is not too heavy (M// < 350 
GeV) it will be possible to study its total width and different branching ratios. In 
the Standard Model the Higgs boson does not couple directly to photons, because the 
photons are massless. The lowest order loop diagrams contributing to Higgs-boson 
production are given in figure 2.3. Note that in chapter 8 results of such a search for 
the Higgs boson in the L3 data are presented.

• tt pair production: 77 —> tt. This requires very high 77 CM energies.

2.4 Kinematics

As mentioned above, we will study resonance production in a two-photon reaction. This 
process is in lowest order described by a multiperipheral diagram. In figure 2.4 this diagram 
is shown with all the relevant kinematic variables.

6
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p2 -(E2 ,p2 )

Figure 2.4: The kinematic variables in the process e+e —» e+e 77 —> e+e R.

This corresponds to the following reaction formula

e+(pi) + e"(p2) -> e+(p'1) + e"(p'2) + 7(^1) + 7(^2)
[Z.Z)

“> e+(pi) + e-(p2) + R{Pr)‘

The four-momenta pi = (Ei,pi) and p2 = (E2,p2) correspond_to the incoming positron and 
electron respectively1, whereas p\ = (E[,'p1) and p'2 = (E2ij/2) are those of the outgoing 
positron and electron. The four-momenta of the intermediate photons k\ = (wi.fci) and 
k2 = (u)2) k2) are related to the external four-momenta by

ki=pi-A (2-3)

These two photons subsequently react to form a resonance with four-momentum pr

pR = ki + k2 = pi + P2 - Pi ~ Pi’ (2'4)

^hrougout this thesis we will work in natural units, i.e. we have set h = c = 1. We use the standard 
metric diag^1') = (+1,-1,-1,-1). The totally anti-symmetric Levi-Civita tensor is defined by £0123 = 
+1. The Feynman rules as given in [15] have been used.

7



2.4. Kinematics Two-photon processes and resonances

The virtuality Q, of an intermediate photon is defined by

Q? = -fc? = -(Pi-p')2. (2.5)

The virtuality, or invariant mass of the photon, is a measure for the ‘off-shellness’ of the 
photon. A real photon is massless and will have a vanishing virtuality. As the virtual 
photons are space-like, the sign in (2.5) forces the virtualities Qi to be real.

The invariant mass of the two-photon system is given by

^77 — Pr = (&i + ^*2)2- (2.6)

The total available energy in the lab-frame, y/s, is given by

s = (px +p2)2. (2.7)

Note that for a typical two photon event W77 is only a small fraction of yfs.
Some additional invariants can be defined

s' = (p[+p'2)\ (2.8)
“ = (P1-P2)2, (2.9)
u' = (P2-p\)\ (2.10)

and as equivalents of Q?

t = (Pi — Pi)2, (2.11)
* = (P2 -P2)2- (2.12)

These invariants satisfy

s + s' + tx + t2 + u -f v! — W*y + 8ml, (2.13)

where me is the electron mass.
In the lab-frame one can chose the following parametrization

Pi = (£76,0,0,-P6),
P2 = (E6,o,o,p6),
Pi = (£;Mp'i|sin^1cos0i,|pJ1|sin0isin01,-|pJ1|cos0i), (2.14)
p2 = (^2>|PJ2lsin^2COS02,|p?2|sin^2Sin(/)2,|p'2|cOS02),
Vr = (Er, \Pr\sin oR cos <t>R) \pR\sm 6R sin (I)R,\pR\ cos 0R).

This means that the z-axis is along the direction of the incoming electron. The x- and 
y-axes are chosen such that the rcz-plane is the accelerator ring plane and the y-axis is 
perpendicular to that plane and is pointing upwards. In these formulae Eb is the energy of 
the incoming leptons and Pb their momentum, given by

8
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Two-photon processes and resonances 2.4. Kinematics

Note that the choice of parameters in (2.14) is such that we have defined the 2-components 
of the positron with an explicit minus sign.

This parametrization allows us to find more explicit expressions for the invariants

S = 4 El (2.16)

Ql = 2 (EbE[ - Ptl^l-cosfli - ml) « 2EbE'i(l - cosft) = 4£t£'sin2 , (2.17)

Wyy = y/2ml + 4(Eb - E[)(Eb - E'2) - 2E[E'2 - 2|J?1||i52|cos012
(2-18)

« 2v/w1w2-£;B5cos22u.

The approximations are valid in the limit Eb > E[ » me. In formula (2.18) the angle 0n 
is the angle between the outgoing leptons in the lab-frame

cos 012 = — cos 6\ cos 02 — sin 0\ sin 02 cos(0i — (p2 + 7r). (2.19)

The propagators of the intermediate photons will appear as a product of the photon 
virtualities in the denominator of the expressions for the matrix elements squared. This 
is the most dominant dependence on the photon virtualities. From (2.17) it follows that 
the photons are emitted most probably, as was already mentioned in section 2.2, with low 
energy under a small angle with respect to the incoming lepton.

When the incoming lepton scatters over a large enough angle, so that it is detected in one 
of the (forward) detectors, this lepton is referred to as a tagged lepton. From the detected 
lepton the four-momentum, and thus the virtuality, of the associated intermediate photon 
can be reconstructed. On basis of the tags one can distinguish three kinds of two-photon 
events:

• No-tag events: Both scattered leptons escape detection.

• Single-tag events: One of the scattered leptons is detected. This allows the determ
ination of the virtuality of the photon emitted by the tagged lepton.

• Double-tag events: Both leptons are detected. In this case not only the photon 
virtualities but also W77 can be reconstructed from the scattered leptons.

As for a tagged lepton the scattering angle of the outgoing lepton must be scattered over 
some minimal angle 0min, the virtuality of the emitted photon becomes non-vanishing.

If one requires the virtuality to be above a certain threshold value, Q\threshoid» 
puts constraints on the minimum allowed scattering angle, 0i>Tmn, as well on the minimum 
allowed energy, E^min

Oitmin = 2arcsin

Eitmin =

threshold + 2 ml
\ 4EbEitTnax

Qhhreshold + 2
4Eb sin2 (*■=“)

(2.20)

(2.21)

9



2.5. The standard and the BGMS methods Two-photon processes and resonances

In these formulae Ei^max and 0,iT„OI are the maximal allowed energy and scattering angle 
of the corresponding outgoing lepton. These constraints will be useful in keeping a Monte 
Carlo generator efficient when cuts on Q^jhreshoid are applied.

Another typical feature of two-photon reactions is that the two-photon rest frame2 does, 
in general, not coincide with the lab-frame, but is boosted along an axis, which is often 
close to the z-axis. This can also be understood from the bremsstrahlung-like behaviour of 
the intermediate photons.

2.5 The standard and the BGMS methods
As pointed out, a two-photon reaction in an e+e“ collider can be divided into two steps. 
First, the incoming leptons both emit a photon. These two photons subsequently react to 
form a final state X. This allows one to derive a general expression for the cross section in 
terms of a sum over the different contributions with specific photon helicities, as has been 
done in the classical paper by Budnev, Ginzburg, Meledin and Serbo (BGMS) [16].

On the other hand one could refrain from stressing this intermediate two-photon step 
and calculate by standard methods directly the cross section for reaction (2.2). Chapters 4 
and 5 will contain details about this standard calculation, whereas in this subsection and 
in chapters 3 and 5 the BGMS method is treated.

The matrix element M for reaction (2.2) can be written in the form

M = (2’22)

The jj’s are the lepton currents that couple to the intermediate photons. They are given 
by

ir = ji‘(A1,Ai) = CAl(p1)7'‘^(p'1), (2.23)
& = J?(A*,Ai) = S (2-24)

where the A;’s denote the helicities of the corresponding external leptons. The tensor M,IV 
denotes the scattering amplitude for 77 -» X.

The cross section follows from this matrix element by

da = (27r)<<5«>(fc1 + fc2- dV, dV2 j3nT.
4v/(Pi-P2)2-mJ 4^' 1 (2n)*2E[ (2»)»2£J ‘ (2.25)

In this expression the square of the matrix element is summed over the outgoing lepton 
helicities and averaged over the incoming lepton helicities, i.e. we are considering unpolar
ized lepton beams. In chapters 4 and 5 a direct calculation of 53 |A1|2 will be given, here we 
shall introduce the intermediate step of virtual photons characterized by a density matrix 
p. Using the helicity summations, the lepton currents yield

L? = E ii (Aii A'ibr (A,-, A') = 4 (pfp? + pfp? - . (2.26)

2This frame is defined by the condition fc, + k2 = 0.

10



Two-photon processes and resonances 2.5. The standard and the BGMS methods

The quantity d3nT in (2.25) represents the phase space integration over the particles of the 
final state X. The four-momenta qi = (EQti,qi) of the n particles in this final state must 
satisfy P = Qi and the phase space volume element reads

d3nr n d 3$
(2tt)32 Eqy (2.27)

The summation £ in (2.25) also includes the summation over the polarizations of the n 
particles in the final state X.

Introducing = L'-1'/{2Q2) the cross section can be expressed as

da =
a2

QiQl
d3// ] d3j/2 ^|3np

\j(V\ • P2)2 - rn\ 2-^i 2E'2
(2.28)

where we have introduced the fine structure constant a = e2/(47r) and have carried out the 
lepton helicities summation in (2.26).

At this point it is convenient to introduce the hadronic tensor W

= |(27r)4 J+ fc2 - P) Y, M;vM„>,d3'T, (2.29)

where £ denotes the sum over polarizations in the final state X.
One may wonder how many independent cross section structures arise in (2.28) when one 

sums over all polarizations and also integrates over the phase space of the n particles. One 
way to obtain this number is first to list the independent structures of the tensor A
priori this fourth rank tensor has 256(= 44) elements, but this number is reduced to 10 by 
applying electromagnetic current conservation to both indices of M^u and consequently to 
WVi/V- It can be seen by constructing the most general tensor from the available
vectors ki, k2 and the metric tensor g,lt/. These tensorial structures are now contracted with 
the specific tensors p in (2.28). It then turns out that two contractions vanish and that four 
contractions lead twice to the same scalar structure. In other words, only 6 independent 
functions arise in the cross section in (2.28).

Another way of obtaining this number of independent structures is to count first the 
photon helicity amplitudes and then the cross sections. The virtual photons have helicities 
m and n, which can take the values ±, 0 and the amplitude can be transformed into MmTli/, 
where l refers to all helicities in the state X. Parity conservation implies a relation between 
two amplitudes with opposite helicities, e.g.

A/-m-n,—/ — d:Mmnii, (2.30)

M-m-n-i = ±Mmnl, (2.31)

depending on the conventions of the polarization vectors. Of course, when the amplitudes 
happen to be real or imaginary the latter case reduces to the former. In the actual model 
calculations in this thesis this happens to be the case (see equation (3.55)). For the quantity

Mr, = J(2tt)4 /+ fc + P)EM;-n,,,Mra„.,d3“r (2.32)

11



2.5. The standard and the BGMS methods Two-photon processes and resonances

we anyhow have
= Mmnm'n', (2-33)

and depending on conventions

M—m'—n'—m—n = Mm'n'mni (2.34)

or
M—Yjx'—n'-m-n ~ ^mnm'n'• (2.35)

For pure initial states, only the five independent diagonal elements would be relevant

M++++ = M------ , M+_+_ = M_+_+,
^+o+o = Af_o-o» M0+o+ = M0-o-, (2.36)
Mx>00*

The fact that p++ = p will give rise to the combination M++++ -I- M+_+_. This reduces 
the number of independent combinations to four. The photons are not in a pure state, so 
off-diagonal elements (p+0 and p+~) occur, hence some off-diagonal elements of Mm'n'mn 
arise, leading in the end to two more terms in the cross section. In BGMS [16] the result 
for the cross section is given in terms of transverse (T; helicity ±1) and scalar (S; helicity 
0) photons. They introduce six expressions

ott

ots

ost

oss
Ttt

tts

^=(M++++ + M+_+_), 

M+0+0)

M)+o+ >
M)000>

M++__,

{M++oo + M0+_o).

Here is the photon flux defined by

(2.37)

*77 = (*i • hf - k\k\. (2.38)

As the variables in equation (2.37) are scalars, the only parameters on which they can 
depend are k\, k\ and W*r

The cross section reads in terms of these elements

da = a1 l{kyki)2-k%k%
16ir«Q5Q3V (w-paF-mi FP' Pt+°TT

+2|Pi""p2 I cos(20)rTT + 2p't+pfoTS + 2pf pJ+(7ST 

+pfpfoss -8|pfopJ°|cos(0)7^rs]

(2.39)

In this formula ^ is the angle between the two scattering planes of the external leptons in 
the 77 rest frame. Explicit expressions for the photon density matrices can be found in

12
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appendix D of [16]. In section 5.2 where the density matrix for resonance production is 
derived in the BGMS formalism it will be seen that its trace leads to equation (2.39). The 
derivations in section 5.2 will give a better understanding of the structure of (2.39). By 
introducing the fluxfactors Cab and AAb we can rewrite this expression into

dcr — f (•£abOab + Aabtab) wr- (2.40)
J A,B ^1 ^2

In this formalism different models for the process 77 —> X can be implemented in the 
explicit formulae for the cr’s and r’s.

Note that in the limit Q2 —> 0 all the longitudinal cross sections have to vanish as real 
photons do not have a longitudinal component. Only ott and ttt contribute in this limit. 
However, if the detector is azimuthically symmetric and no explicit determination of 0 is 
performed, the contributions from ttt will average out.

In this limit the only two relevant lepton density matrices, and reduce to 
functions that only depend on the parameters of the associated photon. This allows one 
to factorize formula (2.39) into two independent contributions from two photon densities 
N(<jji/Eb) and N(uj2/Eb). If we define X{ = Ui/Eb, change variables and perform the 
integrations over qf and 0j, we can write this as

d 0 = N(xi)N(x2)criy-+ndxidx2- (2-41)

This factorization is known as the equivalent photon approximation3 (EPA) [16].
It should be noted that in the computer simulations we have not applied any of these 

approximations. The full expression for the total cross section in (2.39) has been used in the 
calculations. Nevertheless, the approximations are useful to reveal the overall dependence 
of the cross section on parameters like the beam energy and the mass of the produced 
resonance.

2.6 Quarkonium
The resonances produced in two-photon reactions are neutral, flavourless, C-even mesons. 
Mesons are bound states of a quark q and an anti-quark q, which can be characterized by 
the flavours of the constituent quarks and by the wave function of the two-quaxk system. 
In the spectroscopic notation this state is denoted by 2S+lLj, where S(= 0,1) is the totcil 
spin of the qq system, L(= 0,1,2,... = S,P, £>,...) is its orbital momentum and J the 
total angular momentum. The parity V of a bound state of two fermions is given by 
V = (—1)L+1, whereas the charge conjugation is given by C = (-l)i+5. As the mesons 
produced in two-photon reactions must be C-even, it means that for 5 = 0,1 L is even, odd 
respectively and, therefore V is —1 or +1 and the states 15'o, 3Pj, lD2, ... can be produced. 
Besides this spectroscopic notation an alternative notation, Jvc, is used. Having a negative 
parity the 0-+ and 2-+ states are referred to as pseudoscalar or pseudotensor states.

For the resonances composed of the ‘heavy’ c and b quarks the binding energy is relatively 
small compared to the quark masses. In these resonances the relative velocity v of the

3It is also referred to as the Weizsacker-Williams approximation [17,18].
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2.6. Quarkonium Two-photon processes and resonances

Figure 2.5: The mass spectra of a) charmonium and b) bottomonium. The states drawn 
with full lines have been experimentally observed. The masses of the the unobserved states 
(dotted lines) follow from theoretical calculations [19]. The dashed dotted line marks the 
transition between the bound states and quasi-bound states. Note that the states are allowed 
to decay radiatively to a lighter state with the selection rule |AL| = 1.

quarks obeys < v2 >« 0.3 or 0.1 for the cc or the bb mesons respectively. As the relativistic 
corrections are suppressed by powers of v, one can describe in good approximation these 
bound states by a non-relativistic model.

Although of a completely different order of magnitude, the mass spectra of these bound 
states strongly resemble the spectrum of another bound state, that of an electron and a 
positron, positronium. In analogy the bound states of heavy quarks are called quarkonium 
states. More specifically the cc mesons are referred to as charmonium states and the bb 
mesons as bottomonium states. The mass spectra for charmonium and bottomonium are 
given in figure 2.5. In section 2.10.1 we will discuss the quarkonium spectra in more detail.

In positronium the interaction between the electron and the positron is purely electro
magnetic. One can use the Coulomb interaction to describe this bound state to solve the 
non-relativistic Schrodinger equation exactly. For the quarkonium states some complica
tions occur:

• The interaction between the qq is described by QCD. At present it is not known how 
to derive from QCD the potential for this bound state. Some educated guesses can be

14
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made [20]. At short distance the quarks interact dominantly by one-gluon exchange 
and the system strongly resembles positronium, where the interaction is dominated 
by one-photon exchange. At short distances this should result in a Coulomb-like 
behaviour of the potential. At large distances we expect the potential to account 
for quark confinement, so the potential must increase to infinity. A potential that 
satisfies these requirements is

V(r)=—- + &r. (2.42)
r

However, other potentials that also satisfy the requirements cannot be ruled out by 
experimental data. Having chosen a potential one can try to solve the Schrodinger 
equation or the Bethe-Salpeter equation, its relativistic correct generalization [21]. 
Due to the more complex structure of the potential it is now impossible to find an exact 
analytical solution for the wave function, even for the non-relativistic Schrodinger 
equation. So numerical methods are needed.

• The relativistic corrections are not entirely negligible. Most authors [22-24] find that 
taking into account higher order relativistic corrections leads to a reduction of the 
predicted two-photon width.

• As the coupling parameter of QCD, as, is of the order of 0.3 for charmonium and 0.1 
for bottomonium, higher order QCD corrections should be taken into account. This 
will result in correction factors on the two-photon width (see section 3.2).

Mesons composed of the light u, d and 5 quarks are relativistic systems. The potential 
model is not expected to give good two-photon widths for these mesons. However, in section 
3.2 we will see that after having performed some minor corrections the potential model also 
provides reasonable predictions for the light mesons.

2.7 Two-photon width
Mesons are unstable particles. They decay with a mean life time r = l/Ttot to some final 
state X. In section 2.10.2 we will discuss the observed final states of some resonances. One 
of the possible decay channels for the C-even resonances is the decay into two photons. 
The two-photon width T77(i?) of the resonance R is related to the product of the branching 
ratio of this decay, BR(/2 —> 77), and the total width rtot(R) of the resonance, r„ (*) = 
BR(fl-4 77)r«(fl) .

The cross section for resonance production in a two-photon reaction can now be con
nected to this two-photon width T77. The decay of R into two unpolarized real photons 
yields4

r™(*) = A / (2tt)4*(4)(p - fc, - fcdspfey \m\\& & (243)

= / (2ir)*32Af (2J+1) |-M|2d Ql-

4 We are working in the rest frame of the resonance.
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2.7. Two-photon width Two-photon processes and resonances

In these formulae M is the matrix element representing this decay process. The At’s are 
the helicities of the final state photons and Aj? is the helicity of the resonance. It should be 
noted that there is an extra factor 1 due to the fact that we have two identical particles in 
the final state.

For a two-body decay of an unpolarized particle the matrix element does not depend 
on the angles. Performing the angular integrations yields

r „(*) =
1

32?rM(2 J + 1)
E IMI2- (2.44)

One can also consider the inverse process. The cross section for the production of a 
resonance from two unpolarized photons in the centre-of-mass frame of the two photons 
reads

a77 -*«
[(2nys^(ki + k2-pR)-^=1- y. \m\

4,/A77 xi,XR

cl PR
(2tt)32 M

(2.45)

The matrix element for this process can be obtained from the matrix element in the inverse 
process by crossing. In this way one can eliminate the matrix element from the expression 
for the cross section

= 8tT
2(2j + i)r77(H)

M
6(p2r~M2). (2.46)

Some remarks are in order. For resonances with a finite width, Ttot(R), one should 
replace the S function in (2.46) by a Breit-Wigner distribution for the invariant mass of the 
resonance5

MTtot(R)
ir(pl-M^ + (MTlot(R)y

(2.47)

Inserting the expression (2.46) in the EPA (2.41) and performing the integrations yields

a = 16a2 In2 (—) f (—) (gj_±
\me)J\2Eb) M3

where
f(z) = (2 + z*)ln (i) ~{1-z2)(3 + z2).

Equation (2.48) is referred to as the Low approximation [6]. The function / is called the 
Low function. Expression (2.48) is interesting as it gives some qualitative information on 
the behaviour of the total cross section. Firstly, the total cross section is proportional to 
the two-photon width of the produced resonance. Secondly, the total cross section increases 
logarithmically with the beam energy, which is in strong contrast to annihilation processes 
which typically fall off with 1/s. Finally, there is a third power of the resonance mass in 
the denominator. Production rates for heavy resonances are strongly suppressed by this 
factor.

5The Breit-Wigner distribution satisfies

(2.48)

(2.49)

r<o!|“^oBW(P«:M’r^(H)) = *(PR " M2)-
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So far we have only considered real photons. Any Qi dependences have been disregarded. 
Taking into account these photon virtualities will lead to additional form factors, as will be 
discussed in the next section.

For spin-1 resonances the discussion is more complicated. The Landau-Yang theorem 
[25,26] forbids a particle with spin 1 to decay into two identical massless spin-1 particles. 
As a consequence, these resonances have a vanishing two-photon width. Nevertheless, one 
can obtain an expression similar to (2.46) by introducing a reduced two-photon width 
r77(i?) [27,28]. This is the transverse-transverse two-photon width divided by a factor 
m - fc|)/(2*1. fc2)]2.

Several models have been constructed to describe the decay of a resonance into two 
photons and to give numerical predictions for the two-photon widths:

• Potential Models. The heavy resonances can be described by a potential model, as has 
been mentioned in section 2.6. Such a model also predicts the two-photon widths. In 
the next chapter a potential model will be introduced where the photons are allowed 
to be virtual. The models will require as input the value of the L-th derivative of the 
radial part of the wave-function in the origin. As will be explained, the amplitude is 
factorized into a perturbative short distance part and a non-perturbative long distance 
part that describes the mesons in their bound state. The perturbative part gives the 
coupling to two free quarks to the outgoing photons. This is illustrated in figure 2.6.

• NRQCD. The potential models have several intrinsic problems. For P waves the 
factorization that is used is spoiled by logarithmic infrared divergences in the aj 
corrections. For S wave states logarithmic divergences also appear in some of the re
lativistic corrections. An alternative approach has been followed by Bodwin, Braaten 
and Lepage [29]. They have performed a rigourous non-relativistic QCD analysis. 
After having recast the analysis in an effective field theory, they also obtain a fac
torization into a long distance and a short distance contribution. In their approach 
the non-perturbative long distance term can be identified with well-defined matrix 
elements that can be obtained from fits to experimental data or lattice QCD calcu
lations. Another advantage of the NRQCD approach is that the contributions from 
different orders of v can be clearly separated.

First attempts have been made to fit the NRQCD parameters to experimental data 
in hadronic and two-photon decays of the \c resonances [30].

• Dispersion Relation Models. Dispersion relations are used to construct QCD sum 
rules that relate the quarkonium states to other processes (see e.g. [31]).

In the potential model we can relate the two photon width T77(i?) of the resonance 
to the width for the decay of the resonance into two gluons, Tgg(R). The only difference 
between the decay of a resonance to two photons or two gluons is the coupling constant 
at the vertices and an overall colour projection operator for the two-gluon decay to require 
the final state to be a colour singlet. This yields for the ratio

k(R) = rss(R)
r „(*)

(asVNi-l (as\2 8 
V a) 4cqNc \ a J 36e<0’

(2.50)
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Y

fflUJ
R

Y

Figure 2.6: The factorization of the decay of a resonance to two photons. The non- 
perturbative bound state R decays into two photons through the perturbative annihilation 
of the quark-antiquark pair.

where Nc is the number of colours (Nc = 3), eQ is the fractional charge of the quark that 
couples to the photon and as is the coupling constant of QCD. For charmonium (eQ = 2/3) 
and bottomonium (eg = -1/3) this yields 1Z = 9/8(as/a)2 respectively 1Z = 18(asA*)2- 
Of course the gluons cannot be directly observed. In this decay a subsequent hadronization 
will take place.

2.8 Form factors
In the previous section we considered real photons. In two-photon processes however we 
are dealing with virtual photons. This requires some modifications of the formulae; an 
additional form factor has to be added to the expressions.

If one wants to determine the charge distribution of a static spinless object X, one can 
scatter a beam of electrons on X and compare the angular distribution of the scattered 
electrons da/dft to the analytically known differential cross section for the scattering of 
electrons to a static spinless point charge (da/df})^*. This is illustrated in figure 2.7 [32]. 
The form factor F(k) is defined as

(2.51)

where the momentum k is the momentum transfer from the scattered electron to X, 
k = p — jJ. One can relate the form factor to the normalized charge distribution p(x) of X 
by a Fourier transformation, as can be found in textbooks [32].

When the object X also carries a spin, one needs in general several form factors. A nice 
illustration is elastic electron-proton scattering (e~p —y e~p), where a photon emitted by the 
electron probes the proton. Two form factors are required, the electric and magnetic form
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Figure 2.7: The scattering of an electron on X by the exchange of a photon.

X

Figure 2.8: In the VDM picture both photons fluctuate to a vector meson V. These vector 
mesons subsequently react to form the final state X.

factors Ge and Gm■ Experimental analysis shows that both form factors have the same 
k dependence: Ge,Gm ~ (0.71)/((0.71)2 - k2), where k2 should be taken in GeV2. This 
leads to the conclusion that both the charge and magnetic moment distribution have an 
exponential distribution in configuration space. For large energy transfers the photon may 
break up the proton. This is the region of inelastic electron-proton scattering (e~p —> e~X). 
The form factors for this inelastic process are related to the so-called structure functions 
and give information about the constituent quarks and gluons inside the proton.

To understand how the form factors come into play in two-photon physics, one could 
consider the process with the help of a model.

In this vector-meson dominance model (VDM) the two photons each couple to a 1 
vector meson with the same quantum numbers as the photon. These two mesons sub
sequently react to form some final state X. This is illustrated in figure 2.8. In this model 
each photon gives rise to a form factor

F(Qf) = , Q? » 1+ A#
(2.52)

where My is the mass of the vector meson to which the photon fluctuates. For the light 
resonances one uses the mass of the p meson. For charmonium states the mass of the J/il> 
is substituted, whereas for bottomonium states the T should be used. The form factor in 
(2.52) is referred to as the pole-mass form factor.
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In the next chapter we will elaborate more on the form factors and discuss some other 
models for the description of the form factors.

2.9 Resonance decays
The produced resonances are not stable and will decay to some final state X. In general, 
the resonances have a large number of decay channels and in most of the cases the measured 
decay channels do not yet add up to the total decay width of the resonance. In section 
2.10.2 an overview of the decay channels and branching ratios of some resonances is given. 

Let us consider the decay of a resonance into some final state X

e+e -y e+e R -y e+e X. (2.53)
The total amplitude for this process can be written as

M = ^(P,M)AXrVXr. (2.54)
XR

A\r describes the two-photon production of a resonance with helicity Xr. V\r describes 
the decay of the resonance with helicity Ar into the final state X. The factor £(P, M) 
represents the propagator of the resonance and numerical factors. The total matrix element 
still depends on the external four-momenta. No implicit integrations over the outgoing 
momenta have been carried out at this stage. The square of the total matrix element is 
given by

£ l-MI* = K(j*.M)\2 E = MP.M)|2Tr (AV). (2.55)
Xr,\'r

The summation on the left hand side represents a summation over the helicities of the 
initial and final state particles. The quantities -4ara'r and V\R\'R are A\RA\> and V\rV\>r, 
summed over the helicities of all particles but the resonance. These are the density matrices 
for the production and decay of the resonance. For a spin- J resonance the density matrices 
are formed by (2 J-f 1) x (2 J+l)-matrices. The normalized density matrix for the production 
of a resonance is defined by

Pw =
Ea< ^Aj.A^Ai.A'

Ea;,Ar ■4Xi,AR-4Aj,AR
(2.56)

where the A, are the helicities of all particles but the resonance. From this definition we 
can immediately derive three properties of this normalized density matrix:

• p is Hermitian.

• TV (p) = 1, or alternatively, the diagonal elements of ^4.ara'r add up to the total matrix 
element squared for the the production of the resonance.

• \pij\ < 1 V ij.
In section 5.1 we will show that the density matrix for the production of a resonance contains 
an additional symmetry. The diagonal elements of the density matrix are real and give the 
fraction of the contribution of the corresponding helicity to the total cross section. The 
density matrix can be calculated directly or in the BGMS-formalism, as will be done 
in chapter 5.
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2.10 Experimental status
In this section we give an overview of the experimental status of two-photon physics and 
give a summary of the observed resonances. As we are mainly interested in resonances that 
can be produced in two-photon events, in most cases only the C-even resonances have been 
taken into account. As we are mainly interested in heavy resonances, most of our attention 
will be paid to them.

2.10.1 Quarkonia and resonance masses

The lightest charmonium state is the r]c meson. The charmonium state that was first 
observed simulaneously by two different experiments in 1974 is the J/ip [33,34], the 1 
state or in other words, the 3Si state. This observation was the first indication of the 
existence of quarks with the charm flavour. For charmonium the radial excitations with 
n > 3 lie above the mass of a DD pair6 to which they can decay. As a consequence, these 
states have a short lifetime and are referred to as quasi-bound states, whereas the states 
below this DD threshold can only decay radiatively to lighter charmonium states or via 
gluons to lighter hadrons, which is a suppressed process. The J/iJj is also known to decay 
through an intermediate virtual photon, that can subsequently decay into a lepton pair [13]. 
Together with the selection rule for radiative decay this gives the Xc2 the ‘golden’ decay 
channel \c2 —•► J/ipl /+/_7, which will be used in one of the analyses presented in this 
thesis.

The first bottomonium state that was discovered was also the 3Si state. This particle 
was called the Y(1S) [35]. However, the lightest bottomonium state state, 1Sq) called the 
rib, has not yet been seen. One of the analyses that is presented in this thesis, sets an upper 
limit on the two-photon width of the i]b meson by performing a missing mass analysis in a 
two-photon reaction. In bottomonium the radially excited states with n > 4 lie above the 
BB threshold and are called quasibound states. In figure 2.5 the spectra for charmonium 
and bottomonium are given.

By analogy, a bound state of a top(t) and and anti-top quark(i) should be called a 
toponium state. However, the top quark is because of its high mass kinematically allowed 
to decay to a real W boson (t —> W+b), which results in an extremely short lifetime. As a 
matter of fact, the lifetime is shorter than the revolution time of the toponium state. This 
makes it meaningless to speak of a bound state [36].

In table 2.1 a summary of all relevant C even resonances together with their masses is 
given. The masses for the observed resonances are taken from [13]. The masses of resonances 
that have not yet been seen have been taken from theoretical calculations [19,37].

2.10.2 Resonance decays and two-photon widths
The total widths of the resonances that have been observed are collected in table 2.2. The 
values were taken from [13].

6 A D is a bound state of a c quark with a lighter quark (u, d, s): D+ = cd, D° = cu and Df = cs. 
Analogously the B mesons (B+, B° and Bf) are bound states of a b quark with a light quark
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2*+lPj/qq /= 1 7 = 0 (7 = 0)' cc bb

lS0 V q' qc Vb
0.135 0.547 0.958 2.98 (9.40)

3Po «o fo fo XcO X60
0.984 0.980 1.37 3.42 9.86

3Pi a>\ /> /; Xcl X*i
1.23 1.28 1.51 3.51 9.89

3p2 ci2 /2 a Xc2 Xb2
1.32 1.28 1.53 3.56 9.91

1d2 7T2 Vd q'D qCD VbD
1.67 (1.68) (1.89) (3.84) (10.15)

Table 2.1: Overview of resonances that can be produced in a two photon reaction. The 
numbers below the names are the masses in GeV. The particles with their mass between 
parentheses have not yet been observed. The masses of those particles are taken from the
oretical calculations (see text).

Three different types of decay modes can be observed. The resonance decays into a 
state of two or more lighter hadrons, into two photons or into a lighter hadron under the 
emission of a photon. The last two decay modes are referred to as radiative decays. The 
second decay mode is forbidden for 1+ resonances. In table 2.3 the most important decay 
modes, together with the branching ratios are given. It should be noted that for the heavy 
resonances the branching ratios of the observed final states only represent a small fraction 
of the possible decay modes of the resonances.

For a large number of these resonances also the two-photon widths have been deter
mined. The results are collected in table 2.4.

The two-photon widths have been determined in three different kinds of experiments: in 
fixed target collisions, in radiative decays of C-odd resonances and in two-photon collisions 
in e+e“ collisions.

In fixed target collisions a beam of (anti)protons is brought into collision with a fixed 
target. The two photons that come from the decay of the resonance produced in this 
collision are detected in the final state. One example of fixed target measurements is 
the measurement of the branching ratio for the decay of an r] into two photons in the 
reaction pd —»3He77 at the SPES2 facility at Saclay [38]. Other examples are pp experiments 
(R704 at CERN [39] and E760 and E835 [40] at Fermilab) where a cooled antiproton beam 
is intersected with a hydrogen target. By changing the energy of the beam, the cross 
section is measured as a function of the CM-energy of the colliding particles. FYom this 
spectrum the resonance mass, its total width and the product of the branching ratios 
&t(R —> pp)Bi(R -* 77) can be derived by applying a fit with a Breit-Wigner and a 
background function.

Radiative decay measurements have been performed by the Crystall Ball Collaboration 
at the SPEAR collider, the CLEO(2) collaboration at CESR and the BES collaboration at
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zs+,Pj/gq I = 1 7 = 0

o
II

>-1
. cc bb

[So 5F° V i Vc Vb
7.83 • 10'6 •—

*

00 o 1 C
O 0.300 13.2 n.o.

*Po a0 fo fo XcQ XbO
75 70 350 13.5 162.3

3Pl ai h /; Xcl Xbl
425 24 73 0.880 130.6

3P2 a2 /2 n Xc2 Xb2
107 185 76 2 n.o.

1d2 7T2 V D Vd VcD VbD
258 n.o. n.o. n.o. n.o.

Table 2.2: The total width of the resonances that can be produced in a two-photon reaction. 
The total widths are given in MeV. (n.o.=not observed)

the BEPC accelerator (Beijing). In these experiments a C-odd resonance 7Zo is produced in 
electron-positron annihilation. For charmonium this usually is the the ip(2S) state whereas 
for bottomonium the T(2S) state is taken. The double radiative decay of this resonance 
1Zo —> 7^7 —> 777 is studied. The BES collaboration has only published results on char
monium states [41]. The Crystall Ball Collaboration and the CLEO collaboration have 
published results on both charmonium and bottomonium states [42-46].

At e+e_ colliders operating at higher energies the C-even resonances can also be formed 
in the photon-photon fusion process. From (2.46) it follows that the production rate of 
these resonances is proportional to the two-photon width. The decay products of the 
resonance are observed in the detector, from which the invariant mass is reconstructed. 
These processes were studied in a large number of experiments. The advantage of this 
method is that at one go all the different resonances can be observed. The disadvantage 
is that in general the remnants of the resonance are strongly boosted along the 2-axis. 
Examples are the detection of the ?/c meson [47,48] and the Xc2 meson [49-51]. All Xc2 

analyses study the decay channel Xc2 -> J/ip7 -> l+l~7 (l = e,/i) and reconstruct r77 from 
the spectrum M/j7 — Mu, which will be explained in chapter 9.

2.10.3 Missing mass analyses
In double-tag events the invariant mass W77 of the two-photon system can also be recon
structed from the information on the tagged leptons. The W77 spectrum can be used to 
search for heavy states with a narrow width that couple strongly to two photons. This ana
lysis has been performed at the TP C/Two-Gamma collaboration [52,53], which searched 
in the the range 4.5 GeV < W77 < 20 GeV. No evidence for narrow-width resonances has 
been found. The 95 % C.L. upper limits on the two-photon width are given in figure 2.9. 
In chapter 8 a similar missing mass analysis has been performed.

In [54] also a double-tag analysis, using the L3 luminosity monitors, has been performed 
and the W77 spectrum is given. However, no upper limits on resonances has been set in
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Vc
7/,7T7r(4.l) 

pp( 2.6) 
7C7?tt(5.5) 

7/7T7r(4.9)

Vb
n.o.

sPo
decay

«o
r/n(dom) 

KK(seen) 
pn(seen)
77(seen)

fo
7T7t(78.1)

KI<(21.9)

S'a
nn(seen)
in(seen)
riT](seen)
77 (seen)

XcO
2(7r+7T-)(2.0) 

h+h~ K+K~(l.8) 
p°n+n~(1.6) 
3(h+h~)(1.2)

XbO
7T(15)(< 6)

JF,
decay pn (dom)

fi
4tt(33.1)
T]HH(b2)

KK?r(9)
7P°(5.5)

/!
KK* 4- c.c.(seen)

Xcl
7J/V>( 27.3)

Xbl
7T(1S)(35)

decay
a2

prr(70.1)
777r(14.5)

CJ7T7t(10.6)
KK(4.9)

/a
7T7r(84.7)

7r+7r"27r°(7.2)
KK(4.6)

n
KK( 88.8) 
TO(10.3)

Xc2
2(7T+7r-)(1.2)

h+h~K+K~(1.9)
3(h+h~)(1.2)

7J/V»(13.5)

Xb2
7T(1S)(22)

xd2
decay

7T2
/2(1270)jt(56.2)

P>r(3X)
/o(1370)(8.7)

V D
n.o.

Vd
n.o.

VcD
n.o.

VbD
n.o.

Table 2.3: The most important decay channels for the resonances produced in a two-photon 
reaction [13]. Between parentheses the branching ratios are given (dom = dominant decay 
mode, seen= the decay has been observed, but no branching ratios are given, n.o.=not 
observed)

this analysis.

2.10.4 Form factors

The Q2 dependence of several resonances has been determined experimentally. For the light 
resonances 7r°, r) and rj the VDM form factor where the pole mass is set to the p mass is 
found to give a good description of the Q2 dependence for Q2 < 5 GeV2 [55-58]. Recently, 
L3 has also published the first measurement of the form factor of the T]c [47,59]. The data 
favours the mass of the J/ip as the pole mass above the p mass. However, a flat form factor 
is also in agreement with data. The results are plotted in figure 2.10.
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7 = 1 7 = 0 (i = oy cc bb

lS0 7T° V v' Vc Vb
(7.74 ± 0.55) • 10"3 0.46 ± 0.04 4.29 ±0.15 7.4 ±1.4 n.o.

3Po a0 fo fi XcO XbO
0.30 ±0.10 o.39^:lS 5.4 ±2.3 4.0 ±2.8 n.o.

*Pi /i /; Xcl Xbl
n.o. n.o. n.o. n.o. n.o.

3p2 d2 h fi Xc2 Xb2
1.0 ±0.06 2.6 ±0.24 0.100 ±0.021 0.46 ±0.17 n.o.

[d2 tt2 Vd Vd VcD VbD
1.41 ±0.36 n.o. n.o. n.o. n.o.

Table 2.4: The experimentally determined two-photon widths in keV.

Figure 2.9: The 95% C.L. upper limit on the two-photon width as published by the 
TPC/Two-Gamma collaboration [52,53].

2.10.5 Helicity contributions
Theory predicts that for spin-2 resonances the production process is at low Q\ dominated by 
the helicity-2 contribution [23,60]. The model presented in the next chapter also predicts 
this dominance. For the f'2 meson L3 has performed an analysis that indeed shows a 
dominant helicity-2 contribution [12]. In the Xc2 analyses [49-51] it is also assumed that the 
helicity-2 contribution is dominant. The generated events that were uniformly distributed 
are reweighted according to this helicity contribution.
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Figure 2.10: The form factor F2[Q2) as a function of Q2. Picture taken from [47j.
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Chapter 3

The resonance production mechanism

In this chapter a model is introduced for the calculation of the meson-photon-photon trans
ition form factor. The meson will be treated as a non-relativistic bound state of a heavy 
quark-antiquark pair. First the decay of a resonance into two photons is studied. Then this 
process is crossed for a description of resonance production in a two-photon reaction.

A large part of the work presented in this chapter has been published in [27].

3.1 Theoretical framework
Several theoretical studies on the Q2 dependence of the (single) form factor that governs 
the production of the pseudoscalar mesons have been carried out [61-69]. Much less is 
known about the (in general several) form factors associated with the other C-even mesons 
[60,70,71]. For experimental data we refer to [72,73]. One of the aims of this chapter is to 
take the Q2 dependence of the cross section fully into account.

The calculations start from the limit of heavy quarks. In this limit the meson can 
be considered a non-relativistic bound state of a heavy quark and antiquark. The the
oretical description of production and decay of heavy quarkonia is based on the NRQCD 
factorization framework [29], where relativistic corrections and higher-Fock-state contribu
tions are suppressed by powers of v, the relative velocity of the quarks in the meson1. With 
some minor modifications to incorporate SU(3)-flavour breaking also the light mesons are 
included in the calculations. It will be argued that this procedure is justified.

3.2 Off-shell two-photon decay amplitudes
In this subsection the general amplitude is derived for the decay of a resonance into two 
photons

R(P) -> 7(fcib(k2), (3.1)

where we allow the photons to be off shell. The amplitude for this process is denoted by Ai. 
Again, we will only look at resonances that are of direct interest to us, i.e. we will study 
the ^o, 3Pj and lD2 mesons. The derivation of M starts with an expression containing

‘For charmonia and bottomonia < v2 >« 0.3 respectively « 0.1.
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3.2. Off-shell two-photon decay amplitudes The resonance production mechanism

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the factorization of the quarkonium decay process. The left part 
of the diagrams represents the quarkonium state. The right part of the diagrams describes 
the peHurbative annihilation of the free quarks into two photons. The right parts of the two 
diagrams contribute to the perturbative part A of the amplitude.

the decay mechanism and the wave function of the quark-antiquark system. Both these 
parts are then evaluated in a non-relativistic approximation and finally combined into the 
amplitude M.

We label the momenta of the quark-antiquark pair by q\ and q2. The amplitude can 
be factorized into two contributions [74,75], x and A,

M(Q) = j Tr[A(q)X(Q,q)}^

where
Q = Q1+Q2 = (M, 0),
2 Q = Q\-Q2 = (0,2 q).

The parametrizations of Q and q are given in the rest frame of the resonance. This is 
illustrated in figure 3.1. The quantity x(Q><?) Is the Bethe-Salpeter wave function [21] for 
the given quarkonium state, while A represents the perturbative parts of the diagrams in 
figure 3.1. For the decay process (3.1) we find for A

A{q) = (3.4)

where ei are the polarization vectors of the outgoing photons and eq is the fractional charge 
of the quarks in units of e.

When one now would take x = u(qi)v(q2) equation (3.2) would lead to the usual quark- 
antiquark annihilation amplitude. However, the quarks are in a bound state, in particular 
we assume that the resonance is a non-relativistic bound state, which gives simplifications. 
It implies that the relative momentum q between the quark and the antiquark is small 
compared to the mass of the resonance. As a consequence, the bound-state wave function 
is sharply damped for larger relative momenta. This allows us to neglect terms with a
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The resonance production mechanism 3.2. Off-shell two-photon decay amplitudes

higher order q dependence in formula (3.2). For 5-waves one can replace A(q) by .4(0). 
From (3.2) it will then follow that this expression has to be multiplied by the 5-state wave 
function in the origin of configuration space. For P-waves the wave function vanishes at 
the origin. In this case one has to retain in A terms linear in q. From (3.2) it will now 
follow that M will be proportional to the first derivative of the P-wave function in the 
origin in configuration space. For D-waves also this first derivative vanishes in the origin 
and one has to go to terms proportional to q2, which results in a decay amplitude that is 
proportional to the second derivative of the wave function in the origin of configuration 
space2.

In the non-relativistic approach we can make one more approximation. As the binding 
energy is small compared to the quark masses, the resonance mass M and the quark mass 
m are related by

M « 2m. (3.5)

We now turn to the Bethe-Salpeter wave function, which in the non-relativistic limit 
can be written as

x(Q,q;J,J„L,S) = £ 2nS(q° - f-)1>Lu{q)Pss.(Q,q) < LM;SSZ\JJZ > . (3.6)

M,SX

This equation originates from combining u(q\) and vfa) into an 5 = 0 or 5 = 1 object, 
which then gives with an orbital non-relativistic wave function lm a state with total 
spin J. For that the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient < LM\ SSZ\JJZ > is needed. The spin 
projection operators Pssz can be found in [74] and read

PooiQ.q) = Afjf(5# + rf) + H75Hi®~^+m]’ (37)

Here e(Q,Sz) is the spacelike polarization vector of a spin-1 system. The standard polar
ization vectors have been used. These polarization vectors satisfy as usual the relations

Q“e,(Q,Jz) = 0, (3.8)

5>‘(Q, Jz)e“‘(Q, J.) = -r + ^ = V”. (3.9)
J;

In the rest frame of the resonance the polarization vectors are given by

£± = ^(OjTli
£o = (0,0,0,1).

The spin projection operators in (3.7) can be directly interpreted. The factors in the square 
brackets are boost factors, the spin content is then projected out by 75 and $(Q,SZ).

2This behaviour of the wave function can be understood by noting that in the non-relativistic limit the 
Bethe-Salpeter wave function is proportional to the Schrodinger wave function. For the short distances 
the interaction potential is dominated by the Coulomb-like part. The Schrodinger wave function that is a

solution to the Coulomb-potential contains a term (e-8- see (5-28) in [20]) where ra is the Bohr
radius of the hydrogen atom.

(3.10)
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3.2. Off-shell two-photon decay amplitudes The resonance production mechanism

The amplitude for the S-waves is easily obtained. In the absence of orbital angular 
momentum the total angular momentum is given by the spin of the resonance (J = S,
Jz = Sz).

M(Q) = ^jTr [A°P°j] J Vta(«)d3q. (3.11)

Here we have introduced the short-hand notation for the small q approximation

>1° = ^(0), P°SS!(Q) = Pss.(Q, 0). (3.12)

The integration is nothing but a Fourier transformation

(3-13)

where 'll is the radial part of the wave function in configuration space.
For the P waves one has to retain terms linear in q

M(Q) = (Sp Y. < 1M;SS,\JJ, > Tr [.4“P£S.(Q)+
M,SZ

A°P$s.(Q)\ fQaTp\M{q)d3qy

where
dP°St(Q)= pSSz(Q)q)

9=0 0(i<*
Again, the integration represents a Fourier transformation

9=0

/ 4"lM4)d3? = -ie°(M)J?-n'P(0).

For the 1D2 state we have to go to terms of second order in q

MQ) = £ <2M-,SSt\JJz>l'Ti\Aa‘,P$s{Q) + 2AaPL(Q)+
M,S,

•A°^,(Q)] JqaqMq)i3q-

In this equation we have introduced

AQ0 = d2
Aq)dqQdqB

This time the integration yields

d2PSS,(Q)=~rpss,(Q,q)
9=0 VQaOQp 9=0

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

(S)» / «V*-M)d»f= y^V(Q, M)K"(0). (3.19)
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The resonance production mechanism 3.2. Off-shell two-photon decay amplitudes

From (3.7) we can calculate the relevant projection operators.

= ^ *(-(? +Af),

™ = /J( -*£)'
flSf W) = -2\lw9a0K’

F?s.(Q) = vji7ms.)(-9+M),

P-«) = '/4M

AM

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

In order to obtain the amplitude A4, one also needs the relations [74]

M,SZ

(3.25)

(3.26)

-eaS(Q,Jz). (3.27)
M,SX

In (3.19) and (3.27) we have introduced the polarization tensor ea0(Q,Jz) for the spin-2 
resonances. The polarization tensors satisfy the following relations

eT(Q, Jz) = e'^Q, Js)t g^iQ, Jz) = 0, Q^Q, Jz) = 0. (3.28)

(3.29)Zut'jQi Jz)£nfl(Qi «7s) — 2 (^Vo^/5 T ^(tp'Pi'Oc)
Jz

In the rest frame of the resonance the standard spin-2 polarization vectors e(Q, Aa)^ are 
given by

( 0 0 0 0 \ (0 0 0 0 \

£(°’°) = 7e
0
0

-1
0

0
-1

0
0

. £(0,±l) = f 0
0

0
0

0
0

=Fl
-i

l 0 0 0 2 ) 10 Tl —i 0 /
(3.30)

e(0,±2) =_ i

/ 0 0 0 0 \
0 1 ±i 0
0 ±i -1 0

^00 0 0/
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3.2. Off-shell two-photon decay amplitudes The resonance production mechanism

Prom now on the Q-dependence of the polarization vectors and tensors will no longer be 
explicitly denoted.

Now we have arrived at the point where we can construct the amplitudes M, which can 
now be written as (omitting overall phase factors)

7W(‘5o) = 4 V + M>] ’ (3.31)

M(3P0) = -H'P{0)\ — Tr 6 A0 + (4 + ^) (-«+«)

2*^°7aM7^ + + M)

M(3P2) = 3 / 1
4 V TiM

n'p( 0)TV AW
M-Q

£/ii/(<lz)i

(3.32)

(3.33)

(3.34)

M(lD2) = lyf]hRl(O)e*0(Q, J*)Tt [M°S(-« + M) + 2^757^ (3 35)

As the polarization tensors have a vanishing trace (3.28), the last term in the trace of (3.35) 
will not contribute to the decay amplitude. Prom the last property in (3.28) it also follows 
that the second term in (3.21) will not contribute and thus has been discarded in (3.35).

The last step is to insert the explicit expressions for the (derivatives of the) amplitude 
(3.4) into these expressions. From [75] we have the expressions for A0 and AM

(3.36)

4e4e2
* = • Wijt ~ MWI • + i\{e\ • k2) - j\(ki • *»)]• (3-37)

In these expressions we have used the abbreviation D for the term that occurs in the 
denominator, which becomes in the limit q 0

D = [^(&i - k2)}2 - m2 = -h • k2. (3.38)

When D is needed in the reaction (2.2) it can be expressed through (2.7)-(2.10) as follows

1
D = ~(s + s' + u + v! - 8m2). 

For A*u we found the following expression 

2e2e? (A

(3.39)

A^ = -
D3

((4(^1 - k)2 - mV* - (k, - k2y{ki - fc2)") (WI« - ^1). (3-40)
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The resonance production mechanism 3.3. The helicity decay amplitude

Finally, the amplitudes for the decay of a resonance into two photons read3

M(Q,1S0) = 2ey1^^e(kuk2,e\,E\),
(3.42)

M(Q,3P0) = {[(ei ■ «s)t£ • fe) - & ■ *»)(<$' *i)l
(3.43)

x[M2 + (k\ • fc2)] — (£j • £2)^i^'2} >

M(Q3P,)--
~6e"e D3 ][^{kA^l,e2,k2) + k2s(s,e2,eI,k1)},

(3.44)

M(Q,3P2)
(3.45)

+ (e! • £2)^1,/i^2,i/ - (£1 • &2)Aq ,m£2,i/ ~ (£2 ' >

M(Q,lD2) = l2ey'1^J^e^kUllk2,l,a(kuk2,Ele-2).
(3.46)

We can compare our results to the results obtained by other authors. Up to an overall 
phase factor, some colour factors and adding the fractional quark charge our results agree 
with Gastmans et al. [76,77], Guberina et al. [74] and Kuhn et al. [75]. In some of the 
papers the amplitudes for the production of a quarkonium state are described. This results 
in the replacement Q -y -Q.

3.3 The helicity decay amplitude
In order to cast the results into a form that is suitable for implementation in the BGMS- 
formalism, we express the amplitudes M. in terms of helicity decay amplitudes X>(Ai, A2), 
where the Aj’s are the helicities of the outgoing photons. In the rest frame we choose the 
direction of photon 1 as the polarization axis. With this choice the helicity A^(= Jz) of the 
resonance is related to these photon helicities by

A* = Ai - A2. (3.47)

Let us define the following invariants

W = yfo*, (3.48)

Ki = yjkl (3.49)

v = h-k2, (3.50)
X = S-KlKl, (3.51)

______________________________ Q] = (3-52)

3In some of the expressions we have introduced the following notation for the contraction of four four- 
vectors with the totally anti-symmetric Levi-Civita tensor ea^s.

e(vi,V2,V3,v4) = ea(i'lSvllo,V2,{3V3,-rV4 ,S- (3.41)
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3.3. The helicity decay amplitude The resonance production mechanism

Jp £>(+-) V(++) V(+0) X>(00)

0“ 0 \/X 0 0

0+ 0 2(A'+»/H'2)
v/3 W 0

1+ 0

<
1

*

1 y/2Kt(v - Kf) 0

2+ ZWv [2v{K*+K*)+2K*Kl
V 3 W V2K2( v + K\) 2yl\WKJ<2

2“ 0
4*4 0 0

Table 3.1: The decay amplitudes X>(Ai, A2) in units of ci.

At this point W equals the rest mass of the resonance, M. However, the two variables 
may differ for the crossed reaction when one wants to take into account the Breit-Wigner 
formula in the production.

The amplitudes are normalized such that the on-shell two-photon decay widths are given 
by (2.44)

r77(25+1L,) = 1
32ttM(2J + 1)

E I^(Ai,A2)|2.
Ai ,A2==bl

(3.53)

We have listed the results for the helicity decay amplitudes in table 3.1. In this table 
the decay amplitudes are expressed in terms of c^,, given by

cl =
ftS(Q)no(o,o)

Dl+1
(3.54)

where Vlm(^5 4>) are the spherical harmonics. The variable D has been introduced in formula 
(3.38). "R^l a different notation for the L-th derivative of the radial part of the wave 
function. For the L-values 5, P and D will be used and n denotes the radial quantum 
number. The other decay amplitudes can be derived from the given decay amplitudes by 
exploiting

^(^1,^2) = -A2), (3 55)

where r}R = 1(-1) for the ”normal”("abnormal”) Jp series, Jp = 0+, 1~,2+,... (Jp = 
0”, l+,2~,...). The first relation remains valid after crossing to a photon-photon reaction.
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The resonance production mechanism 3.4. Widths for on-shell two-photon decays

Jp 0" 0+ 1+ 2+ 2"

r -n(Jp) 4 144 32 192
5 64

Table 3.2: The two-photon decay widths in units of di (for 1+ the reduced width f77 has 
been given).

3.4 Widths for on-shell two-photon decays
We can use the above expressions and formula (3.53) to obtain expressions for the two- 
photon widths. The results are collected in table 3.2. The entries of the table are given in 
units of dj,

d _ ,.4^ 1745(0)1* ,,
dl - 3e9Q ^f2(L+l) • (3.56)

In the case of the 1+ meson the reduced width T77 has been given, which has been introduced 
in section 2.7. This is the transverse-transverse two-photon width divided by the factor
[*? - *3)/(2")]-

For the numerical results for the two-photon widths we have to discuss the input para
meters in equation (3.56). They will lead to a set of widths, which are in reasonable 
agreement with experiment. For the heavy charmonium and bottomonium states the frac
tional charges are given by the charges of the constituent quarks, eq = +2/3 and eq = -1/3 
respectively. The wave functions follow from a calculation where the Schrodinger equation 
is solved for a phenomenological inter-quark potential [78]. The input values are given in 
table 3.3. Furthermore, we multiply for some resonances the two-photon width by a QCD 
correction factor Cqcd [79]4

lSo : CQCD = 1 + ^(TT2 - 20),

3Po : CQCD = 1 + ^+^(3^ - 28), (3-57)

3A : CQCd = 1 - i52f+1-

We have taken the values as(mc) = 0.298 and <25(771$) = 0.190.
For the light mesons the validity of the potential model is not self-evident and one has 

to assume this model to be still a good approximation. For the light mesons we assume 
a linear potential oc Xr. This results in |7£i5(0)|2 = 2pX, |7^ip(0)|2 = 0.268(2/iA)5/3 and 

= 0.151(2/iA)7/3, where p is the reduced mass. We use the canonical values for 
the string tension A and the constituent quark masses, 2p\ = 0.74 GeV3. SJ7(3)-flavour 
symmetry breaking has been accounted for by multiplying the square of these wave functions

4Although it has not been mentioned explicitly in [27], these correction factors have also been used in
the calculations of the two-photon widths.
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7?(l) cc bb

|7iis(0)|2/GeV3 0.81 6.5

|7J'1P(0)|2/GeV5 0.075 1.4

lTC'i'D(0)|2/GeV7 0.015 0.64

Table 3.3: The input values for the (derivatives of the) radial part of of the wave function 
in the origin for charmonium and bottomonium states.

(3.58)
by a factor rJJ'+1, where

M
I'M = —•

Mo
The quantity is a hadronic scale of about 1 GeV and M is the resonance mass. For 
the light mesons ej is replaced by the effective squared charge < e2q >. It depends on the 
mixing angle 6 that parametrizes the breaking of SU(3)-flavour symmetry [13,80].

i
W2

<el>-i ^(cos0-2\/2sin0) 

^{cos6+ ^5 sin 0)

7r, ao, fli, a 2» ^2

*?> /o j f[»y*2 > vd
(3.59)

For the lSo and ]D2 also the effect of the centrifugal barrier has to be taken into account. For 
the J+ states parity allows the total photonic orbital momentum to be zero5 *. However, for 
the negative parity states 0“ and 2“ the photonic orbital angular momentum is required to 
be at least 1. In the expressions for the decay amplitude (3.42) and (3.46) this suppression 
shows up as the factor e(fci,A^,ei,e2). For the decay widths this implies that one has 
to multiply the square of (the derivatives of the) radial part of the wave function by an 
additional factor r4M. The final results for the wave functions for the light mesons are 
listed in table 3.4. From the results in table 3.4 and the factor dL it now follows that 
the two-photon widths scale with M3 for the 0” and 2“ mesons whereas the two-photon 
widths for the J+ states scale as 1/M. This can be compared with results obtained by 
other authors [22,82]. In the ’’conventional approach” all mesons scale as M3, a scaling 
behaviour that was also found in the Low approximation (2.48).

In table 3.5 we have collected the numerical results that follow from this approach. The 
masses of the mesons are taken from the PDG [13], where known, and the others are taken

5The parity Vi2 of a two particle system is given by [81]

Vn=ViV2{-l)Li

where Vi are the intrinsic parities of the two particles and L is the total orbital momentum.
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7?(^)/cnL Light Mesons

|ftls(0)|2/GeV3

|77'1P(0)|2/GeV5

|TC'/c(0)|2/GeV7

0.074^,

3.5 x 10-3r3(

0.35 x lO"3^

Table 3.4: The input values for the (derivatives of the) radial part of of the wave function 
in the origin for the light resonances.

from a potential-model calculation [82]6. Despite their questionable status the do, /o(980) 
and /o(1370) have been taken as the lowest-lying scalars.

The only free parameters that are left are the QCD scale po and the mixing angles 6. 
The scale p0 has been adjusted by the n° decay width to po = 0.96 GeV. We determine the 
mixing angles from the quadratic mass formula ((13.5) in [13]), 0[O“] = -11.5°, 9[2+] = 32°. 
For the other P-states we have taken the latter value as well. For the D-waves the mixing 
angle has been set to zero.

In table 3.5 also the experimentally observed two-photon widths are given. A comparison 
reveals that we find good agreement with the measured decay widths for almost all mesons. 
This gives us confidence that the model will provide sensible results for the two-photon 
production of these light states.

3.5 Form factors in two-photon production
In this section we will derive the cross sections and interference terms in the BGMS form
alism. By crossing the results for the two-photon decay process we can obtain the cross 
section of resonance production in a two-photon reaction

7(?i)7(92) -► R(JP). (3-61)

The crossed amplitudes are obtained by replacing K{ by iQi in the helicity amplitudes, 
where Qi is defined by Qi = y/-qj. Crossing changes the second relation in (3.55) to

®(Ai,A.) = (-1)J-X,+A22>(A2,A1)|(?ih<3i . (3.62)

The amplitudes (2.32) are related to the decay amplitudes by

MAlA,AiAj = *S(P> - M2mAi, A2)|2 (3.63)

flThese include the ^(9400) and the D wave states rj£>(1680), 1/^(1890), t)cd{3840) and T]bD{ 10150), 
where the masses in MeV are given between the parentheses.
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3.5. Form factors in two-photon production______ The resonance production mechanism

7 = 1 7 = 0 (7 = oy cc bb

lSo 7T° V rf Vc Vb

7.74 • 10-3(7.74 • 10~3) 0.41(0.46) 6.1(4.9) 7.8(7.4) 0.46(—)

3Po flo /o ft XcO XbO

5.1(0.3) 0.72(0.39) 10.4(5.4) 2.5(4.0) 0.043(—)

3Pi ai /. /; Xcl Xbl

0.90(—) 2.5(2.4) O.IO(-) 0.50(-) 0.92 • 10-2(-)

3p2 a2 h n Xc2 Xb2

l.O(l.O) 3.0(2.6) 0.12(0.10) 0.28(0.46) 0.74 ■ 10~2(—)

1d2 tt2 Vd Vo VcD VbD

1.3(1.41) 0.43(—) 5.0(-) 0.95 • 10-2(-) 0.74 ■ 10"4(—)

Table 3.5: The numerical values for T77 in keV. In parentheses the central values of exper
imental measurements [13] are given. For the 3 Pi resonances the reduced widths are given 
and the experimental measurement is taken from [28].

for the cross sections and by

= nS(P2 - (3.64)

for the interference terms.
Inserting the above expressions in (2.37) we obtain (A, B = T,S)

aAB = S(P2 - M2)  ̂+1)^JP) fAB{Jp), (3.65)

tab = 6(P2 - M2)&n*W±Wrr(jP)gMJpy (3.66)

As discussed in section 2.8, form factors and gAB will appear. They are listed in table
3.6. For the 1+ resonances again the reduced width has to be inserted into the formulae. 
In the form factors we have introduced the variable k

M2
K~ 2v/r

(3.67)

where X is defined in equation (3.51).
Before we start to compare our results for the form factors to those obtained by other 

theoretical models or from experimental data, it is important to realize that the Qfl de
pendence of the form factor is convention dependent. What is unique is the Q\ depend
ence of the e"e+ -4 e+e~R cross section. Conventions different from (3.65) and (3.66) 
are in use. For the pseudoscalar mesons it has become standard to define the meson- 
photon transition form factor by writing the amplitude for the process 77 -4 P(0") as
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The resonance production mechanism 3.5. Form factors in two-photon production

Jp frr frs fss

0- Kx™ i/2 0 0

0+ 0

1+ 4QJ^)2 0

2+ .. M2Q2(^_q2)2
K 3i/-‘

2“ *f*r 0 0

JP 9tt 9ts

0" -2ft$t 0

0+ K (^) + i/M2)

1+ K (2^) Q\Q2(v + Qi)(^ + Q2)

2+
k /2Q2Q1-i/(Q?+(?2)\2

12 V )
« (^)2 ^ (|(20?Q1 - u(Q\ + Qi)) + (v - Q\)(u - QD)

2"

C
O(M

1 0

Table 3.6: The form factors fAB o,nd qab-

M = Fp11(Qi,Q2)e2iEilv(>o(l\q.2£\e2- this convention we find for the only non-vanishing
cross section term

FpniQuQt)
FpA 0.0)

Hence, this form factor Fp77 is related to our form factor by

°rr[0-] = S(W2 - M2)87r2^2lJp-
lvl ft

(3.68)

Fprti 0.0) = ^ =
4e2/P

M5"

(3.69)

where fp is the pseudoscalar decay constant, fp = |7£s(0)Equation (3.69) agrees 
with a calculation where also the effects from the transverse-momentum (qp) of the quarks 
within the bound state were taken into account [67]. This effectively amounts to adding a 
factor 2q\. to the denominator in (3.69).

The CLEO collaboration has measured the single Q2 dependence (Q = Qi,Q2 ~ 0) of 
the 7r°, rj and rj1 form factors very precisely [58]. The data is consistent with a monopole 
behaviour with a pole mass close- to the p mass for the 7r° and q mesons and a slightly 
larger mass for the r/' meson. This agrees with so-called power counting rules [83]. In (3.69)
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3.5. Form factors in two-photon production The resonance production mechanism

we also found a monopole form factor. But for these light mesons we have to replace the 
meson mass by the mass of the p meson7 (« twice the mass of the light quarks) whereas 
for the other mesons we identify the pole mass with the meson mass.

It is important to realize that the expression for Fpdoes not factorize into the product 
of two form factors FR(Q\)FR(Ql), as is suggested in the VMD-model [31]. In the VMD 
model

%• 13701 

where one takes for the light resonances Mp = Mp, for the charmonium states Mp = Mj/y 
and for the bottomonium states Mp = Mj. In particular, at large Q^’s the form factor in 
(3.69) only falls off as M2/(Q\ + Q2) rather than M4/(Q\Q\), as is in agreement with [83].

It might seem to be a coincidence that we obtain the correct asymptotic behaviour. The 
non-relativistic model is expected to give a meaningful description for Qi values not much 
larger than M/2 and is expected to become insufficient at asymptotic Qi values where 
large logarithmic corrections oc ln(Qj/M) become important. In this regime it is more 
appropriate to set up a scheme in which calculations are done with massless quarks, but 
incorporating the Q2 evolution of the quark distribution amplitudes in the meson. Such an 
approach is provided by the hard-scattering approach (HSA) [61].

In the HSA the meson-photon-photon transition amplitude factorizes into a hard (per
turbative) scattering amplitude and a soft (non-perturbative) distribution amplitude (j){x), 
so that asymptotically

PrAQuQi) ->2 <el>fPfo xQ]+^[x)Qldx. (3.71)

All meson distribution amplitudes approach the asymptotic form <Pas{x) = 6x(l — x). The 
asymptotic limit then yields

P'n 6 < e:
Q\

2 > fp—
QA2-2Q]Ql\n ;§t)

(Qi - QI)3
For two special limits this gives

FPry
6 <e2q>fp
“ Q2
2 <*l>fP

Ql~Q,Q2 = 0 

Qi=Q2 = Q-

(3.72)

(3.73)

Although the full dependence looks more complicated than in (3.69), the two limiting 
cases in (3.73) show that the asymptotic power behaviours for large Q\ and/or large Q2 
are identical. The reason is that in both calculations the hard vertex is QQ(15'o) 77
and asymptotically the HSA distribution amplitude becomes Q-independent, as is also the 
case in our non-relativistic model. From the normalization condition/^ (f>(x)dx = 1, it 
follows that in the symmetric asymptotic limit (Qx = Q2) (3.69) and (3.71) yield identical 
results. In the single asymptotic limit (Qi —> 00, Q2 = 0) the results differ by a factor 2/3. 
For other meson-photon transition form factors the asymptotic Qi power behaviour will

This replacement is justified as these mesons are Goldstone bosons and thus exceptionally light.
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The resonance production mechanism 3.5. Form factors in two-photon production

Q\ i=- Q2 Q\ -Q2-Q
Jp Ftt Fts Fss Ftt Fts Fss
0- 1 0 0 1 0 0

0+ A
3 0 aV2M2QiQ2

3 A (Qi+Q2)2
2 M
3Q 0 y/2 M

3 Q
1+ 1 V2MQ2 (3Q|+Q2)

MQ'i+Q'i)2 0 0 V2 0

2+ A
7e

mq2 4 M2 Q\ Q2 s/42 M M2
■1Q2

M
73Qy3A(Q?+Q?)2 12 Q

2“ A2 0 0 M2
Q* 0 0

Table 3.7: The structure function Fab in the symmetric and asymmetric asymptotic limit.

also be identical. There may be a difference in numerical factors, caused by the different 
distribution amplitudes for the two calculations.

Let us now consider the other mesons. In analogy to Fp77 for the pseudoscalar case, we 
define

Fab = liraQi~* oo
Ql + Ql

M2
\JkIab (3.74)

In table 3.7 the results are collected for the symmetric, as well as the asymmetric limit. In 
the expressions we have introduced A

A =
\Qi Q\ I
Qi + Qi

(3.75)

In the asymmetric limit the Ftt’s are the dominant form factor. The other form factors 
are suppressed by a factor l/max,-^. In the asymmetric limit the Fss form factors have 
the same Qi dependence as the Ftt form factors for the 0+ and 2+ resonances.

Ideally the aim is to measure the dependence on both Qi and Q2 and to separate 
the form factors fss> fos, Itt (as well the helicity-2 as the helicity-0 components), grr 
and Qts- This would require high statistics and excellent tagging efficiencies. Single-tag 
measurements are experimentally more feasible. On the non-tagged lepton often an anti-tag 
is imposed in order to ensure Q2 ~ 0. Such measurements are only sensitive to an effective 
form factor. We therefore introduce the following generalization of the pseudoscalar form 
factor.

(-^e//(Q2)) = Qljrao k[Itt + Uts]\q2=q* • (3.76)

In this equation £ is the ratio of the flux factors Cts to Ctt that were introduced in (2.40).
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3.5. Form factors in two-photon production The resonance production mechanism

Figure 3.2: The single-tag effective form factor Feff(Q2, Jp) for the charmonium states for 
{ = 1. The t]cd form factor has not been plotted as it would lie almost on top of the r\c form 
factor.

For the effective form factors we find

f«//(
= I(i + M*+<?*) _ Mi+Qi i1 “ 5m1] ’

F<//(1+) = [m^{4+^t}]! -> (3'77)

1* -> A[i-¥^].
F'/f( 2-) =

The limits for the J+ states denote the limit Q -> 0. For Q small compared to Af, all 
but the 1+ form factors are similar to the VMD form factor that was also found for the 
pseudoscalar. All form factors asymptotically behave as l/Q2, but the hierarchy changes. 
QfFeff/M2 1> 1/3,1,1/\/6,1. Hence, at large Q2 we predict

Ma(e+e -> e+e R) 1
r77(H) -1:9 for Jp = 0" :0+ : 1+ :2+;2". (3.78)

In figure 3.2 an illustration of the the Q2 dependence of the effective form factors is given 
for the different wave functions.
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Chapter 4

Construction of e|A4|2

For quantitative results, we will have to calculate Y \M\2 numerically, possibly on the basis 
of an analytical expression. In the previous section the expressions for the cross sections 
have been obtained by using the BGMS formalism. They have been implemented in a Monte 
Carlo generator Galuga [84]. Here we shall discuss the direct evaluation of the square of 
the matrix element, which is implemented in the generator GaGaRes, to be discussed in 
chapter 6. Thus one has two event generators which should give the same but independent 
results. The direct calculation offers a simple way to calculate the resonance production 
density matrices, which will be done in chapter 5.

Even the direct calculation of Y \M\2 will be done in three different ways, one gives 
expressions in terms of Lorentz inner products, the others in spinorial expressions.

4.1 Y\M\2 in terms of invariants
We will first obtain an expression for the total matrix element squared using the most 
conventional approach1.

We start with the expressions for the decay of the resonance into two off-shell photons
(3.42)-(3.46). These expressions are crossed and the polarization vectors of the photons are 
replaced by the QED currents eji/Q\ and ej2/Q\• For the amplitudes this yields

-M(15o; Ai, A2, Aj, A2) — ~^r£ [^i>^2»ii(Ai, Ai),j2(X2} A2)] (4.1)

M (3Po 5 Ai, A2, Ai, A2) = ^(b'i(A1,A'1)-j2(A2,A/2KvA:2

-ii(Ai,Ai) • k2j2(A2, Ai) • ki] (W2 + ki • ^2)

—Ji (Ai, Aj) • j2(A2, A2)^) >

(3-Pi; Ai, A2, a;, A'2, A«) = {te [e*(A/?),ii(A1} Aj), j2(A2, Ai), k2]
-\-t!e [£*(Afi),.72(A2, Ai),ii(Ai, Aj), ki]),

(4.2)

(4.3)

'Unless the opposite is stated explicitly, a summation over the external helicities is always implied.
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4.1. ^T|A412 in terms of invariants Construction of y^jA1|2

M(3P2; Ai, A2, A',, A'j, Afl) = # (fc, • k2jhl(Xu \\)j2„(\2, A')

+fci^fc2i/ji (Ai, AJ) • j2 (A2, A'2)
A2)j"i(Ai, Aj) • fc2

-fc2piiv(Ai1A,1)i2(A2,A/2) • fci)£*MI/(A/i),

M(' D2\ A,, A2, Aj, A'2, Ar) =

£ [fci, k2, ii(Ai, A'J, j2(A2, Ai)] •
(4.5)

The A-* represent the hehcity of the associated external particles, 
and ji have been defined in (2.23) and (2.24).

The lepton currents j\

if = il(Aj, Ai) = VAjfPlJ^VA'(Pi), (2.23)

if = if (A2, Ai) = uX'2{jJ2)Yu a2(P2)- (2.24)

Being conserved currents, these currents obey

i*(Am, An) • ki = 0 (z = 1,2). (4.6)

The pre-factors ci,..., c5 are given by

ci = 0o, c2 = 4gi/Wt c3 = 2\/60i, c4 = 4v/3VF0i, c5 = 8\/3O02, (4.7)

where we have introduced

9j=_____lflfl*(0(°)l° (4.8)
(s + s' + u + u' - 8mf)i+> V W

The Mandelstam invariants s, s', t, t', u and u' have been introduced in section 2.4 and W 
in section 3.3.

The algebraic manipulation program FORM [85] has been used to obtain expressions 
for the absolute square of the matrix elements. In these calculations we need expressions for 
the tensors formed by the product of a lepton-current and its complex conjugate, summed 
over all helicities

Lr = E jf(A uKWuK)=4(pvr+P'w+;V). (4-9)
Ai.Aj *

U? = E Kh7(*2, K) = W2 + +ity").
Aa.Aj Z

(4.10)

Note that the factors | for the spin averaging are not included in these tensors.
When the produced resonance carries a spin we also sum over the helicities 0 * ® 

resonance. For the spin-1 and spin-2 resonances we use the completeness relations ( •) 
respectively (3.29). The resulting matrix elements squared are collected in appendix >
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where every term has been expressed in the Mandelstam variables and W. Note that we 
have kept all the particles massive to obtain numerically stable expressions.

In order to write these expression in a compact form, symmetries have been exploited. 
The first symmetry follows from Bose symmetry of the two intermediate photons (k\ «-» k2). 
It implies that the matrix element squared is invariant under the following simultaneous 
change of variables

t 4-» t', u <-* v!. (4-11)

More symmetries follow from two crossing symmetries of the matrix element squared, fol
lowing from pi <-» — pj for i = 1,2 respectively. As a result, the matrix element squared is 
invariant under the simultaneous exchange of

s u', s' u, (4-12)

and similarly under the simulaneous interchange of

s <-> u, s' «-» u'. (4.13)

4.2 Weyl-van der Waerden formalism

Another way to obtain Y,\M\2 is to use the Weyl-van der Waerden (WvdW) formalism 
[86-89]. There is an important argument to use this formalism and it is related to the 
density matrices we need in the next chapter. The density matrices for the production of 
the resonances require the evaluation of the matrix elements before calculating the square. 
As a consequence, the completeness relations for the polarization vectors/tensors that have 
been used in the previous section and which led to dramatic simplifications of the expressions 
cannot be exploited anymore. For these calculations one needs a different approach.

The WvdW formalism is well suited for the evaluation of amplitudes and, therefore for 
density matrices. In appendix B a short overview of the WvdW-formalism is given. We 
will use the conventions and polarization vectors used by Dittmaier [89].

The lepton currents read in the WvdW-formalism

J,ks(++) = 2[(P;)f(Pj)f + (Pi)2Vi)f].

y«s(+_) = 2[(P')2A(pi)f-(pi)?(p;)f]. (41

= 2 [(Pi)f (Pi)l - (Pi)f (p'i)!]. 

j^»(—) = 2[(pi)f(p;)f + |)?(pi)f].

These currents satisfy current conservation (4.6), which reads in the WvdW-formalism

(4.15)JtAB(K,K)KiM = 0 (i = 1.2).
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The expressions for the amplitudes (4.1)-(4.5) in the WvdW formalism now become 

Ad(1So)(Ai,A2,A'1,A'2)

M (3Po)(Ai, A2, X\, Aj) 

m(3Pi)(Ai,a2,a;,a',Ah) =

A4(3i^)(A1,A2lAi,Ai>AR) =

£211 
Att'

M(1D2)(X1,\2A\A,2^r) =

where we have introduced

HJucy(^K)Kr^BZJ^y2)
,CY (A1,A\)^K2^jr(A2,Ai)},

{2HJlM(Xl,X\)J2AB(\2,X'2)

^ {^2.<7Y'(A2iA'2)e^(A/?)^1^^(A1,A'1)/C^
-^(A2, A'2)£*^(Ah) , A')/tfy]
~^Vi,Cy(^1>^i)£*^ (Ar)«/2 rZ(A2, ^2)K\Z 
~^i,cr(^i»^i)e*^A(A«)«/2,Dx(^2, A2)/^Py ]} , 

8H7 {2FJj ^b(Ai, A^Jj^pfAz, A2) 
"^■^l,iifl^2,CD^l1EF(^l>^l),^F(^2» A2) 
~^i,ab^2,cd(^2^ A^JJi^pfAi, X\)K£F
--^2,/4B*A,Co(Al,
e'ABdD(\R),
%{l<l.ABK2,CDC‘ABdD(*R)}
M('S0)(\u\2,\\,X2),

F — /ci • fc2,
g = w2 + f,
H = FG - tt'.

(4.16)

(4.17)

FORM has been used to rewrite these expressions in terms of the standard spinor inner 
products (B.3). Since the results are lengthy, they are not explicitly given in this thesis, 
but they are present in the code of GaGaRes.

The amplitudes do not have to be evaluated for every helicity configuration. From the 
definition of the polarization vectors and tensors in (B.14) and (B.19) respectively, and the 
lepton currents (4.14) the following equations follow from parity conservation

Spin-0 -M({-Aj}) = sgn(Ili Aj) M*({Ai}), ,
Spin-1 A4({—A,}, — Ar) = sgn(n» K) -M*({Ai}, Ar),
Spin-2 MU-AJ.-Ar) = sgnmiAO^l^A^^tM^R).

The absolute square of these amplitudes, summed over all external helicities should 
yield the same expressions as in Appendix A. Numerically this has been checked, but also 
analytically for the limit me —y 0. We illustrate this with an explicit verification for the 15'o 
resonances. In the limit me —> 0 all WvdW spinors with spinor index 2 associated to an 
external lepton vanish, which leads to a simplification of the lepton currents in (4.14). In 
this limit no spin flips of the external leptons are allowed. Furthermore, the WvdW tensors 
related to the external leptons can be written in a convenient dyad form

l^AB _ pAB piAB _iAiB- ri =PiPi -PiPi,
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Construction of ^2\M\2 4.2. Weyl-van cler Waerden formalism

where a four-vector pf leads to the bispinor PfB and to a dyad built from the spinors pf 
and pf. In the following the four-vector and the spinor will be denoted by p,. From the 
context the interpretation as a four-vector or a spinor follows.

One now evaluates the amplitudes for different helicity configurations. With the short
hand notation for the spinor inner product

< PiPj >=< ij >,
the amplitude A4(+,+,+,+) reads

M(+, +,+,+) = **£(<11' >*<21><12 ><2'2>*
- < 2T >*< l'l >< 1'2' >‘< 22' >).

The square results in

|X(+,+,+,+)|2 = (| < 2'1' > |2| < l'l > |2| < 1'2' > |2| < 22' > |2
+ | < 11' > |2| < 21 > |2| < 12 > |2| < 2'2 > I2 
-(< 2T >*)2(< l'l >)2(< 22' >)2(< 12 >*)2 
-(< 2'1' >)2(< l'l >*)2(< 22' >*)2(< 12 >)2.)

Using the standard identity a2 + (a*)2 = (a + a*)2 — 2|a|2, we find

|M(+,+,+,+)P = ^[(1'2')2(11')(22') + (12)2(H')(22')
- ((12)(1'2') - (12')(21') + (ll')(22'))2 
+2(12)(22')(1'2')(11')],

(4.20)

(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)

where we introduced the shorthand notation for the standard four-momentum inner product

(ij) =Pi-pj. (4.24)

In terms of the standard invariants this reads

|Af(+, +, +, +)|2 = [tt's+ - (it1 + a2-)2] . (4.25)

For |M(-,-,-,-)|2 we obtain the same result. For the other non-vanishing contributions 
we find

|A4(+, +, -)|2 = \M(-, +, —, +)|2 = ^2 [tt'u+ ~ (ft' ~ °2-)2\ • (4.26)

The total matrix element squared follows from

E \M\ = \M(+, +, +, +)|2 + |A4(+,+, -)|2 + \M(- +,-+)|2 +
(4.27)

which results in an expression that is the same as (A.2) for me = 0. For the other resonances 
this exercise also resulted in identical results in the limit of a vanishing electron mass.

The expressions for the matrix elements can now be evaluated numerically and the 
density matrix is then easily obtained. Its trace gives Z)|A4|2, thus avoiding the lengthy 
and cumbersome expressions in terms of invariants as given in appendix A. When only 
X) \M\2 is needed the numerical evaluation of those lengthy expressions still is the fastest. 
However, the WvdW calculation can be speeded up, as will be shown in the next section.
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25+1 Pj TiWvdW

ls0 11.0

3Po 9.2

3Pi 7.6

3Pi 31.0

lD2 20.6

Table 4.1: A comparison of the typical CPU time TwVdw requested for the generation of 
1,000,000 events using the ’standard’ WvdW formalism presented in section 4-% and ^ie 
typical CPU time Tiwvdw requested for the same number of events using the improved WvdW 
formalism.

4.3 Improved Weyl-van der Waerden formalism
Improvements on the time of calculations can be made by rewriting the amplitudes into 
traces of complex 2x2 matrices. We refer to this technique as the improved WvdW 
formalism. So one refrains from the intermediate step of spinor inner product expressions. 
The reason is that FORTRAN contains the possibility to perform fast calculations with 
2 x 2-matrices. The method works as follows.

Let us start by introducing a down-matrix

Ki = KAb, (4-28)

and an up-matrix K*
K' = (fft)T, K, = KAb. (4-29)

Using these matrices the product of an even number of WvdW bispinors can be rewritten 
as the trace of a product of these up- and down-matrices.

PAbI<Ab = Tr[p^]=2p.fc,

PiBQdBRcDSAD = ^ [PiQt^St] .

For the spin-2 polarization vectors one needs the additional expressions (see (B.19))

(4.30)

Tr [Pt£y±2)/C] 

Tr

Tr [PV;(±1)1] Tr [l<%(±l)]} ,

% C1* [PMtil)] Tr [if^KO)]

+Tt [pt£;(0)]Tr[if4£J(±l)]),

TV [pt^fOift] = ^(-Tv[pt£;(+1)]1V[AT£I(-1)] 

+2TV [ptej(0)] Tr [jfVej(o)] 

-TV[pt£i(-l)]TV[K^I(+l)]).

(4.31)
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Having introduced these expressions, the amplitudes can now be written as

M(‘50) = ^Tr AJ) {■K1tiC2*./2(A2, A2)

-J2t(A2,A')/lT2i^}],

MfPo) = ^?(2ffTr[ju(A1,A'1)4(A2,A')]

-GTr [jn(Xu X\)I<1} Tr [j22(A2, A'2)/C,T]) ,

X(3P,) = ^(iTr[4(A2,A^{^(Afl)4(A1,A'1)/f2i

-K2iJj(^u A'i)eJ(Afl)}]

+t'Tr [4(Ai, A',) {£l(AR)4(A2, A' )I<n (4.32)

-^u4(A2>Ai)£;(AR)}]),

M(3P2) = 1uF (2FTV [Ji(A1,A'1)eJji(A|i)Jj(A2, Aj)J

+Tr [/^(A*)^] Tr [ju(A„ A',)4(A2l A')]

-Tr [tf^(A«)4(A2, A'j)] TV [ju(A„ X\)Kl\
-Tr [Kj^(AR)4(A,,Ai)] Tr [j2i(A2, A' )/<?]) ,

M('D2) = ^Tr [4e^(Afl)/fJ] X^So).

These expressions can be directly evaluated in FORTRAN and have been implemented into 
GaGaRes. It leads to a considerable gain in calculation speed. In table 4.1 a comparison 
between the two WvdW methods is given. In doing calculations this method is used whereas 
the ones of the previous section merely serve as a cross check.

4.4 Numerical stability
In GaGaRes all matrix elements and amplitudes are evaluated in quadruple precision (i.e. 
REAL*16 and COMPLEX*32) in order to obtain numerically stable calculations. Espe
cially for events where the outgoing leptons are scattered over a very small angle large 
cancellations in the matrix elements occur requiring these high precision variables. The use 
of these high precision variables leads to a drop in calculational speed, but is, especially for 
no-tag events, unavoidable.
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Chapter 5

Density matrices

The WvdW method of the previous chapter makes the calculation of amplitudes and, 
therefore of density matrices straightforward, as will be indicated in section 5.1. In order 
to have an independent calculation, an extension of the BGMS method would be wel
come. With this extension implemented in Galuga, the extended Galuga generator and 
GaGaRes provide completely independent programs to evaluate both cross sections and 
density matrices for resonance production. The main part of this chapter is devoted to this 
extension, which means an extension of the BGMS formalism and the necessary transform
ation of the density matrices between different reference systems. Furthermore, resonance 
decay density matrices are required for detailed decay studies. They can only be construc
ted on the basis of a model decay amplitude. In section 5.4 we give an example for this, 
which is relevant for the analysis of chapter 9.

5.1 Production of the resonance
The normalized density matrix for the production of the resonance has been defined in 
chapter 2

Pm ZU.Ar
(2.56)

In practice one calculates the density matrix

PM = XMAi.A-^Aj.A'
A i

(5.1)

and normalizes later on. From the context it will be clear whether one deals with this 
density matrix or the normalized one. This density matrix is Hermitian and the trace of 
the real, positive definite diagonal elements adds up to 1. However, from the choice of 
polarization vectors (B.14) and parity conservation (4.18) one additional symmetry of the 
density matrix can be derived. For the spin-2 density matrices it reads

= (-1)A+V Ea, -AV(A,-, -A) = (-1)a+Va'-a.
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Analogously for spin-1 resonances one finds

Pxy = P-X'-X- (5.3)

In general, the density matrix corresponding to a spin-m resonance, where m has an integer 
value, contains 2m(m +1) independent real parameters. The above symmetry has not been 
used in GaGaRes, although it could increase the calculation speed. However, checks have 
been made that these symmetry relations are satisfied.

The elements of the density matrix depend on a particular combination of the helicities 
of the resonance. As a consequence, the density matrix elements depend on the choice of 
polarization vectors and the choice of reference frame. Only the trace of the density matrix, 
i.e. the cross section for the resonance production process is independent from these choices.

The density matrix is constructed in the rest frame of the resonance (RRF). As quant
ization axis, the z-axis, we have chosen the direction of the boost which leads from the 
lab-system to the resonance rest frame, i.e. the direction of the resonance in the lab-system. 
From an experimental point of view this is the most natural choice as the boost direction 
can be reconstructed from the detected remnants of the resonance.

The Lorentz transformation CLR from the lab-frame to the RRF is chosen to consist of 
three transformations, two rotations (C$ and £$) and a boost (£fl)

£lr = (5.4)

The rotations are given by

Ce =

/I
0
0

Vo
The boost is given by

0
COS#

0
sin#

0 0 \
0 -sin#
1 0
0 COS # y

f 1 0
0 cos0 
0 - sin 0 
0 0

Cb

f 7 0 0 —7/? ^
0 10 0
0 0 10

< “7/5 0 0 7 y

0 0 \ 
sin 0 0 
cos0 0 

0 1 )

(5.5)

(5.6)

In the above expressions # and 0 are the polar and azimuthal angle of the resonance in the 
lab-frame. So £^ rotates the momentum pR into the xz-plane and then Co brings pR along 
the z-axis [cf (2.14)]. The factors (3 and 7 are given by

p = M 7 - 1 E*
Er 1 M'

Combining these expressions yields

' 7
0
0

-7P

-7^0 cos 0 sin# 
cos 0 cos #
- sin0 

7 cos 0 sin#

-7/? sin 0 sin# 
sin 0 cos # 

COS 0
7 sin 0 sin#

—7)0cos# \ 
- sin#

0
7 cos # /

(5.7)

(5.8)
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The x- and y-axis in the RRF are defined by these transformations. They are the axes 
of the lab-system. Every event has a resonance which moves along the 2-axis in the RRF 
system.

The calculation of the density matrix in this reference frame using the WvdW formalism 
now proceeds in GaGaRes as follows. When an event in the lab system is known, i.e. 
GaGaRes specifies all four-momenta, the transformation Clr is applied to this event and the 
amplitudes and the normalized density matrices are then calculated for the four-momenta in 
the RRF. By repeating this for all generated events GaGaRes evaluates the density matrix 
which governs the decay distribution of the resonance in the RRF. This average density 
matrix is calculated by taking the weighted average of the density matrix.

The next problem is to obtain the same density matrix using the BGMS formalism.

5.2 Density matrices in the BGMS formalism
In section 2.5 we have introduced the BGMS formalism. In this section we will extend this 
formalism to the construction of the density matrices. We first discuss some details of the 
formalism.

The BGMS formalism is formulated in the rest frame of the resonance but instead of the 
boost direction one chooses the direction of one of the intermediate photons, say photon 
1, as 2-axis and quantization axis. It is convenient to refer to this reference system as the 
Budnev frame. Furthermore, the standard set of spin-1 polarization vectors is used for a 
resonance with 3-momentum k in the 0, <p direction

e± = ^-(0,=f cos0cos0-Hsin0,^sin^cos^ - zcos0,±sin0), ^
£o = ^(jj^,cos0sin0,sin0sin0,cos0).

In this convention the spin-2 polarization tensors are given by

e/u/(±2)
£^(±1) = j. (e^il^O) + £"(0)^(±1)), (5.10)
£,ll/(0) = ^ (e"(+l)£"(-l) + 2£"(0}£‘'(0) + e"(-lK(l)),

where the standard Clebsch Gordan coefficients have been used (page 58 of [90]).
In appendix B another convention is used for polarization vectors in order to apply 

conveniently the WvdW formalism. When we label the sets of polarization vectors and 
tensors of equations (5.9) and (5.10) with the index A and the polarization vectors and 
corresponding tensors as introduced by Dittmaier in (B.14) with an index B, the two sets 
are related by

£b,± = i £5,0 = £a,o> (5 n)
esr(0)=e5r(0), #(±l) = e^e7(±l), #(±2) = W/W

As the two different sets of polarization vectors differ in overall phase factors, the off- 
diagonal elements may have different phase factors for the two different choices of polariz
ation vectors. For the diagonal elements of the density matrix this will not be the case as 
the phase factors are multiplied by the complex conjugate phase factors.
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With the choice (5.9) of polarization vectors the density matrices for the virtual photons 
can be written as [16]

(Pi) =

Pt+ -Itf-le** \
•IpfV* p™ -t|p+0|e*‘

Pt+

(5.12)

In this matrix <j>, is the azimuthal angle of the associated incoming lepton in the Budnev 
frame.

In the Budnev frame the photons are back-to-back along the z-axis. As a consequence, 
the resonance helicity and the photon helicities are related in a trivial way

A* = A, - A,, (5-13)

where the A, are the photon helicities.
An element of the resonance density matrix for the proces e+e" —> e+e'R, which we 

denote in this formalism by E*v, is given by

£*V= E PilK£KMXlWl AaI (5-14)

Ai, A2, Aj, A2 
A = Ai - A2 
a' = a; - A;2

where MAl'A2'AlAa has been defined in equation (2.32) and equation (2.34) holds.
For the diagonal elements we find

£2+2+ = ^2-2— = Pi* P2+ M+-+- = 4\fXyyP\+P2+GTTi

E++ — E— — Pi’+p2°M+o+o + P?°pJ+M)+o+ ~ 2|p|0||pJ°|Mo-+o cos(</>)
= 2<J[pt+p2°0TS + Pi°P2+t7ST — 4|p+°||P2°l cos($)Tts) y

Eoo = 2pJ'+p2+M+++++ Pj°P2°Moooo + 2^1* ||p2 |cos(20)M—++ 
-4|Pi‘0||p2°|cos(^)Moo++

= 2yjx^ (4pt+p2+OTT + Pi°p2°^ss + 2|pf"||pj"| cos(2^)ttt

-8|pf°l|p^|«os(^)7^5),

where the notation from section 2.5 has been used. Furthermore, we have split up the ott 
and tts expressions:

ott = 0^ + — /__(M++++ + M+_+_),
4VX77

(5.18)

tTS = TTs + TTS — — (^++00 + M_oo+).
4VXn

(5.19)

(5.15)

(5.16)

(5.17)
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In the formulae <j> is the angle between the two scattering planes in the Budnev frame.
For the off-diagonal elements we do the same. The results are summarized below

E+_ = e2'*' (2|pril/>2+0|e-^M0++o - |pMp°°M_„+0 - p^pV^*M0+0_) , (5.20)

E+0 = *e+ (pf+|p2+V'^+++o - |p+0|p2°M>o+o
+\pr\\pt°\M-+0ei<* - \pi°\\pt-\e-»*M^0+ (5.21)
+Pl°|P2°le '*Mooo+ - |P*°|P?+M++0+) •

For the spin-2 resonances one has additionally

S2++ = fc* (pt+\pt0\e-'*M+0+- - \pt°\pt+Mo-+-) , (5.22)

E2+0 = -e2i*'(pt+\pr\e-2iiM+++.-\pt°\\pt\-'h^+.
+| pt~\fi+M-+-),

E2+_ = ie3'*' (-|pniprie-*M_„+. + 1^11^-**^-) , (5-24)

E2+2_ = e^'\pr\\pV\e-2iiM-++-. (5.25)

Note that besides the 0 dependence, for the off-diagonal elements there is also an overall
<t>\ dependence.

In analogy with the o and the r terms we can introduce

X+o =

£+o =

C++ =

C+o =

2 JX.
M+++0, Xo+ —

2^ 

1
2 JX.

M.+++-»

2 JX.
M.+o+-5

2 JX,
M.++0+ j

M)0+0i Co+ —

Coo —
1_

2,/X

Co+ —
2JX.

M)00+1

Moo+-, 

Mo++-.

The C functions are only non-vanishing for spin-2 resonances. 
Now the off-diagonal elements can be written as

(5.26)

(5.27)

(5.28)

(5.29)

E+o = ei*'^(pt+\pi0\e-i*x+o-\Pi°\P?{+o + \pt l|P2+0|^X+o (5 3Q)
-|pri|pne-2i^«Xo+ + Pl°\pi°\e-i%+ - |pf°|P2+Xo+) ,

E+_ = e2’*' (4|pf°||pJ0|e-iii)Rr|'s - |pf~\pfilR°TS - P^pV^Srost) , (5.31)

E2+1+ = e+ yjx^ (pHa+V^+o - \Pt°\Pt+J7fiCo+) . (5-32)

S2+o = —e2'*' (pt+ |p2+-|e-2i^++ - Ipril^le-^Coo + IpMp2++^C++) , (5-33)
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£J+i- = e3i*'v/3c^(-|pn|p+0|e-iVC+o + K0||prie-2%+) > (5-34)

S2+2. = eAii'e-2iiJx^,\pt-\\pt-\VR°?r- (5-35)

In these formulae ijr is a phase factor which is 1 for the “normal” Jp series (Jp = 
0+, 1“,2+,...) and -1 for the “abnormal” Jp series (Jp = 0", 1+, 2“,...). The £ func
tions and Coo vanish for the 3Pi resonance (Mqoaa' and Mwoo vanish).

The density matrix after integration over the phase space of the outgoing leptons, de
noted by £mt, is then given by

Sint _
AX' — 327t*Q\Q\ (Pl. p2y _ m4

J\\'
dVi dV2
E[ E'2 •

(5.36)

The trace should equal the total cross section. When we use the expressions for the diagonal 
elements we indeed obtain

Tr (£inl) i te'QlQlfiipi-np-m* [4Pi’+P2+^tt + 2|pf p% \ttt cos(2</>) 

+2pt+pfaST + 2Pi°p2+GTS +Pi°P2°°SS - 8|pfV°| COS(0)tts] dV,dV
E\

(5.37)
which is identical to (2.39) in section 2.5.

In analogy with the form factors Jab and gAB for the o and r terms defined in (3.65) 
and (3.66) we can introduce form factors related to the functions x> i and C f°r m0^e 
that has been introduced in chapter 3 (A, B = +,0, -)

xab - «(p2 MW(2J+1]^(JP)wn (5.38)

Cab - 6(P2 M2)8,r2(2J + 1)^r'(jP)mAB(Jp), (5.39)

Cab - S(P2 M2)87r2(2J + 1][7'r(jP)nAB(Jp). (5.40)

Using the crossed expressions for the amplitudes from table 3.1, we have obtained the results 
that are summarized in table 5.1.

Prom table 5.1 it can be seen that for the 2~ resonance all form factors k, m and n vanish. 
The form factors fTT and Qtt are the only non-vanishing form factors for this resonance. 
For frr the non-vanishing contribution comes from the c^p part. As a consequence, the 
only non-vanishing density matrix element for the 2~ resonance in the Budnev frame is 
the 00 component. This behaviour can be understood by comparing the expression for the 
amplitudes for the production of a 0“ and a 2~ resonance (e.q. eqns (4.1) and (4.5)). The 
matrix element for the spin-2 resonance is essentially the amplitude for the production of 
the spin-0 resonance multiplied by a prefactor to take into account the spin.
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Jp ^+0 771+0

1+ -«f %{v + Q\)(Ql-Ql) 0

2+ M*QiQl ( /")2\

2~ 0 0

Jp n++ n+o ™00

2+ ^276^ ftQlQl - V(Q\ + Ql)l

2" 0 0 0

Table 5.1: The form factors kAB, mAB and nAs (A, B = +,0, —).

5.3 Transforming the density matrices

In the previous section we have constructed the complete density matrix in the Budnev 
frame. However, from an experimental point of view the RRF is a more convenient ref
erence frame. As the elements of the density matrix depend on the chosen polarization 
vectors/tensors, the density matrix is frame dependent. When one wants to rotate the 
quantization axis over the angles 6P and 4>p the density matrix p changes into the density 
matrix p according to

Pw — AxpA\,^,ppp'. (5.41)

Thus a density matrix p calculated in the Budnev frame can be transformed to the RRF. 
In the Budnev frame the boost direction which was needed to get to the Xc2 rest system is 
characterized by 0P and <f>p.

For spin-1 resonances this transformation matrix A can be shown to be

A\fi =

\±c -i<f>

se-i<f>
7$e

72

72

72(
1+c

,i<i> (5.42)

The order of the indices A,/z is taken to be (+, 0, —). For spin-2 resonances this transform-
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ation matrix reads (with order +2, +1, 0, -1, -2)

' (i±^)V2"» (1+C)s -id, s2 fz
2 c 2 V 2

(1 ~c)s id,
2 C

(+)>*

(l+c)s -2 id
2 e «±atezae-.-» csy§ (l-c)(2c+l) i<t>

2 C
(l-c)s 2i<p

2 C

II£ !#2e-2* \J\sce'*

d—c)s _2»*2 e
(i-c)(2c+i)e-# csy| (l+c)(2c-l)

2 c
(l+c)s 2i</>

2 C
(1 -c)s -ft s2 fz

2 c 2 V 2
(l+c)s„id>

2 C

(5.43)

In the expressions for the transformation matrices we have introduced the shorthand nota
tion

c = cos(0p), s = sin (0P), 6 = 0P. (5.44)

For the transformation matrices it can be checked that for 0P = (J)p = 0 they reduce to the 
unit matrix. Furthermore, the transformed density matrix is Hermitian and satisfies the 
additional symmetry.

One can also make a transition from the density matrix corresponding to one set of 
polarization vectors to the density matrix corresponding to the other set of polarization 
vectors. The off-diagonal elements will have some phase shifts. For an element of the 
density matrix one finds, using (5.11),

(5.45)Paa'.b =

with for the spin-1 density matrix

/

A0aa' =

0

-<t>

(20 + 7r)

0 20 + 7T

0 0 + 7T

(0 + 7T) 0

(5.46)

For the spin-2 density matrices we find analogously

/

A0aa' =

0 (f> 20 30 40

-0 0 <i> 20 30

-20 “0 0 0 20

-30 -20 -0 0 0

^ -40 -30 -20 -0 0

(5.47)

5.4 Density matrices for the decay
As was pointed out in equation (2.55) in section 2.9, we also need a density matrix to 
describe the decay of the resonance. The expression for this decay density matrix wi
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depend on the decay mode and the model used to describe this decay. In this section we 
will focus on one decay: the decay of a spin-2 resonance into two spin-1 particles, where one 
of the particles is massive and the other is massless. We have chosen this decay mode as it 
will be used in the analysis presented in chapter 9 where the spin-2 resonance decays into a 
J/xl) and a photon. Later on in this section we will extend the density matrix so that also 
the decay of the J/ip resonance into a lepton pair is included. In the following discussion 
we will refer to the massless spin-1 particle as the photon and to the massive spin-1 particle 
as the J/ip. The spin-2 resonance will be called \c2• This decay can be denoted by

Xc2(.Pr) -> l{,h)J/^(h)- (5.48)

For the amplitude M of the decay of the spin-2 resonance we use the amplitude that is 
given in equation (3.45)

A4(A,Ai,A2) = c [(/ci • k2)e\fl(\\)€2/(^2) + (^I(Ai) • £2(^2))^^

-(*. ■ e;(a2))£;'‘(a1)^ - (fc2 • EKAiM^W] t5-49)

= cF1*'>'‘(A1)F2V(A2)6^(A),

where is the field strength
Ff&i) = *fef(A,) - *£|(Ai). (5.50)

In these equations the index 1 refers to the photon and 2 refers to the massive J/il>. The 
A’s refer to the helicity of the associated particles. From equation (5.49) one sees that the 
Xc2 ~* 77 amplitude is also used for process (5.48). The parameter c is not specified here, 
but its complex square will contain the width for the decay of the spin-2 particle into these 
two spin-1 particles.

The density matrix V for the decay of the resonance is then constructed by

'Dw = ^ A1(A,Ai,A2)A4*(A/, Ai, A2). (5.51)
Ai,Aa

In the evaluation of this density matrix we make use of the invariant spin summations for 
spin-1 particles. For the massless photon this relation reads

X^£i>a(^i)£i,/s(^i) = ~~9a0t (5.52)
Ai

whereas for the massive J/ip it reads

X^£2,a(A2)e5,/j(A2) = ~9af3 + ’ (5'53)
A2

where M is its mass. In fact, due to the gauge invariance of the field strength in equa
tion (5.49) only the gap term in equation (5.53) contributes. This leads to the following 
expression for the density matrix for the decay of the resonance

Vxx' = \c\2 [(&! • k2)s^(X)£^(X') + 2(k, • e(X) • &i)(*i ■ e*(A') * *i)

(k2 + 4(fci • &2))(&i • s(A) • £*(X') • ki)].
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In this equation a polarization tensor in between two dots indicates that one Lorentz index 
has to be contracted with the four-vector on the left side of the tensor whereas the other 
Lorentz index has to be contracted with the four-vector on the right side of the tensor, i.e.

P • Aq = (5.55)

In the derivation we have used that the final state photon is massless and we have used 
equation (3.28) to replace k? in contractions with the polarization tensor by —k\.

The density matrix for the decay of the Xc2 is constructed in the rest frame of the 
resonance with the z-axis as polarization axis and some x- and y-axes. The density matrix 
will depend on the polar and azimuthal angles of the photon in this reference system. The 
specific choice of the axes in the \c2 rest system is at this point arbitrary. In the applications 
they should be the same as for the Xc2 production density matrix. The polarization tensor 
looks very simple and one can use equations (B.15) and (B.19) to verify that the following 
useful relations hold

e"(W = Sur, e^(X)e;„(X') = 6xx,. (5-56)

In this frame the four-momentum of particle 1 can be parametrized by1

ki = |C|(l,sin0cos0,sin0sin</>,cos0) = |£|(l,scos0, ssin</>, c). (5.57)

It can be shown that with these definitions the density matrix for the decay of the spin-2 
particle can be written in a compact form as the sum of three matrices

Vxx> = |c|2 [(fci • k2)26xx' + 2\k\Avxv*x, + + 4(fci • /c2))|C|2Hav]

= M2 ) [<*AA' + \<x2vxv\, + (1 + oc)Rxx] •

In this expression S is the Kronecker symbol. The vector v is given by

v = (^,Vi,t/0,t/_llv_2) = (ye2i^,-sce^,-^=(3c2 - 1), sce_i0, ye_2‘*).

The tensor R is given by (the indices run from 2 to -2)

/

Rxx1 =

«2
2

£lpi4>
2 c 0 0

2 C
1+c2

4 4 e 0

_»c
2jee

3c2+1
6

---- SC ei<t>
27ee

276e2*

0 £e-2** -276*^ i±£
4

— Slpi# 
2 e

0 0
2 c

*2
2

(5.58)

(5.59)

(5.60)

h3Ve introduced the same shorthand notation as in equation (5.44). From the 
itext it should be clear which definition is used.context 
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In the second line of equation (5.58) the expansion parameter a has been introduced.

(5.61)

Others [91] use a simplified expression for the matrix element, based on an electric dipole 
transition

M = c p! • kzteUXiWfa) ~ (k2 • eUX^ktei^)] e^(X). (5.62)

This leads to the following density matrix

T^xx1 = \c\2 [(Aq • k2)2Sxx' — a^(^2 + 2(&i • k2))\k\4vxVx' + {k2 + 2(Aq • k2)

-^)|fc| 2*ay] (5-63)

= M2 (^)2 [&* - jfouxvi + (l - j^ss) *ay] ■

In the limit of vanishing a the density matrices of equations (5.58) and (5.63) become 
equal. For the actual a, based on M = 3.09687 GeV and Mr = 3.55618 GeV [13] we find 
a « 0.242, there are some differences, e.g.

V22 +1>_2-2 ~ 1 + 1.570 • c2 + 0.0190 • c4 for equation (5.58),

~ 1 + 1.028 ■ c2 - 0.00956 • c4 for equation (5.63),

whereas for a = 0 one would have

7^22 d- 72-2-2 ~ 1 + c2. (5.64)

These distributions can be compared to the experimentally observed distribution [92],

T>22 + T>-2-2 ~ 1 + 1.96-c2 + 0.0142-c4,

where the central values of the coefficients are taken and the errors are omitted. Three 
distributions are shown in figure 5.1

One could also take into account the possible decay of the massive J/ip into two leptons

Xc2(k) -4 7(fci)JMfe) -> 7(A:i)/+(Pi)r(p2). (5-65)

The matrix element for this reaction can be obtained from equation (5.49) by replacing the 
polarization vector of the J/ij) by the lepton current

J?s = Ur{p2)YvS(Pl), (5-66)

where r and s denote the spins of the final state leptons. In the following the lepton mass 
mi will be neglected, which is a reasonable approximation for this decay.
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Figure 5.1: The three distributions of the angle of the outgoing photon in the resonance 
rest frame (RRF) with respect to the Xc2 boost direction for the pure helicity-2 decay of the 
Xc2- The continuous line shows the distribution according to the complete matrix element 
(equation(5.58)), the dashed line shows the distribution according to the simplified matrix 
element based on a simple electric dipole transition (equation (5.63)) and the dotted line 
shows the experimentally observed distribution [92j. The vertical scale is linear.

In the construction of the density matrix for this decay one has to use that for the lepton 
current one finds

£ = 4[rfp2 + - ifc2y"] = 2[JfcjA£ - inv - (5-67)r,* Z

In this equation the vector l = P1—P2 has been introduced. This has been done as the term
proportional to will not contribute to the density matrix. For l we use the following 
parametrization

= (io, /*.(„!,) (5-68)
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in the above chosen reference frame, where (5.57) holds. The density matrix now reads

= |£|2 (e^A^A'Xfci • krfkl

+(2ft? + /2)(*i • e(A) • fc,)(fci ■ e'(A') • A-,)

-(A, ■ A,-2)[(A:i • e(A) ■ *,)(/ • e*(A') •/) + (/• e(A) • I)(fc, ■ e*(A') • fc,)]

+(2(fcj • k2) + fc2)(fc, ■ e(A) • /)(*i • e'(A') • /) (5.69)

+[(fc22)2 + 4(fc, • k2)kl + (fc, • Z)2](A, • e(A) • e'(A') • *,)

+(*»' *2)(*! ■ l)[(k. • e(A) • e’(A') ■/) + (/• e(A) • £*(A') • fc,)] 

+(*i-A-2)2(/-e(A)-e*(A')-/)).

In the derivation we have used that (k2 • l) = 0 This density matrix can also be written in 
a more compact form

£>AA' = |c|2 ((&! • k2)2kj6x\>

+{2k\ + l2]\k\4v\v*y - (ki ■ A,’2)|£|2[vaZa' + ^a']

+(2(/ii • k2) + (5.70)

+ [(&2)2 + 4(^1 • k2)k\ + (fcl ■ 02]|£|2«AA'

+(&1 • k2)(ki • 0l^l[^AA/ + *Sa'a] + (&1 ’ ^2)2^AA') •

In this density matrix the coefficients can again be written as functions of a

£>aa' = |c|2 M2 (Jav + - 2^(^a^a' + xxvx>)

+ WWXW\' + (1 + OC + 4^) COS2 0*)i?AA'

2Mji-a cos0*(S\X + Si.x) + aTT^AA') , 

where a convenient expression

, . M\ - M2 „
ki ■ l = —£L- cos 6

(5.71)

(5.72)

has been used. The angle 6* is the polar angle of the outgoing l+ in the rest system of 
the J/ip where the z-axis is given by the direction of the boost from the RRF to the rest 
frame of the J/ip, i.e. opposite to the photon direction. In the expressions some additional 
vectors and tensors have been introduced.

w = (^e^.-lfese’^ + I+c], --i=[s(ZIcos0 + ly sirup) - 2d,], 1[lzse + Lc], ^-e ’*),

(5.73)
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(5.74)

S\\> =

£kp»0

d- If**- ri6
2 21 2 c + cZ.]

* 276i2cL _ Sl ,e'
sl-

2y/6

iTel2sl^ ~ c/+]

I[s(Zz cos 0 + /y sin0) 4cZ-]

_i76l2s^e”l0_c/-]

(5.75)

4 c

I[ike-.4 + d2]

_ah.p~i<t>
2 e

-^[2c4-^e*] &2%e*

_£k
2

Tav =

-1(5 + ?) \±k
2

V

irk
2

*1
2^6

0

0

Se

'ik

l-l,
276
fi
4

0

-HUT+37?]

"276
*1

276

i±^,276

+ei

i76
_iik

2

-i(? + ?)w /

In the expressions the variables Z+ and Z_ have been introduced.

(5.76)

Z+ ZX -f- iZy,

Z— — Zz iZy.
(5.77)

The decay density matrix is now completely specified once the lepton momenta in the 
Xa rest system are inserted in Z^. It is sometimes convenient to parametrize L in terms of 
decay angles 0* and <f>\

s =sin0*, c*=cos0*, Cf = cos</>*, sj = sin0*, (5.78)

of the l+ in the rest system of the
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The components of the four-momentum l in the RRF then become (c0 = cos </>, s$ = 
suuf), the angles of equation (5.57))

lx

ly

lz

Ml-M2 ,—“-----c2MR C »

M(s*(c*cc^ -1- s*s^) - c*sc^), 

M(s*(c*cs,p + s*c^) - c*ss^), 

-M(s*cjs + c*c).

(5.79)

Since the Xc2 will be predominantly produced in helicity ±2 states, we have a closer look 
at those density matrix elements. In the limit of vanishing a the sum of density matrix 
elements 72_2_2 + 7222 reads

D-2—2 + T>22 = |c|2 ^2----^ M2 ^2 + + W2W2)

+ ^(T_2_2 -f T22) + R-2-2 + -^22) •
(5.80)

Inserting the expressions for the vectors and the tensors gives

72-2-2 + 7222
= |.|2(a4-m^)2m2(i + c2) l+L 

2 M2
(5.81)

Integrating over the angles associated to the outgoing leptons yields for the sum 72_2_2 + 
V22 a result that is proportional to 1 + c2, which is in agreement with the previously found 
results for the decay of a \c2 into J/i/> and 7, equation (5.64) in the limit oc = 0. Using the 
expressions for /+ and /_ results in

72-2-2 + 7222 = |c|2 + c2) (i-i[(^;c-c-s)2 + W])- (5.82)

For helicity-2 predictions these results can be compared to the weight function for the 
angular distribution, /|a|=2, presented in [59] and [92]

/,A|=2(M*,<n = |j42(1 + c*2)(l + 6c2 + c4) + A2(l - c*2)(l - c4)

+f Aj(l + c*2)(l - 2c2 + c4) + ^>42>41cJ2s*c*s(c3 + 3c) (5.83)

+&A2A0(c'2 - s'2)s2( 1 - c4) - ^Aoc^s'c's'c.

A pure electric dipole transition would result in amplitudes Aq = 0.316, A\ = 0.548 and 
A2 = 0.775. Experimentally [92] the values Ao = 0.21, A\ = 0.49 and A2 = 0.85 have been 
found. It turns out that the compact expression (5.82) amounts to expression (5.83) with 
the pure electric dipole values for A*.
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Chapter 6

GaGaRes Monte Carlo generator

The model of chapters 3 and 4 has been implemented in the GaGaRes Monte Carlo gen
erator. Before introducing this generator, first a brief introduction into Monte Carlo tech
niques is given. The chapter ends with a summary of results obtained with the GaGaRes 
generator.

The contents of this chapter have also been partially published elsewhere [93].

6.1 Monte Carlo technique
There exist many publications on Monte Carlo techniques. For our purposes it is sufficient 
to refer to [10,94,95]. However, it remains useful to give a short introduction into the 
Monte Carlo techniques that are used in the generator.

James [95] defines a Monte Carlo technique as “any technique which makes use of 
random numbers to solve a problem.” To understand why we need Monte Carlo techniques, 
we make a few observations. Comparison between theoretical predictions and experimented 
results is generally performed at cross section level. As a consequence, the exact differential 
cross section, which includes the square of the matrix element of the relevant process, has to 
be integrated over the phase-space. The latter is defined by energy-momentum conservation 
and the set-up of the experiment.

An analytical calculation of the total cross section, i.e. integrating the differential cross- 
section over the allowed phase-space, is very difficult to perform and has several drawbacks:

• The integrand can be very complex and its primitive may be difficult to find. In 
particular, if one wants to consider differential cross sections with respect to a specific 
variable, the integrand can become even more complicated because of the Jacobian 
that has to be inserted as a consequence of the change of variables. •

• A different experimental set-up or cuts on kinematical variables can result in different 
boundaries of the phase-space and, as a consequence, may lead to a new calculation 
of the total cross section.

• Besides a total cross section one would also like to have a sample of simulated events 
that can be compared to the experimentally observed events.

Monte Carlo techniques are a possible solution to these problems.
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6.1.1 Crude Monte Carlo
The principle of Monte Carlo integration can best be illustrated in one dimension.

Suppose that one would like to consider the integral / of a function f(x) on an interval 
[a, b]

/= fbf(x) dx. (6.1)
Ja

This integral can be numerically approximated by dividing the interval into N subintervals 
and evaluating the function / in the centre of each subinterval

/' =
N E/(*<)> Xi = a + (b — a)(i — l)

N
(6.2)

A Monte Carlo approach would be to use instead of the equidistant set of points in (6.2) 
the following set of points

Xi = a + (b - a)7li. (6.3)

where the 7form a collection of random points that is uniformly distributed on the interval
[0,1].

The central limit theorem then states that for large N the estimate /' -> / and that the 
error on the estimate I' is given by (b — a)o//\/N, where a* is the variance of the function 
/ on the integration interval [a, b].

A generalization to n dimensions is straightforward. The £;’s are in this case 71- 
dimensional vectors and one has to replace in (6.2) the interval (b-a) by the n-dimensional 
volume of integration.

6.1.2 Hit or miss Monte Carlo
Besides the numerical approximation of the integral, the previous procedure also results in 
a collection of randomly distributed points Xi where each point has its own weight, f(xi)- ln 
the following only positive functions f(x) will be considered. As differential cross sections 
are probabilities, they are automatically positive.

For the simulation of events that we can compare to experimentally observed events, we 
would like to have a sample of events with unit weight, i.e. a sample in which the events axe 
distributed according to the integrand. To obtain a set of unweighted events, a rejection 
algorithm has to be applied. This rejection algorithm is called the hit or miss method.

One introduces an /mai such that for all allowed values of x, f(x) < fmax• For each 
generated Xi we compare the ratio r,- = /(x,)/ f^z to a point y* that is uniformly distributed 
on the interval [0,1]. If rt- > y{ the event is accepted (hit), otherwise the event is rejected 
(miss). The collection of accepted events now is an unweighted sample.

_ The difficulty in this algorithm is the choice of the value of /mi, that has to be deter
mined in advance. A too large value of fmax results in correct results, but makes the method 
inefficient. A too low value of fmax results in an under-estimation of the integral1.

In GaGaRes this problem is overcome by first generating a large number of events to determine fma* 
and subsequently performing the integration.
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This method also results in a numerical estimate of the integral. If the number of 
accepted events is given by Nacc and the total number of generated events is given by iV, 
the integral /' can be estimated by

I' = (b-a)fmaIOjSL. (6.4)

The error is given by

A/, = - a)fmax. (6.5)

The ratio of the mean weight and the maximum weight fmax is a measure for the 
efficiency of the hit or miss algorithm.

Again, the formalism can trivially be extended to higher dimensional integrations.

6.1.3 Importance sampling
As mentioned in 6.1.1, the error on the estimate I' is proportional to aj/y/N. To reduce 
this error, one could increase the number N, but this gives a slow convergence. It would 
be more efficient to reduce the variance of the integrand. In GaGaRes the technique of 
importance sampling has been used to this end.

In importance sampling one performs a change of variables to obtain a new integral 
with smaller variance:

/ f(x)dx = J £j^g(x)dx = j
Ja Ja a[X) J G<?(*)

HG-'jy)) 
!c(a) giG-'iy))

dy, y = G(x) = f g(x')dx'. (6.6)

The function g must satisfy several criteria:

• g is a positive function on the interval [o, 6].

• The function G is known analytically.

• The inverse of the function G is known analytically.

The essence is that one has to choose a g such that the variance of //g is smaller than the 
original variance aj.

The variable y is uniformly distributed in the interval [C?(a), G(6)] when

y = {G(b)-G(a))K + G(a), (6.7)

where 1Z is a random variable that is uniformly distributed on the interval [0,1]. This 
results in a distribution of the original variable x according to

x = G~l{{G{b) - G{a))K + G(a)). (6.8)

In section IV.2 in [31] a nice illustration of the importance sampling method, applied to a 
Breit-Wigner distribution, can be found.
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6.2 The GaGaRes event generator
The general expression for the cross section of a 2 -» 3 process reads

o = J(2n)A6^(pi +p2- p\ - p'2

d3y, dV, d3P
P) 4\/(Pi-P2)2-m2 4

E \Mf
(6.9)

(2xp2£[ (2jt)32E'2 (2n)*2ER *

We are working in the lab-frame and will use the parametrization given in (2.14). Per
forming the integration over P and rewriting the remaining delta-function gives

/gfr" + ^) + 2m\ + 2E[ E'2
J 8sE[E'2yJl-^ (6.10)

c°s0n - M2)dVidV2-

cos ^i2 = C\2 has been defined in (2.19). Solving the delta-function for E\ yields

^ = j{2 Eb-E'2)±D (6.n)
1 2{(E'2 — 2Eb)2 — |p^2|2cf2}*

where

4 = 4£2-4E6£' + 2m2-M2,

d = P,|e.t|A|, (612)

A2 = £2 - 4(E'2 - 2Eb)2m2e + 4|]?2|2c?2m2.

The two signs in (6.11) lead to a division of the phase-space into two parts. The cross 
sections of the two solutions are denoted by a±, where the subscript corresponds to the 
sign in (6.11).

For the two solutions we find

• — solution

• + solution

'/2,min ~

E.2,max — Eb — m'M — Ml
2Eb 4 Eb

w-c < E'2 < E2 then — 1 < cn < +1,

&2 <E'2< E'2 max then - 1 < c12 < ~ca

min — &2t

pi _ p _ meM _ M2 
2 ,max 2Ef> AEb,

— 1 C\2 ^ Ca,

(6.13)

(6.14)
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Figure 6.1: The Dalitz plot for E[ and E'2. The shaded area represents the allowed values 
for E[ and E'2 in the case of three massless particles in the final state. In the plot the 
electron mass has been set to 0.3Ef, whereas the resonance mass has been set to 0.5Eb-

where

and

^ _ 4 El - 4meEb + 2m2e - M2 
2 4 Eb - 2me

ca
4(2Eb - Ej)2mj - (4E\ - 4E'2Eb + 2m2e - M2)2

4\p2\2m2e

(6.15)

(6.16)

The occurrence of two solutions for E[ for E2 > E2 and ci2 < ~ca Is illustrated in figure 
6.1 where the Dalitz plot for E[ and E2 is plotted. The line represents the boundary 
of allowed values of E[ and E2. On this line the final state particles have a collinear 
configuration. Note that in this plot the electron mass and the resonance mass are set to 
30 % respectively 50 % of Eb to make the effect clearly visible. In practice Emax and E2 are 
close to Eb. For an x& resonance produced at yfs = 190 GeV one finds Emax = 94.9666 GeV 
and E2 = 94.9663 GeV. Thus the region for the + solution is very small.

Changing of variables and performing the integration over E[ leads to

o± = f 1 _______-------------------- d^d2fiid2r22.
J 2567r*s ^1 _ |4£6 _ 2E'2 + 2^c12|

(6.17)

d2n< represent the angular integrations of the outgoing leptons, d2fy = cosOidOidfa.
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The next step is to normalize all variables to the beam energy Eb-

o± -I |p\ 10s
256tt5s 2£<+2W^Cl2|

dELd*tlid2Sl2- (6.18)

In GaGaRes there is a choice between two schemes in which different sets of variables are 
generated to perform the Monte Carlo integration. The first scheme (I) is based on [96]. 
This is the most efficient scheme for the generation of no-tag events, as for events with 
small scattering angles of the leptons the peaking behaviour of the matrix element is better 
described. The second scheme (II) is more efficient for single- and double-tag events, as 
both polar angles are generated variables.

Generation scheme I is described in [96] for the process

e+e -> e+e l+l (/ = e,/x,r),

where the initial electron and positron are not tagged. As we have one particle less in the 
final state, some simplifications can be introduced. This generation scheme is very similar 
to the one described in [96] and we refer to this paper for details.

Scheme II is not only more efficient for the generation of single- and double-tag events, 
but also the generation of events with a cut on the minimum allowed Q2.

We start from expression (6.18). The first approximation is a replacement for the 
expression for the square of the matrix element

(6-19)

where the factor 64 is just chosen for convenience. The scale will be accounted for by the 
weight. The corresponding weight factor is given by

Wi =
64

(6.20)

The matrix element squared is approximated by a factor l/tif rather than a factor 
l/(tt) as one would naively expect from the formulae in appendix A. A closer look tells 
us that in the limit where t and if are of order m2 the numerators are also of order m2, for 
it can be shown that in this limit the invariant (72-, which had been introduced in equation 
(A.l) in appendix A, is also proportional to m2. This reduces effectively the dependence of 
the matrix element squared to l/ttf in the limit of small momentum transfers. This feature 
is also responsible for the logarithmic dependence of the total cross section on the beam 
energy.

The cross section now reads

1cr± = 1
47T5S A Is ■d£;d2fiid2a2. (6.21)

im 1 1 W\A-2E'2 + 2^cn\

The next approximations concern the photon virtualities. In particular, the square of 
the invariant mass of the photon, emitted by the incoming positron, can be written as

t = -2JET1(l-c1 + «1), (6‘22)
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with

*i= l
IP'APt

E[
Cl

ml (6.23)

We have also introduced the shorthand notation c* = cos#*, Si = sin 0* (i = 1,2). Now 
,min is defined as

*1 ,min — *l|c,=i
m2e(l-E[y

2 E[2

which reaches its minimum at E[ = E'l max = 1 - \meM - \M2 and is denoted by

£ — *1 ,min | =E'
+ \M2)2

E'i=Ei.ma* 8(1 - \meM - \M2)2'

For t' we find a similar expression with the subscripts 1 replaced by 2. 
The second approximation now consists of the substitution

_1_ ____________ 1____________
tt1 iE[E'2(l - cx + e)(1 - c2 + e) ’

with a corresponding weight factor

4£J££(1 - ci+g)(l-C2+g)

(6.24)

(6.25)

W2 = tt'

The third approximation consists of the approximation in the denominator

WiWil Ip'll

(6.26)

(6.27)

(6.28)

This approximation works rather well, as for most generated events the outgoing leptons 
are energetic and go (almost) back to back (cn ~ — !)• The required weight factor now is

w
E1E* \2-E^c„\

After these approximations the cross section becomes

d^d20id2n2
o± —

327T5S /1 4mg J (1 — ci + g)(l - c2 + e)(l — E'2)

(6.29)

(6.30)

The trivial integrations of fa and fa over [</w> <Pmax] can be performed. The integrations 
over the polar angles and over E2 use the standard integral

rXmax da;
Jxnir, ci — x

In
d CCmin
CL %max

(6.31)
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The results of these integrations are put in the last two weights

Wi = In I w'm,n
l+C-Cl, In l+e- ■C2maz 01,mtn)(02 ,moi — 02 ,min)>

(6.32)

Wsi± = In i-E'
1 -EL

leaving as integrated cross section

_J___ 1_
^ 327T5S _ Imi

Using (6.2) the real total cross section is given by2

(6.33)

* = <ru* (< WiW2W9WA[W^ + W5_) >), (6.34)

where < WiW2\V3Wi{W5++1V5_) > is defined as the average weight. During the generation 
of events there is a probability W$-/(W$+ + W$J) that an event is generated in the phase 
space of the — solution. Especially for the heavier resonances almost all events will be 
generated in this part of the phase space.

The variables are now generated by importance sampling in the following order: <pi, 02> 
cos 0i, cos 02. The generation of the azimuthal angles is trivial

0* ~ i,4>i,max (f>i,min)H <f>i,min {} = 1>2). (6.35)

The variables that are distributed like the integrand of (6.31) should be generated according 
to

x = a-(a-xmai)(^=)7', (6.36)
\a - XmaxJ

where it should be noted that in the program 1 — x rather than x is generated in order to 
guarantee the best numerical stability. This is used for x = cosOi and x = cos 02-

At this point cos0j2 can be evaluated. Then E'2 is obtained from (6.31) and (6.36). 
When E’2 < E2 one has only a contribution from the - solution of the delta function. 
When E‘2 > E2 one has to check whether cn is in the allowed interval. If so, one has 
contributions from both solutions of the delta function.

Cuts on the generated variables are incorporated in the generation mechanism. They 
do not lead to a drop in efficiency (exactly the reason why scheme II is favoured for single- 
and double-tag reactions). For scheme II the program also offers the possibility to impose 
cuts on Elt on the photon virtualities Q2 and on C12. The cuts are applied by the following 
replacement

\M\2^\M\2H0, (6.37)
where n# is a product of step functions representing the cuts.

These cuts lead to a drop in generation efficiency. However, for the cuts on the photon 
virtualities Q{ the values of the corresponding polar angles are adapted in order to avoid this

2 Aa mentioned before, the weight of an event is determined by the value of the integrand for this event.
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drop in efficiency. When we require for the photon virtuality Q, the restriction Qi > Qi,min 
the minimum values of the angles and E[ can be set to

= 2arcsin Qjmin +
4EbEitTnaxi

(6.38)

E'"l.rnin
QU, + 2m|

4£j, sin2 ’
(6.39)

where 9itmin is the minimum polar angle of the outgoing lepton corresponding to the photon 
virtuality Qi.

6.3 Some results
In this section some of the results and tests done with GaGaRes are summarized. Fur
thermore, the generator has also been used in the two analyses that are presented in this 
thesis.

6.3.1 Cross sections and distributions
The BGMS expressions for density matrices derived in the previous chapter were implemen
ted by us in the Monte Carlo generator Galuga [84]. For all resonances the cross sections 
and density matrices found by both generators were identical within the errors. Some of 
the results for the cross sections are summarized in table 6.1.

In figure 6.2 the cross section for the process e+e_ —> e+e~rjc as a function of y/s is given. 
From this plot one can clearly see the logarithmic rise of the cross section with increasing 
v/£. We have also given the results of the Low approximation, see equation (2.48) on page 
16.

In figures 6.3a-6.3d some distributions for the production of i)b mesons at y/s = 190 GeV 
are given. In the production of these events no cuts on the outgoing particles have been 
applied. In figure 6.3a the energy spectra for an outgoing lepton and the outgoing resonance 
are given. The energy of the scattered lepton peaks at high energies. As a consequence, 
the energy of the intermediate photons peaks at low energies. The energy spectrum for the 
outgoing resonance starts at 9.4 GeV, the rest energy of the t/*. Furthermore, events are 
displayed with respect to their photon energies in figure 6.3b. The variables along the x- 
and y-axes are the logarithms of the normalized photon energies Xi = The dense
band in the figure can be understood when one realizes that the resonances are produced 
at the fixed mass M = 9.4 GeV and that the dominant term in (2.18) is the product of the 
photon energies. The angular distributions of the resonance in figures 6.3c and 6.3d show 
that the resonances are produced isotropically in the azimuthal angle 4>r and that they are 
strongly boosted along the beam direction.

In figure 6.4 the Q distributions for the virtual photons emitted by the incoming positron 
for the generation of bb states at y/s = 190 GeV are given. The Xbo and Xb2 states have 
essentially the same distribution of Q. Only for the Xbi resonance a wider Q spectrum is 
observed. For the Q distributions of the photons emitted by the incoming electron identical
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77° V n' Vc Vb

3.550 2.180 5.333 0.1731 0.2162 x 10-3

«o fo fo XcO XbO

3.837 0.5499 2.716 0.03398 0.1601 x lO-4

Gi /1 f[ Xcl X&i

0.07120 0.1707 0.4170 x 10"2 0.1239 x 10"2 0.6574 x 10"6

a2 /2 n Xc2 Xb2

1.511 4.972 0.1152 0.01660 1.390 x 10'5

*2 Vd Vd VcD VbD

0.9336 0.3108 2.416 0.4518 x 10~3 0.1325 x 10"6

Table 6.1: The cross sections (in nb) for y/s = 180 GeV in the absence of cuts on the 
external particles.

spectra have been found, as it should be. In figure 6.5 we compare the differential cross 
sections d2a/(d log10(Q5/iyr2)d log10(Q2/iy2))j Wr = x GeVj for ^ and Xc2 production. 
The production of tensor mesons is dominated by the phase-space region where both photon 
virtualities Qi are small. This region is suppressed for the production of the axial-vector 
meson. However, this difference is pronounced only at very low Qi. Prom figure 6.5 it 
follows that for example Q2 = 10“1 GeV2 is large enough to reach very small Q2 values 
without suppressing the cross section too much. As could be seen in figure 6.4, for the Xbi 
resonance, the single-Q2 distribution is still peaked at low Q. In fact, in [27] it has been 
shown that an anti-tag cut, say at Q\ < 0.1 GeV2, is not a good way to enrich 1+ states 
with respect to other states in two-photon samples. Applying this upper cut leads to a 
suppression of 1+ states.

Next, results for the A $ = </>i - </>2 distributions for the lSo and 3Pj bottomonium 
states are given for y/s = 190 GeV. From figures 6.6a-6.6d it is seen that there are marked 
differences between distributions for different resonances. The characteristics can be qual
itatively understood when the dominant features of the cross sections are considered. In 
the first place it is clear from figure 6.4 that the largest contributions to the cross sections 
come from the region Q2 < M2. In those regions A<£ « <f (cf [16]) such that a qualitative 
understanding of the distribution in the BGMS cross section formula (2.39) is sufficient 
to explain the features of figures 6.6a-6.6d. The behaviour of the BGMS formula for the 
various resonances now follows from the form factors fAB and gAB in table 3.6 on page

ana tne small approximation. One then obtains f> distributions, where different
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Figure 6.2: The cross section for the process e+e —> e+e jic as a function of y/s as 
calculated by GaGaRes (solid line) and from the Low approximation (dashed line).

photon density matrices play a role. Using the approximate numerical relations valid at 
\/s = 190 GeV and in the small Qf region

p++ «/>+-, p+0«1.5p++, p00«2.3p++, (6.40)

one arrives at the following shapes for the (j> distributions: 
rib :

da
dip

~ K${pt+pt+-prpt™w))

~ K^pt+pr sin2
(6.41)

da ^ 
dip

4k (Pi+Pi+ + pt'pt cos (2^))
(6.42)

rss ^{S^!1)pt+pi+ cos2^

Z ~ 4«(:^jir1)2 {pt+pt+ - Pi~Pt cos(2«)

+4 K (£)2 (pt+p?Qt + pTpt+Ql - 2pi0pi°QiQ*«* (6.43)

~ %pt+pt+ (.M2(Q\ + QD- 2M2QiQ2 cos^ + (Q? - Ql)2 sin2 ,
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Figure 6.3: Distributions from the event generation of the 7]b meson at a beam energy 
of 95 GeV in the absence of additional cuts on the external particles. In figure a) the 
energy distributions of the scattered positron (continuous line) and the outgoing resonance 
(dashed line) are given. In figure b) the distribution of the logarithms of the normalized 
photon energies Xi and x2 is given. Figures c) and d) show the angular distributions of the 
outgoing resonance. All vertical scales are linear, except for figure c), where the vertical 
scale is logarithmic.

Xb2 ■

(6.44)

It is clear that the sin2 0 and cos2 $ and constant distributions show up in figures 6.6 a,b 
and d. A more complex structure arises in figure 6.6 c, but also here the cos0 and sin2 (p 
distributions can be recognized on a constant background.
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Figure 6.4: The Q spectrum of the photon emitted by the incoming positron foi |/ie ^ ^ 
bb states, the r]b (continuous line), the xto (dashed line), the X6i ( 0 external
(dash-dotted line). The events were generated at Vi = 190 GeV mthout CUtS ^

particles. The vertical scale is logarithmic.

The lD2 bb state has not been included in the plot as it would lie exactly on top of the

plot for the 1Sn bb state. A . . , . t,oc up~n found.
For completeness we note that for the cc states a similar <f> e iavJ^ . [97] jn
Similar qualitative arguments but without numerical results have been given 197] 

connection with Pomeron production of resonances.

6.3.2 Helicities
GaGaRes can also calculate the density matrices for the production °f a resonance. As

1V/1 v**v r---------

has already been stated, the diagonal elements of this density matrix add up to the total 
cross section for the production of this resonance. For the cc resonances Xc2 Xci we 
have studied how the different helicities of the resonance contribute to the cross section 
as a function of the Q? cuts. The results for the diagonal elements in the rest system of
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Figure 6.5: The differential cross section So/(d\og10(Q2/W?)d\ogl0(Ql/W?))t Wr = 1 
GeV, in nb for the process e+e~ —> e+e~XcJ ^ y/s = 92.5 GeV for J = 1 (left plot) and 
J = 2 (right plot).

the resonance (RRF in chapter 5) are given in figure 6.7 In these plots both Q\ and Q\ 
have to be greater than the value given on the horizontal axis. From the right plot in 
figure 6.7 one can see that in the absence of cuts the dominant contribution comes from the 
helicit}r-2 components. This is in agreement with [12] where a similar dominance was found 
for the helicity-2 component for the /£(1525) resonance. For high Q] cuts the helicity-0 
component starts to dominate. In the BGMS-formalism [16] this contribution comes from 
the oss component that is proportional to Q\Q\. This result also agrees with theoretical 
predictions found by Close [98], in which he states that the helicity-0 contribution is of 
the order 0(tt!M2). From the left plot in figure 6.7 one can see that in the case of the 
Xci resonance in the absence of cuts the helicity-1 component is dominant. It would be 
interesting to verify this statement with experimental data. For higher Q2 cuts again the 
helicity-0 component starts to dominate.

6.3.3 The process e+e" e+e~Xc2 -> e+e~J/ip7 -» e+e"Z+/"7

In section 5.4 we have constructed the density matrix for the complete decay of a Xc2 

resonance into a and a photon, where the J/-0 subsequently decays into two electrons 
or muons. We can now use equation (2.55) in section 2.9 to combine the density matrix 
for the two-photon production of a Xc2 resonance with the density matrix for the complete 
decay of the resonance to get the full matrix element squared. This full matrix element 
has been used to generate the distribution of the angle between the outgoing photon and 
the boost direction in the RRF. The results are given in figure 6.8. In this figure also 
previously shown results (figure 5.1) are included. The angular distribution agrees well
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Figure 6.6: The A0 spectra for the bb states (a), Xbo W> X&i (c) and Xw (d)- The events 
have been generated at i/s = 190 GeV in the absence of additional cuts on the external 
particles. All vertical scales are linear.

with the previously found result for the density matrix for the decay of the • jncj^ed and a photon, equation (5.58). This implies that the production

dominated by the helicity-2 contribution, as has been point ou , was
decay of the J/ip does not influence the distribution of the photon, a r 
to be expected.
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Figure 6.7: Contributions of the different diagonal elements of the \c\ resonance (left plot) 
and the Xc2 resonance (right plot) to the total cross section at y/s = 91.5 GeV, for different 
Q] cuts. (he. Q}> 0,1,5,...,25 GeV1.)

Figure 6.8: The distribution of the polar angle of the outgoing photon in the RRF. The 
datapoints show the result from the calculation using the complete matrix element for the 
production and decay. The dashed line shows the distribution for the complete density 
matrix for the decay of the resonance where the production is purely helicity-2. The dotted 
lines represents the distribution according to the pure dipole transition and the dashed-dotted 
line shows the distribution that has been experimentally observed [92], The vertical scale is 
linear.
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Chapter 7

Experimental set-up

In the analyses that will be presented in this thesis data collected with the L3 detector has 
been used. In this chapter we will give an overview of the detector and the subdetectors 
with strong emphasis on those parts of the detector that are most relevant for the ana yses 
in this thesis. The description represents the situation up to October 2000. Since t en t e 
collider and the detector have been dismantled.

7.1 The LEP collider
The L3 detector is one of the four detectors at the Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider. 
The LEP collider is located at CERN, the European Centre for Nuclear Research, near 
Geneva (Switzerland) (see figure 7.1). The LEP storage ring consisting o eig t s raig 
sections and eight bending sections is situated in a tunnel 50-170 m undergroun . as 
in good approximation a circular form with a circumference of 26.7 km. t e ec o
positron collisions are studied.The electrons and positrons are produced in the LEP Injector Linacs (LIL) and acceler
ated to an energy of 600 MeV. In the Electron Positron Accumulator (EPA) the electron and 
positron pulses are accumulated into bunches, discrete packets of electrons and positrons. 
Subsequently these bunches are accelerated in the Proton Synchroton (PS) to an energy of 
3.5 GeV. The Super Proton Synchroton (SPS) accelerates them to an energy of 20 GeV. 
At this energy the bunches enter the LEP ring, where the particles are accelerated to the 
desired energy. This acceleration is performed by (superconducting) radio frequency (RF) 
cavities. The latter also have to compensate the energy loss due to synchroton radiation, 
which gives the most stringent constraint to the highest obtainable beam energies. A total 
of 3304 bending magnets guide the particles through the bending sections. The beams are 
focused by a system of quadrupole and sextupole magnets. A more detailed description 

can be found in [99-101].In four of the straight segments the electron and positron beams are brought into col
lisions at the so-called interaction points. Around these, four large experiments have been 

built: ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL.The LEP collider has been commissioned to study the properties of the carriers of 
the weak force, the Z and W± vector bosons. In LEP’s existence two periods can be 
distinguished. During the first period from 1989 to 1995, referred to as LEP1, data was
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Figure 7.1: The LEP ring and the four experiments.

collected at a centre-of-mass energy around 90 GeV, the mass of the Z boson. In 1995 the 
machine was upgraded. Superconducting RF cavities were installed to increase the centre 
of mass energy beyond the threshold energy for IV-pair production. In the period from 
1996 to 2000 (LEP2) energies from 161 to 209 GeV have been reached.

The event rate for a certain physical process is given by the product of the cross section 
corresponding to this process and the luminosity (L) which is defined by

L~f Pi(£)P2(£)|vi ~ v2|d3f. (7.1)

Here pi(f) and p2{x) are the densities of the particles in the two colliding beams. The 
quantity |ui - t>2| is the relative velocity of the two beams. The luminosity is a flux. The 
luminosity depends on a number of accelerator parameters, e.g. the beam energy, the 
beam-currents (/j,), the beam strength (£y) which takes into account the force between the 
beams and the so-called betatron amplitude (/?*) which specifies the focusing strength at 
the interaction points [102]. At LEP2 the luminosity is of the order of 1032 ernes'1 for the 
high energy runs.

The collected luminosity at an experiment is determined by measuring the event rate for 
a process that is theoretically well understood and whose cross section has been calculated
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Year Luminosity C (pb !) Energy Range(GeV)

1997 51 183

1998 176 189

1999 221 192-201

2000 215 201-209

Table 7.1: The collected integrated luminosity and centre of mass energies of the LEP2 
miming periods.

to a high precision. For electron-positron collisions, small-angle Bhabha scattering is used. 
In table 7.1 the centre of mass energies and the integrated luminosity C for the LEP2 period 

have been collected, where
C = J L(t)<lt. (7.2)

In natural units the integrated luminosity is expressed in units of pb l. One barn (6) is 
equal to 10-28 m2, one pb to 10-36 cm2. At LEP2 energies the collected luminosity was
typically of the order of 1.0 pb^/day-

7.2 L3 detector
A perspective view on the L3 detector is given in figure 7.2. The detector has been optimized 
for the measurement of electron and photon energies and the momentum of muons. It 
consists of a number of subdetectors that are all positioned symmetrically around the 
interaction point. From the interaction point outwards the following detectors have been 

installed:

• The Silicon Microvertex Detector (SMD).

• Time Expansion Chamber (TEC).

• Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL, BGO).

• Hadronic Calorimeter (HCAL).

• Muon Chambers (MUCH).
Except for the SMD and TEC, that only consist of a central part (barrel), these detectors 
consist of a barrel part and parts in the forward and backward direction (endcaps). In 
addition to these detectors three subdetectors, only consisting of forward and backward 

parts, have been included:

Luminosity Monitor (LUMI).
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Figure 7.2: A perspective view on the L3 detector, from the outside of the LEP ring

• Active Led Rings (ALR).

• Very Small Angle Tagger (VSAT).

provides a field of 0.5 Tesla alo^ ^ ^ar^e °ctagonally shaped solenoidal magnet whic 
the transverse momentum ffrnrn*+K & Cam ^^rec^on- This makes it possible to measui 
direction) for charged particles 6 CUrvature) aQd the charge-sign (from the bendin 

A complete description of the T q

are described in [59,104,105] ector Can *°unc* [103], whereas the upgrade
In two-photon physics the n f

^gle and carry away most of electrons and positrons are scattered over a smal
reaction typically have a low e aVaiIaTe energy’ whefeas the remnants of the two-photon 
two-photon reaction studies arpTi!^' m!Ta consequence, the detectors most relevant fox 

at have been scattered over a i 6 * anc* *he VSAT to detect electrons or positrons
JjjpAL) to study the remnant*? nf ®nouSh angle and the inner detectors (SMD, TEC, 

scussed. A more detailed vifl« 6 °"Photon system. These detectors will be further 
he VSAT detector has not hepn °n,SOme of ttie relevant detectors is given in figure 7-3. 

SS indicated in figure 7.2 and falls outside figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3: View on the inner part of the L3 detector. The Interaction point is given by the 
intersection point of the dash-dotted lines inside the SMD.

The following convention for the coordinates has been chosen. The direction 0 ^ e 
incoming electrons is taken as the positive 2-axis. The positive x direction points om 
the interaction point towards the centre of the LEP ring. As a consequence, t e posi ive 
y direction is perpendicular to the LEP plane and points upwards. Polar an azimu 
angles are denoted by 6 and </>, as usual.

7.2.1 SMD and TEC
The SMD and TEC detectors have been incorporated to study the trajectories (tracks) of 
charged particles. In addition, there are the z chambers and the FTC detectors^

The SMD consists of two concentric layers of silicon detectors, see figure 7.4. When a 
charged particle traverses the depleted region of the silicon it can create eectron o e P3* 
which give rise to a measurable signal. The two layers are placed at 6 an cm respec iv 
from the interaction point. The polar angle coverage of the SMD exten s rom o 
The position resolution in the SMD is 8 pm (in r<t>) and 12 pm (in z).

The TEC is a gas drift detector. It consists of two parts, the inner TEC and the ou er 
TEC. The inner TEC is divided into 12 sectors each containing 8 anode wires, the ou 
TEC is divided into 24 sectors each containing 54 anode wires. The anode wires and cat
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Figure 7.4: The central tracking -part of the L3 detector, formed by the SMD, the TEC and 
the z-chambers. Figure taken from [106].

hnth para.e to l e *-axis- (figure 7.4). Close to the planes of anode wires there is on 
in thp rJ5 a ° Wi.r6S at groun<^ Potential. These ensure that the electric field 
Thp TFr*1011*;116'Veer^ ^ e wires and the cathodes, the drift region, is homogeneous, 
traverse fh 80 % C°2 “d 2° % iso-butane (iC4H10). When a charged particle
wirp<; wkii 1 .cfuses location of the gas atoms. The electrons drift to the anode
thp tn-iH ^ e positive y charged ions drift to the cathode wires. After having passed 
so-rallpH ^lreSi*ij 6 *e ectrons 3X6 accelerated and create an avalanche of ionizations in this 
Up rrmvo f P 1 ca^on region. The time of flight of the electrons to the anode wires can 
TEC /n °«wn\Pl°S*tion W^ere the original ionization took place. Each inner (outer)

• F , arge <^v*®on wires. These wires are read out on both ends and
interaction**1 °f * ? 2 coor^nat;e °f the hit. The radial distance of the wires to the 
interaction 0°*°* S eS ^°m 11 cm to 42.5 cm. Only charged particles that leave the 
Particle*? a P°Iar angle in the ran6e 44° < 6 < 136° can reach all 62 wires,
detect™™ if? ^mteraction Poin* with an angle 0 < 10° or 0 > 170° miss the TEC 

tecto completely. The position resolution of the TEC is 50 pm in r<t>.

The TEC has been optimized for measurements in the zy-plane. Additional wire cham
bers have been installed on the outside of the TEC, the z chambers. The resolution of the 
z chambers is 200 pm in z.
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7.2.2 ECAL
The ECAL has been designed for the energy measurement of electrons1 and photons. The 
detector consists of almost 11,000 Bismuth Germanate (Bi4 (Ge04)3, BGO) crystals. The 
crystals act both as a showering and detection medium. When energetic electrons move in 
dense matter, like BGO, they interact with the nuclei and emit bremsstrahlung photons. 
High energetic photons will decay into electron positron pairs when interacting with the 
nuclei. Thus an energetic electron or photon entering a BGO crystal will produce a cascade 
of these processes (a shower), until the photons and electrons have an energy below the 
threshold for these interaction processes to happen. This threshold energy is of the order 
of 10 MeV for BGO. Below this energy the electrons and photons loose their energy by 
ionization and excitation of the atoms in the crystal. The excited atoms will emit a green 
light that is detected at the end of the crystals by photodiodes. The typical length an 
electron or a photon travels between two interactions is called the radiation length, Xq. For 
BGO this radiation length is rather small, Xq « 1.12 cm, allowing the construction of a 
compact detector.

For heavier particles this critical energy is much higher and they only interact with the 
medium by ionization. The energy loss is approximately independent of the energy of the 
particles for particle energies above 1 GeV. These particles are referred to as minimum 
ionizing particles (MIP’s). Hadronic particles can also interact with the atoms by nuclear 
interactions, resulting in a shower that is spread wider than electromagnetic showers.

The BGO crystals have a length of 24 cm. The front surface is typically 2x2 cm2 and 
the back surface is typically 3x3 cm2. The barrel part consists of 48 rings of 160 crystals. 
The endcaps consist each of 1536 crystals. The crystals are tilted 6° in 0 to avoid particles 
escaping the gap between two BGO crystals. The barrel part has a polar-angle coverage 
from 42° to 138°, whereas the end caps have coverages from 12° to 35° and 145° to 168 .

The energy resolution is energy dependent. For low energetic photons (100 MeV) the 
resolution is about 9 %, whereas for photons and electrons above 1 GeV it is about 2%. 
The resolution in <p in the barrel ranges from 9 mrad (100 MeV photons) to 4 mrad (1 GeV 
photons). In the endcaps the resolution is a factor 2 to 3 worse. The resolution in 9 is at 
least as good as the resolution in 0.

7.2.3 LUMI and VSAT
The LUMI detector has been installed to determine the luminosity from small-angle Bhabha 
scattering. The LUMI also consists of BGO crystals. On each side at 2.65m from the 
interaction point there is a cylindrical detector, each containing 304 BGO crystals. Each 
cylinder is divided into two halves by the yz-plane. The two parts can be moved away from 
the beam pipe to protect the crystals from radiation damage during periods of unstable 
beams, e.g. during the filling and acceleration phases of LEP or during periods of very bad 
background conditions. To improve the measurement of the impact position, a silicon strip 
detector (SLUM) has been installed in front of the LUMI. The SLUM is read out in case 
of a back-to-back event in the LUMI.

1 When we speak in this section of electrons, we mean electrons as well as positrons.
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The angular coverage of the detectors is 1.4° < 9 < 3.9° and 176.1° <9 < 178.6°. The 
energy resolution for the electrons in the LUMI is around 1.5 % for LEP2 energies. The 9 
resolution is of the order of 0.5 mrad and the (f) resolution is 0.5°. In LEP2 the luminosity is 
measured by a combined measurement of the LUMI and the SLUM with an error of 0.2%.

All electrons and positrons that are scattered over a small angle can give a hit in the 
LUMI, so also the ones which cause a two-photon process. This makes the detector an 
interesting device for two-photon physics. Especially for the missing mass analyses that is 
presented in the next chapter the LUMI detector plays a crucial role.

The VSAT detector consists of four boxes, two on each side at 8.17m from the interaction 
point. Each box contains 24 BGO crystals. The boxes are placed in the horizontal plane 
and can also be moved away from the beam pipe during periods of bad radiation conditions. 
The boxes are installed behind the quadrupole magnets (located at a distance between 3.47- 
6.34 m from the IP). These magnets defocus in the horizontal plane and focus in the vertical 
plane. The energy resolution is 3%, the resolution in 9 is 0.10 mrad and in 0 is 27 mrad. 
These values hold for the fiducial volume of the VSAT. Outside this volume the resolutions 
are worse.

It should be stressed that the LUMI and VSAT detectors do not distinguish between 
photons and electrons. So in double-tag events hits may also mean the detection of an 
electron or positron and an opposite photon or the detection of two opposite photons.

7.2.4 Triggers
The rate of bunch crossings at the L3 interaction point is 45 kHz, but only a small fraction 
of these bunch crossings results in an interesting e+e_ interaction. Reading out the detector 
causes a dead-time during which the detector is blocked for new data. Besides the e+e“ 
also so-called background events can give a signal in the L3 detector. Some sources of 
these background events are beam-gas interactions, beam-wall interactions, cosmic rays 
and noise in the electronic channels. The trigger system has been installed to separate the 
e e interactions from the background events and to decide whether an event should be 
recorded or not.

The L3 trigger consists of three levels of increasing complexity. Only when an event is 
accepted by a trigger level it is passed on to the next level.

The level-1 trigger consists of a logical OR of the following subtriggers: the energy 
trigger, the luminosity trigger, the ALR trigger, the TEC trigger, the scintillator trigger 
and the muon trigger. For the analyses we make use of events that are triggered by the 
luminosity trigger, the energy trigger or the TEC trigger. These triggers will be discussed 
in some more detail.

The luminosity triggers consists of the following subtriggers:

# Back-to-back trigger: Requires an energy deposition of at least 15 GeV in two opposite 
sectors, a typical topology for non-radiative Bhabha events.

# Asymmetric double-tag trigger: Requires an energy deposition of at least 25 GeV on 
one side and 5 GeV on the other side of the interaction point.

# Smgle-tag trigger: Requires an energy deposition of at least 30 GeV on one of the 
sides.
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The luminosity triggers are crucial in the missing mass analysis.
Most of the the subtriggers of the energy trigger require some minimum energy depos

ition in either the ECAL or the HCAL. The subtriggers most relevant for the analyses 
presented in this thesis are:

• Cluster trigger: Requires a cluster in the ECAL or HCAL of at least 2.5 GeV, close 
in (p to a TEC track. A cluster is a localised deposit of energy.

• Single photon trigger: Is set if a BGO cluster with an energy above 1 GeV which 
accounts for a least 80 % of all ECAL energy is found. This trigger has been installed 
to trigger on the process e+e~ —> Z7 —> vv').

• Energy trigger: Requires at least 10 GeV in the ECAL or 15 GeV in the BGO and 
the barrel HCAL or 20 GeV in all calorimeters.

Finally, we also mention the TEC triggers:

• Charged track trigger: Requires in the outer TEC at least two charged tracks with 
transverse momentum pr > 100 MeV for 28° < 6 < 37°, 143° < 0 < 152° and pr > 
150 MeV for 37° < 9 < 143°. The tracks are required to have a separation greater 
than 120° in the transverse plane.

• Inner TEC trigger: Uses a neural net to select non-background events. It requires at 
least two good tracks and one track in the outer TEC.

• Electron trigger: Requires one TEC track together with an energy deposition of at 
least 70 % of the beam energy on one side of the LUMI.

As only the events that pass the level-1 trigger go to the level-2 trigger, this trigger 
has more time to evaluate an event without introducing more dead-time in the readout 
system, which allows this trigger level to use more complicated algorithms. The level-2 
trigger receives in addition some information that is not available to the level-1 trigger. In 
particular, it receives the information from the charge division wires in the TEC. Events 
with two or more level-1 triggers pass the level-2 trigger automatically.

The level-3 trigger has access to the complete digitized data and a complete reconstruc
tion of the events is made. Events with both a level-1 TEC and energy trigger are always 
accepted. After the level-3 tigger the trigger rate has dropped to 2-3 Hz.

7.3 Data processing
After having passed the final trigger level, the information of the selected events are written 
to the raw data tapes. From these tapes the data is processed by the L3 offline reconstruc
tion program which uses the databases which contain all the calibration constants. In 
the reconstruction the data is converted from the digitized data into physical information 
like energy deposits and charged tracks. After the reconstruction the information from 
the subdetector is combined and .one tries to match tracks to energy depositions in the 
calorimeters.
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The processed data is stored in several formats. The candidate events triggered by the 
LUMI or the VS AT are sent to a separate events stream, the FBSB format. All other events 
are written to different formats, the DVN and DSU formats.



Chapter 8

Missing mass analysis

Results of a missing mass analysis to search for heavy states that couple to two p o ons 
are presented. Although the main goal of this analysis is to look for the meson, e 
experimental upper limit on the two-photon decay of the Higgs boson will also e stu le . 
To reject the dominant background, (radiative) Bhabha events, information from t e cen r 
part of the L3 detector has been included in the analysis, leading in fact to two missing 
mass analyses: a pure and an extended one. The result is a 95% C.L. upper unit on 
two-photon decay width of C = +1 states as a function the invariant mass of the two- 
photon system. Also a study of the Bhabha background at the Monte ar o eve as 
performed.

8.1 Introduction and motivation
As has already been mentioned in section 2.10.1, the lightest bb quar omum s a e» *
meson, has not yet been observed. Theoretical models [22,27,107] pre ict or e rjb 
a two-photon width of 0.2-0.5 keV. In the analysis of this chapter a searc or s 
is performed. In addition, one can also look for other narrow-widt -even par ic 
couple strongly to two photons. , _ . *

We have used the missing mass technique. By measuring t e our momen 
scattered leptons one reconstructs the invariant mass of the two-p oton sys em, 77, 
the information of the two tagged leptons

W77 = V(Pl + P2 ~ P'l Pi)2 ' &lU)2 COS2 (t) (8.1)

where 012 is the angle between the outgoing leptons in the lab-frame. The 
calculated from the angular information of the outgoing leptons, see equal ^ m
scattered leptons go almost back-to-back, the dominant contribution to W77 comes from 
the product of the photon energies. ... of

The advantage of this approach, in contrast to the observa ion 0 account
an exclusive decay mode of the resonance, is that one does no ave heaw
the branching ratio of the resonance into a part*(tenths of) percente, or 
resonances these branching ratios are low, typically of tn ^
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even unknown, as is the case for the T]b meson. The disadvantage of this method is that one 
can only use the double-tag events. As a consequence of the bremsstrahlung-like nature of 
the intermediate photons, the rate of double-tag events is considerably lower than that of 
single-tag or no-tag events.

A similar search for high-mass, C-even particles has been performed by the TPC/Two-
Gamma collaboration [52,53] at the PEP collider. This search was performed in the region 
4.5 < W77 < 19 GeV. In addition to the two tags, also some activity in the central part of 
the detector was required. (More than 0.8 GeV energy deposition in both electromagnetic 
shower detectors.) No evidence for narrow resonances in this region has been found. The 
95% C.L. upper limits set by TPC/Two-Gamma were given in figure 2.9 in section 2.10.3. 
In particular, for the T]b resonance a 95% C.L. upper limit of 400 keV has been found, a 
result which will be improved in the LEP analyses of this chapter. In the present analysis 
the ranges 3 < W77 < 150 GeV are covered. This is a considerable extension of the Wnl 
range exploited by the TPC/Two-Gamma collaboration The region of a potential Higgs 
boson with a mass of 115 GeV is also covered in this analysis.

Recently, the ALEPH collaboration [108] has presented the first results of a direct search 
for the ijb meson. In this analysis the decays of the rjb meson into four or six charged tracks 
were studied. In the decay into four charged tracks no candidates were were found, in the 
decay into six charged tracks one candidate event with an invariant mass of 9.30±0.05 GeV 
was found. The 95 % C.L. upperlimits were set to r77(77&) x Br(ffc -» 4 charged tracks) < 
57 eV and r77(?76) x Br(rjb 6 charged tracks) < 128 eV.

8.2 Monte Carlo generators

GaGaRes generator^ efficiency of the detector we have used the 
of the outgoing lentnn<? ^ fu ^ lntr°duced in chapter 6. It generates the final state 
resonances couplers a ^ resonance' Throughout this chapter we assume that the
for states other th^ tW0 ph°t0nS' F°r the * this is obviou^ correct’
other assumptions than “the 'S point ' When a hint of a resonance is found
the invariant mass of th* ° ^ Can be pursued- The cross section as a function of 
figure^“\h^c2JFTi tw°-Phot°°^ kr ^ = 190 GeV is plotted in 
whereas the minimum alio 1°^ le two'photon width T77 has been fixed to the value 1 keV 
mrad. The strong derro &r ^ tenng ang^e of the outgoing leptons has been set to 29 

from this plTlnt ir °nnTS ^ for Creasing V77 can be clearly read off l/kVi;4, in quite good ^ < ^77 < 30 ttie cross section is proportional to
«£ ,t“ ,le L~ ’°r* *r, *»
of the allowed phase SDace Th l nsequence of the fact that one approaches the border 
upper limits on the two-nW * • ?T Cr°SS sections for W77 will result in less strict 
IB^g^K* on the two-photon wrdths. The cross section has been fit by the function
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Missing mass analysis 8.3. Pure missing mass analysis

igure 8.1: The cross section at y/s = 190 GeV for the process e+e~ —> e+e~R as a function 
°f *^77» or in other words M of the resonance , for scattered leptons in the range 29 mrad 
< < 80 mrad. For all values of the two-photon width T77 has been set to 1 keV.

where the best fit parameters are given by

A = 4.90 x 10"27 nb, Pi = 116.61, P2 = -110.73,

P3 = 53.658, Pa = -14.175, P5 = 1.9274,

P6 = -0.10559, Ws = 1 GeV.

The detector simulation has been performed with the GEANT package [109].

8.3 Pure missing mass analysis
In the pure missing mass analysis (PMMA) only the information from the 
itors has been taken into account. For this reason the analysis as een pe or 
standard data-level for luminosity events, the fbsb-level of section • • n .
only information of the luminosity monitors is stored, indepen en o any 
the other sub-detectors. , „ .. . An

Besides the two-photon processes there are some other processes Bhabha
identical signature in the detector1. The main background comes om (r

~ 1Even though for non two-photon events there clearly is no rr*system, we can stUI calculate the four-
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8.3. Pure missing mass analysis Missing mass analysis

events. Although the W77 reconstructed from pure Bhabha events and single radiative 
Bhabha events should be zero, these events can still result in a non vanishing value for 
W77 due to resolution effects in the measurement of the energies of the tagged leptons. 
Higher radiative Bhabha events can always result in non-vanishing VF77’s. Another import
ant background comes from off-momentum radiation. Off-momentum radiation is caused 
by electrons that are swept out of their orbits by the quadrupole magnets that are located 
on both sides of the interaction point. These off-momentum electrons can end up in the 
luminosity monitor and can coincide with a hit in the luminosity monitor on the other side 
of the interaction point, for example an electron belonging to a single-tag two-photon event. 
The off-momentum events in the W77 spectrum typically peak at a W77 around 60 % of the 
beam energy. Other possible backgrounds are e+e_ -4 717, where n > 2, or e+e~ -4 X77, 
where X can be any final state, e.g. a Z°. These cross sections are significantly smaller. This 
background cannot be suppressed. Lacking a tracking device for these scattering angles it is 
impossible to distinguish a photon from an electron or a positron in the luminosity monitor. 
Again, for n = 2 only resolution effects can result in a non-vanishing invariant mass.

The following cuts have been applied:

1. 29 mrad < < 80 mrad (i = 1,2),

2. max(£;, E'2) < 0.97£6,

3. mm(E[,E'2) > 0.78P6,

4. |A0 - 180| > 45°,

5- \fa — 90| > 5°, \<f>i — 270| > 5°, t = 1,2,

6. |y| > 0.10,

^tag = 2.

A<£ is the difference of the two azimuthal angles fa and fa. The variable y is the rapidity 
of the (pseudo) 77- system, given by

where we have introduced the four-vector

P77 = (P77, P77) = pi + p2 - Pi - p'2- f8,4)
Finally, Ntag number of tags in the luminosity monitor.

Cut 1 requires the event to have at least one tag in the luminosity monitor on each side 
of the interaction point. Cuts 2, 4 and 6 are introduced to suppress the background coming 
from the Bhabha events, as these events have outgoing leptons whose energies are close to

momentum of the “missed” system

P = Pi +P2 - pi -p'2
from the tagged particles and denote its invariant mass by W77 = y/P*.
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Missing mass analysis 8.3. Pure missing mass analysis

Figure 8.2: The efficiency as a function ofW77 at y/s — 190 GeV in the PMMA.

the beam energy, are back to back (A0 = 180°) and result in a vanishing rapi ity ( • )• 
dominant error on the determination of comes from the errors on the etermina 10 
the tagged energies. The dominant term in (8.1) is the product of the interme la e p o 
energies. Cut 2 avoids subtraction of two almost equal energies that wou resu m 
large errors on the photon energies. Cut 3 removes most of the off-momentum 
The energy spectrum of the off-momentum leptons peaks around 70 o o t ie eara . 
Both L3 luminosity monitors consist of two halves that can be opene an ^ ose 
filling and acceleration of LEP, to protect the BGO crystals against ra ia ion arn 
opening slits are at (p = 90° and 0 = 270° in the xy-plane. To avoid s °wers 
the slits, cut 5 has been imposed. Cut 7 is meant to avoid events wi ex r 
photons in the luminosity monitor.

These cuts result in an efficiency as a function of the invariant mass of theit’ P
system, e(W77), as is shown in figure 8.2. The shape of is
derstood. The suppression at low VF77 comes from cut 2. P
caused by cut 3. . A. „,mu.pr

Also the mass resolution as a function of W? has been determined. At number^ 
values for VP77 5000 events were generated and simulated in t e e e ^ ^ ^ -n the
the search at high VF77, the mass resolution was taken to e e 1 maxrff £/\ <• 
invariant mass spectrum for the events that passed the cuts , » soectrum. The
1.05E, This exercise he. been reputed b*****
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Figure 8.3: The mass resolution as a function W77 at y/s = 190 GeV.

the lepton. This also explains qualitatively the shape of the plot. A low invariant mass of 
the two-photon system typically requires at least one of the intermediate photon energies 
to be low. The energy of this low-energetic photon has a relatively large error, resulting in 
a large error on the invariant mass of the two-photon system. This resolution is worse than 
the one found by TPC/Two-Gamma, which can be understood by noting that in the latter 
experiment the energy resolution was better (1.2 % of the measured energy) and that the 
beam energy was significantly lower, 14.5 GeV. To anticipate on the analysis presented in 
the last section of this chapter, the resolution in the range from 3 to 150 GeV has been 
given. The resolution has been fit by an exponential function

E(W11) = AeBW->\ (8.5)

where the best fit parameters are given by

A = 2.32 GeV, B = -5.4392 x 10“3GeV_1.

to 2000 ThpTn^ api^ec* to c*ata samPle that has been collected in the period 1997 
8.4. Again thp i spectrum events that satisfy the cuts is given in figure 
masses of the 8 ^ CaD understood from the applied cuts. At high invariant
tagged energy Cent T. ®ySte.m tbe sPectrum is suppressed by the cut on the minimum 
the maximum taircrpH °W invanan* masses the spectrum is suppressed by the cut on 
is a suppression^ e“ergy> altt*ough it should be noted that also without this cut there 
is suppression of events around W77 = 0. In appendix C it will be shown that very mild
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Missing mass analysis 8.3. Pure missing mass analysis

Figure 8.4: Spectrum of the invariant mass W77 of the two-photon system for all LEP 2 
data in the PMMA. The spectrum is fit with the threshold function (see text).

assumptions about the energy distributions of the intermediate photons wi e y 
in this suppression. In figure 8.4 also bins with negative VV77 were fille . e ts
in the most right expression in (8.1) can result in a negative value or . or e 
VF77 is defined by W77 = i.e. we use W77 = fe\\/\P2\- , . T

The missing mass spectrum in figure 8.4 has been fit with at res o unc i ,

T(W,y) = tl
2

1 + e'
(8.6)

The best fit gives:
tr = 455 GeV"1 t2 = 7.46 GeV 

t3 = 10.04 GeV U = 1-85 GeV

Now we are at a point to set upper limits on the tw^"P^t0nfwi^ha^ int y/ . the 
W77. This is done by scanning over the VF77 spectrum and fitting for each point Ww 
spectrum with the sum of the threshold function T and a aussian ,

G(x;m,(71>1) = — e *
A

\f2no

around W. 
Ai = A(W.

(8-7)

The amplitude
77,*

77,*;

= p whose width is fixed to the mass resolution Oi at ot;ft
of the Gaussian is the only free parameter of the fit. Fbr a plot typically 250
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Figure 8.5: Illustration of construction of the 95 % C.L. on Af from its likelihood 
function.

points W77tl- are used. For each point the most probable value Ai mp for Ai is determined 
by minimizing the logarithm of the likelihood function C

l(A,) = - In [C(Ai)] = -
i Livt-

+ G(W„d;W17tilailAi)) (8.8)

where the summation j runs over all detected events in the spectrum. The normalization 
factor Ni is given by

Ni = / PW) + G(W\ Wni, CTj, A{)\ dW. (8.9)

In this way 250 likelihood functions l{Ai) are obtained.
The 95% C.L. upper limit, A®5, on A,- can be extracted from this likelihood function by 

assuming that the error on Ai is normally distributed. The value Af follows from2

A?5 = max [r1 (/(A,-mp) + 1.35)]. (8.10)

This is illustrated in figure 8.5.
Besides this^95 % C.L. upper limit another definition for the upper limit is in use. This 

upper limit, A,- *cor, is defined as the point where 95 % of the physical region, i.e. the

^ue 1,35 001,168 from 135 = 1^-, where 1.64 comes from the fact that for a Gaussian distribution 
95 76 of the area is covered by the values below n + 1.64a.
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Figure 8.6: The two-photon width r77(W77) (dotted line)> F^^rr) (dashed line) and 
r77cor(VP77) (continuous line) in the PMMA for all LEP 2 data.

positive values for A, lies below this value. Trivially A?5 < Af'cor holds. Whereas Af is 

allowed to become negative, Af>'COT is by definition positive.
The two-photon width r77it- = r77(W77,t) can now be calculated from

Amp T°177> (8.11)

• c o i F(w A is the efficiency at the where <7(W77ji) is the cross section given in figure e. » l wj set-to 1 keV.
invariant mass W77fi and Ltot is the total collected uminosi. ^ upper limit
For the 95 % C.L upper limit = T^W^i) and the corrected 95 % O PR

r“r = ^r(^) one has to replace ^ t'hi8 ^photon width
The results for the two-photon width and thei tw PP' ^ ^ summarized in figure

as a function of the invariant mass of the two-phot P 95. M \ « 270 keV.
8.6. In particular, in the region of the %-ineson we a 77 l7fc
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8.4 QED backgrounds
In the PMMA presented in the previous section only information of the luminosity monitor 
has been taken into account. A complete detector scan through the events in spectrum 8.4 
tells that three different types of events can be distinguished3:

1. Events without any activity in the central part of the detector. For these events 
there was no trigger in the central part of the detector. These events were stored on 
fbsb-level by the double-tag trigger of the luminosity monitor.

2. Events with one or two localized bumps in the ECAL with an energy above 5 GeV. 
Some of the events have an additional track in the TEC pointing to one of the bumps. 
These bumps are most probably purely electromagnetic, i.e. they consist of photons 
(no track in the TEC), electrons or positrons (track in the TEC). These events are 
most probably coming from radiative Bhabha events. Some examples are given in 
figures 8.7 and 8.8

3. Events with more than two bumps of lower energy (typically 2 GeV) and a large 
number of tracks. A Monte Carlo simulation shows that the resonance production 
events should be of this category. An example can be found in figure 8.13, which 
will be discussed later. This simulation is achieved by using GaGaRes to generate 
resonances and by using JETSET [110] for their decays. It should be noted that some 
resonances like the r}b are included in a special way. Their decays are simulated by 
the string fragmentation model and not by actual known decay tables.

This suggests that taking into account information from the central part of the detector 
would be a useful tool in suppressing the background.

First it has to be shown that this background with one or two energetic, well-localized 
bumps in the detector is indeed coming from QED processes and is well understood. This is 
done by comparing the experimental distributions for these events with the distributions for 
the events that are generated by Monte Carlo generators. For the radiative Bhabha events 
we have used the Monte Carlo generator BHLumiV4.04 [111]. For the process e+e" -* rt'y 
we have used the Monte Carlo generator from Berends and Kleiss [112]. We have generated 
100,000,000 Bhabha events with BHLumi and 10,000,000 events for the process e+e~ —> ivy. 
These generated events have not been passed through a complete detector simulation. 
Instead we have assumed a Gaussian energy distribution of the measured energies in the 
LUMI and the ECAL where the width was given by the energy resolution of these detectors. 
For the angles of the outgoing particles we have not applied such a smearing procedure. In 
the histograms where we compare results from these Monte Carlo generators to the data, 
the Monte Carlo histograms are normalized to the luminosity, so it is an absolute prediction.

We first consider double-tag events where there is one charged track in the detector. For 
these events only the radiative Bhabha events contribute. In figure 8.9 real data and Monte 
Carlo events are compared. In the Wiy spectrum the agreement is not very good. The

3As was mentioned before, the analysis in the previous section was performed on fbsb-level. The 
information about the other parts of the detector is obtained by using the run and event numbers to 
find these events back on the dsu-level.
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Figure 8.7: Sideview on the L3 detector for events with one additional particle in the de
tector. In the left plot it is a charged particle, since there is an additional charged track. 
In the right plot it is an additional photon. In the figure the TEC and ECAL detectors are 

shown.

tail of the distribution is somewhat different from the tail of the Monte ar 0 18 
This is probably due to the simplified detector simulation. On the ot er an e 
of the energy of the charged tracks, which is less sensitive to t is simu a ion e ’ 
a very good agreement. The surplus of data events in the first in comes ° j
ionizing particles (MIPs), e.g. charged pions and muons that eposi a sm «
their energy in the ECAL. The results show that the double-tag events with g
track in the W77 spectrum all come from radiative Bhabha events.

One can also look at the double-tag events where there is one additional Pronto 1 * 
detector and compare these to the Monte Carlo predictions, or ese noted
radiative Bhabha events and the process e+e' - 37 contribute where ,t should be noted 
that the dominant contribution comes from the radiative a a proce ■ - g
the spectrum and the energy spectrum of the detected photon “^.“^^re 
In these spectra Monte Carlo clearly lies somewhat below t e a a, 1 
are other possible events that also contribute.

The spectra for the events with two particles in the central part of theide ’ ^ g ^
charged tracks, one photon and one charged track or two p otons are &1 the particles 
I. -k. pi-* to «h. d... low... bid»'*■ ZZ

have not been taken into account. These low energy pa results of radiative
to take them into account in the spectrum. Again, Monte Carlo results
Bhabha events have been included in figure 8.11. .

We can also consider the class of events ^her j f ^Ivent^beTn comi^red
the detector. The invariant mass spectrum for this c ;n fimire
to the Monte Carlo simulation of (radiative) Bhabha scattermg and e e TW) S'*
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Figure 8.8: Sideview on the L3 detector of events with two additional particles in the de
tector. In the first two plots there are respectively two additional charged tracks and two 
photons. In the last plot an event with one additional charged track and one photon is given.

8.12. Again, good agreement between the spectra has been found.

In this section we have seen that the spectra for the classes of events where there is 
no activity or there are only one or two particles in the the central detector coincide with 
the spectra from the QED processes of higher radiative Bhabha scattering and photon 
production in electron-positron annihilation.

This is an illustration of the fact that the BHLumi generator and the generator of 
Berends and Kleiss give sensible results in this region.
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Figure 8.9: Comparison between data (dots) and Monte Carlo (histogram) for events with 
one charged track in the detector. In the left plot the spectrum is given. In the right 
picture the energy spectrum of the charged particle is given. In both figures the Monte Carlo 
histogram is normalized to the LEP2 luminosity.

Figure 8.10: Comparison between data (dots) and Monte Carlo^ ^ given.
events with one additional photon in the detector. In ft P figures the
In the right picture the energy spectrum of the detected photon is given. Ootn jig 
Monte Carlo histogram is normalized to the LEP2 lummosi y.

Moreover, this observation allows us to look for cuts to ® of the detector
processes. In the next section we will use information
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Figure 8.11: Comparison between data (dots) and Monte Carlo (histogram) for double tag 
events with two particles in the detector (see text). In the left plot the specti'um is 
given. In the right picture the energy spectrum of the detected photon is given. In bot 
figures the Monte Carlo histogram is normalized to the LEP2 luminosity.

gram) for double /n^°n rr spectrum between data (dots) and Monte Carlo (histo-
L Zt C, r' ** ‘T’ ~ *• «“i “< *"•

nistogram has been normalized to the luminosity.

to do so.
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Figure 8.13: A typical example of the simulation of a generated 77*, meson in the L3 detector. 
In the left plot the xy-view is given. In the right plot the xz-view is given.

8.5 Extended missing mass analysis
Additional information from the central detector would be useful to cut away background 
events and make stronger upper limits. In this section we will presentth®,®xtend J
mass analysis (EMMA) where we have used information from the tracking detectors

the ECAL detector for this purpose. , 1
All events that have been selected on fbsb-level have been stripped fromtherawd^ 

tapes and reconstructed4. In this way we have obtained the set o e ev 
in the standard data format. x A 1 av nf

At this point one needs the simulation of the production ( a a ^ f
the resonances. This decay is described by JETSET. As we are partly searching for 
resonances, the decay channels for these particles are unknown, n 10s An
uses the string fragmentation model for the simulation of t le c ecay 0 found
illustration of the production and decay of an * resonance in the L3 detector cau be^ 
in figure 8.13. The heavy resonances typically decay to a large number: 0i
(n's, K', ...), photons and some leptons. If one puts enoug rus‘ m • tv would be very 
this would suggest that the charged multiplicity and the photon mu ip ici 
efficient cuts to remove background events. This is illustrate in 1g^ire • * r t^e
one can see that the data indeed strongly peaks for low multiplicities, the region 
QED backgrounds that have been discussed in the previous section. .. arP

Motivated by these plots we have requested the addional requiremen * _ -. ..
at least two photons and two charged tracks in the central detector. om remove 
follows that these additional cuts do not cost much efficiency. These cuts will also remove

selecting the fbsb-events that have“been stripped we have used less strict cuts than those that were 

given in the PMMA in order to allow one to loosen the cuts in furt er ana yses
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10 is
Charged Multiplicity

Figure 8.14: Comparison of the charged and photon mxdtipicities for data (left plot) and an 
r]b Monte Carlo simulation (light plot).

automatically those events without any activity in the central part of the detector, mostly 
Bhabha and off-momentum events. This allows one to release some of the cuts that were 
used in the PMMA. In the EMMA the following set of cuts have been used:

1. 29 mrad < 6{ < 80 mrad (i = 1,2),

2. max(E[,E'2) < 1.01E&,

3. min(E[,E'2) > 0.75£*,,

4. |A0 - 180| > 45°,

^photon —

^charged —

7. \<j>i — 90| > 5°, \<J>i — 270| > 5°, i = 1,2,

8. \y\ > 0.1,

9. ATtag = 2.

In this list -^photon 1S num^er of photons in the central detector, whereas Nchajged 1S 
the number of charged tracks in the central detector.

The plot for the efficiency as a function of is given in figure 8.15. In comparison to 
the efficiency in the PMMA (figure 8.2) the efficiency does not show a big decrease at low 
invariant masses. This originates from the fact that cut 3 is less strict than the one in the 
PMMA.
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Figure 8.15: The efficiency as a function of Wat-/~s= 190 GeV in the EMMA.

The invariant mass spectrum is given in figure 8.16. Again, the spectrum has been fit 
with a threshold function. The parameters for the threshold function read for the EMMA

h = 39.184 GeV"1, t2 = 7.4146 GeV,

*3 = 5.6829 GeV, U = 1.3830 GeV.

The results for the two-photon width and its upper limits are obtained in the same 
way as in section 8.3 and are given in figure 8.17. Especially for low values of better 
upper limits are found in comparision to the PMMA. In particular, for the region of the 
ilb meson we find in the EMMA r95(m%) « 76 keV, a considerable improvement on the

TPC/Two-Gamma result of 400 keV [52,53].In the EMMA one requires significant activity in the central part of the detector. These
extra requirements remove most background, which can be read off from the enormous drop 
of events in the missing mass spectrum. The events that survive the cuts are very likely 
two-photon events. To check this, we compare the VF77 spectrum in the EMMA (figure 8.16) 
to the invariant mass spectrum generated by the PHOJET Monte Carlo generator [113], 
which uses the dual parton model (DPM) to describe the continuum hadron production in 
77 collisions, but neglects single resonance production. The result is also included in figure 
8.16, where the PHOJET results are normalized to the luminosity. For VV77 > 10 GeV 
PHOJET gives a good description of the W77 spectrum, indicating that most of the events 
in the spectrum are indeed coming from hadronic events, i.e. non-single-resonance events. 
At low W77 PHOJET seems to underestimate the number observed events. This could be
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Figure 8.16: Spectrum of the invariant mass W77 of the two-photon system for all LEP 2 
data in the EMMA. The spectrum is fit with the threshold function. The filled histogram is 
the P HO JET Monte Carlo, noimalized to the luminosity.

caused by the fact that in the PHOJET generation only states with W77 > 3 GeV have 
been generated. Due to resolution effects events in the data with an actual W77 below 3 
GeV could be shifted to a higher reconstructed W77. The surplus could also be caused by 
processes that are not included in the PHOJET program.
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Figure 8.17: The two-photon width r77(W77) (dotted line), r^(VF77) (dashed line) and 
r^cor(iy77) (continuous line) in the EMMA for all LEP 2 data.
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8.6 Missing mass search at high w77
So far we have focussed on the production of resonances in the region 3 < VV77 < 30 GeV. 
In principle it is however possible to create states up to an invariant mass W77 ~ 2Eb- 
This search for particles at very high W77 is motivated by the possible first hints of the 
observation of the Higgs boson with a mass near 115 GeV at LEP [114,115]. We will set 
an upper limit on the two-photon width of a Higgs boson at 115 GeV. In section 2.3 it 
has been discussed that the Standard Model Higgs boson does not couple directly to two 
photons and that the two-photon width is not expected to be large, of the order of keV.

As mentioned in section 8.2, the missing mass analysis uses Monte Carlo studies with 
a pseudoscalar meson coupled to two photons. Since the Higgs particle is a scalar boson 
we have verified that the results for a scalar meson are essentially the same. This is done 
using the 3P0 matrix element. This similar behaviour can be understood by noting that in 
the limit M » Qi the form factors for both scalars are identical.

For the production of these very high invariant masses almost all the energy goes to 
the intermediate photons. It will therefore be necessary to release the cut on the minimum 
tagged energy. The following set of cuts has been chosen.

1. 29 mrad < 0t- < 80 mrad (i = 1,2),

2. max(£[,£') < 1.05£6,

3. min(E[,E'2) > 0.15Eb,

4. \&<fi - 180| > 45°,

5. |& - 901 > 5°, |fa - 270| > 5° (i = 1,2),

^photon -

^charged - 2’

8- Eecal > W77/3,

9- Ehcal > W77/3.

In this list of cuts Eecal and Ehcal are the total energies observed in the ECAL, re
spectively the HCAL detector. There still is a cut on the energy of the the least energetic 
tag. This cut has been applied to suppress double radiative events with two low energetic 
photons.

The efficiency for Higgs production for this set of cuts as a function of W77 is given in 
figure 8.18. The shape of this plot can be qualitatively understood. At lower values for W77 
the spectrum is suppressed by the required energy in the ECAL and HCAL (cuts 8 and 9). 
At high W77 the spectrum is suppressed by the cut on the least energetic tag (cut 3).

The data spectrum after this set of cuts is given in figure 8.19. The spectrum shows a 
peak around 91 GeV. Fitting the spectrum in the range 30 < W77 < 150 GeV with the 
sum of an exponential, a Gaussian function and constant, yields for the Gaussian a peak 
at 90.9 ±1.4 GeV and a width of 2.1 ± 1.2 GeV. The peak corresponds to a number of

8.6. Missing mass search at highJjVy____ ___________ _
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Figure 8.18: The efficiency for Higgs production for different values of IV77 = MH.

5.2 ± 1.2 events. The values for the mean and the width of the Gaussian agr^w.thin 
the errors with the mass and the width of the Z° boson. This suggests a ie 
come from a double radiative production of the Z boson5. In this pro uction Pr°c 
incoming leptons emit a photon before annihilating into a Z boson. is proces 
illustrated in figure 8.20. To check this hypothesis, we have compared our re 
the KK. event generator [116]. The K.K event generator produces events for p 
e+e- -> f f + n-Y f = arduscb in the Electroweak Standard Model. The quark 
hadronization is described by JETSET. For two-photon radiation an exact matrix ® 
has been included. The result obtained with the generation of 500,0 e\en s, nor 
the luminosity, has also been given in figure 8.19. In figure 8.19 a so t e resu s 
have been included. Again, the PHOJET output is normalize to tie umino i inn lKQ 

We will end this chapter with scanning over the W77 spectrum in • e r5*n .
GeV to set upper limits on the two-photon widths of states in t is region. ” .
results for the cross section, the resolution and the data spectrum resu s m a 
the upper limits as given in figure 8.21. In particular, for W77 = 115 GeV we find a 95% 
C.L. upper limit of r£*cor = 137 MeV.

In the terminology of the LEP physicists, “a double radiative return to the Z'\
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Figure 8.19: The W.^ spectrum for LEP2 (dots) and the results of the fit (continuous line). 
The filled histograms respresent the results of the JCK, and PHOJET generators which have 
been normalized to the luminosity and give therefore an absolute prediction.

Figure 8.20: The double radiative production of a Z° boson in e+e annihilation, where the 
Z° boson decays into two fermions.
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Figure 8.21: The two-photon width r77(W77) (dotted line), (dashed line) and
r?5Vcor(W77) for all LEP 2 data.
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Chapter 9

The Xc2 -> decay distribution

The two-photon production as well as the decay of the Xci resonance are studied. The 
decay mode yc2 —» J/'ip') —> l+l~7 (/ = e, //) has been used for these studies. The analysis 
results in a two-photon width for the Xc2 and an angular distribution for the decay products 
of the Xc2 resonance. This distribution is compared to the distributions predicted by the 
GaGaRes Monte Carlo generator and a decay model amplitude.

To check the corrections to the energy measurement, also a brief section on the two- 
photon production of the rj meson and its decay mode rj -» /ry -> 7r+7r-7 has been 

included.

9.1 Event selection

As we are looking for the decays of a resonance into a pair of charged particles and a photon, 
events with exactly two charged tracks and one additional p oton are se

In this analysis we require the charged tracks to give a bit n1 at least 
The span of the track, i.e. the distance between the first and the *
be at least 15 wires. As a result, the angular region in winch these he***
satisfied is limited to 22" < 0 < 158". The distance of closest approach (DC^et ^ 
to the beam line is required to be less than 3 mm. The transverse momentum w of fhe 
track is required to be in the range 0.05 < Pr < 15 GeV. The two tracks are reqmred 

oppositely charged.
Photon candidates are bumps in the ECAL detector which Required£ “

ured energy deposition of at least 100 MeV. They should not be ma ched withi * tra<* 
in the TEC. A neural network must separate the photons from signal 
processes as electronic noise and energy deposition by ia ronic par 1 •
mainly looks at the energy distribution of the bump over the crystals, winch ,s in the case 

of photons more localized than for hadronic particles.
In the analyses presented in this chapter the selected eventswere.besidespo^ble tags 

in the LUMI and the VSAT, not allowed to have additional activity m the detector.
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g 2. Production and decay of the rj The Xc2 yJ/ip decay distribution

9.2 Production and decay of the rf
One of the possible decay channels for the 7/ resonance is rj —> p°7 -> 7r+7r-7. The 
branching ratio, Br(i/ -> 7r+7r"7) for this decay channel is 29.5 ± 1.0 % [13].

It is useful to study this channel as it can serve as a cross check for the calibrations 
and the energy corrections that have been applied. In particular, the corrections for the 
non-linearity of the low energetic photons are important because the determination of the 
two-photon width of the Xc2 resonance strongly depends on the resolution of the photon 
energy as will be discussed in the next section.

For the analysis of the rj meson we do require some additional cuts:

• The photons are required to end up in the barrel region of the ECAL, | cos07| < 0.76, 
where 0y is the polar angle of the outgoing photon in the lab-frame. The minimum 
allowed energy of the photon has been set to 140 MeV.

• To eliminate those radiative events where the photon is emitted from the pions, 
the angle between the photons and the charged tracks must be sufficiently large,
| cos(Z(7r±,7))| < 0.95, where the angles are calculated in the rest frame of the p° 
particle.

• The events events were required to be transversely balanced: \pt(*+l)\2 < 0.01 GeV2 
for the untagged events and |pT(e±7r+7r“7)|2 < 0.01 GeV2 for the single-tag events. In 
addition, for the pions a minimum transverse momentum was required: \pT{^+n~)\2 > 
0.001 GeV2.

In figure 9.1 the invariant mass spectrum of the sum of the four-momenta of the two 
tracks and the photon is given. A clear signal in the region of the 7/ meson is observed. 
There is also an enhancement around 1230 MeV, which is coming from the 02 resonance. 
One of the decay channels of this resonance is a2 -> p°ir -> 7r+7r_7r° —► 7r+7T_77. When 
one of the photons escapes detection one has the same topology as that of the 7/ decay 
under study. This also explains why the peak of this spectrum is below the mass of the 
a2 resonance. The spectrum in figure 9.1 has been fitted by the sum of a second order 
polynomial and two Gaussians, one for the rj signal and one for the a2 resonance, with a 
rest mass of 1.32 GeV. The best fit gives for the Gaussian describing the rj resonance

M = 955.7 ± 0.8 MeV,

0 = 24.1 ±0.3 MeV, (9.1)

"v = 8262 ±37.3,

where M is the mass of the rj meson, a is the width of the Gaussian and Nv> is the number 
of events under the Gaussian. The observed mass is in reasonable agreement with the 
previously measured values, = 957.78 ±0.14 MeV [13], which gives us confidence in the 
determination of the measured energies. In figure 9.1 also a signal region and two sideband 
regions are indicated. These will be used later in this section in the determination of the 
angular distribution of the outgoing photon.
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The Xc2 iJH’ decay distribution 9.2. Production and decay of the if

M(7tVy) (GeV)

Figure 9.1: The 7r+7r~7 mass spectrum. The spectrum has been fitted with the sum of a 
second order polynomial and two Gaussians. The solid arrows indicate the signal region, 
the dotted arrows the sideband regions.

From the number of events in the rf signal we can easily perfoii m a roagk Cj\ , g 
of the two-photon width of the resonance. For each LEP2 year 9,000 events have-.be 
generated with the GaGaRes Monte Carlo generator. In the generation o eve ts 
decay of the r]' into a p° and a photon and the subsequent cecay o e 
two charged pions have been simulated. In both decays the outgoing pai ic j t0
instance uniformly distributed. The rf meson, being a pseudoscalar, is indeed PP 
have a uniform distribution. However, in the decay of the p meson in o 
pions, there is an angular dependence in the distribution of t e ou going p matrix
the coupling of two spin-1 particles to a pseudoscalar particle is represen e

(9‘2)
where the polarization vector of the p° and its momentum have been replaced by p' 
current p^+ — p^~ and the sum of the pion-momenta pa + P'p 11S ea

|^|2~sin2^*,

where O' is the angle between the outgoing photon and the 7r in the rest frame of the p
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9.2. Production and decay of the rj The Xc2 -> 7^/0 decay distribution

year A1 gen £trig (%) £sel (%) Eb 0 (nb)

1997 9,000 32.0 4.8 95 867

1998 9,000 37.4 4.2 95 867

1999 9,000 16.3 4.1 97.5 876

2000 9,000 23.7 4.1 102 898

Table 9.1: The results of the event simulation. The number of generated events, the trigger 
efficiency, the selection efficiency, the beam energy of the generated events and the cross 
section calculated by GaGaRes for an input value o/T77 = 1 keV.

meson. Accordingly the events are reweighted by a factor

frf = sin2 6*. (9.4)

The efficiency e can then be calculated from

52selected events ft)'
£ =

52generated events Jn

(9.5)

The efficiencies for the different LEP2 years together with the other results of the Monte 
Carlo generation are given in table 9.1. In the simulation also a trigger simulation has been 
performed to obtain the level-1 trigger efficiency. The level-1 trigger efficiency is calculated 
by dividing the number of selected Monte Carlo events after the level-1 trigger simulation 
by the number of selected Monte Carlo events in the absence of a trigger simulation. The 
level-1 trigger is dominated by the TEC triggers. The level-2 and level-3 trigger efficiencies 
are taken from [117], where the trigger efficiencies have been determined from a sample of 
events with two charged tracks and two photons. The efficiency due to the selection cuts 
is denoted by ese/- The total trigger efficiency is denoted by £trig.

The experimental cross section, aexp, for the two-photon production of the rj that sub
sequently decays into a charged pion pair and a photon is now given by

'exp
Nr/

Br(77' -► ■n+7r~'y)£v>C
(9.6)

The variable is the product of the trigger efficiency and the selection efficiency. As 
has been demonstrated in section 2.7, the cross section for resonance production in two- 
photon reactions is proportional to the two-photon width of the resonance. This allows us 
to calculate the two-photon width of the rj, r^^?/), in the following way

rAv') = r“°(v')(^-). (9-7)
VCTMC/

This results in a a two-photon width for the rj meson of

r77(V) = 4.46 ± 0.02 keV,
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The Xc2 -» lJ/ip decay distribution 9-2. Production and decay of the rj

Error Source Ar77/r„

Trigger efficiency 15 %

Branching ratio 3.4 %

Cut on Ey 5.0%

Cut on |pr(7r+7r-7)|2 2.0%

Cut on | cos(Z(7,7r^))| 3.0 %

Cut on |p7’(7r+7r”)|2 1.0 %

Background subtraction 4.5 %

Total systematic error 17.2 %

Table 9.2: Summary of the different conti'ibutions to the total systematic error. 

where the error is purely statistical.
In figure 9.2 graphical representations of the cut variations are given. In table 9.2 an 

overview of all contributions to the systematic error on the two-photon width is given. The 
dominant error comes from the trigger efficiency. The error on the trigger efficiency is large 
due to the low p|. of the two charged tracks. The error has safely been set to 15%. The error 
from the background is determined by varying the background function within the errors 
from the fit and see how the number of observed rj1 events varies. The largest deviation 
from the measured two-photon width is 4.3 %. The error is set to 4.5 %. All the errors are 
added in quadrature, resulting in a total systematical error of 17.2 %. This yields for the 
two-photon width

r77(p') = 4.46 ± 0.02(stat.) ± 0.77(sys.) keV, (9-9)
which is in good agreement with the results found in literature, r77(p/) = 4.29 ± 0.15 
keV [13].

It should be noted that this is not the optimal determination of the two-photon width 
of the rj1. In [57] it is argued that in the matrix element corrections have to be applied for 
non-resonant contributions in the process ff —> n+/K~'y. Moreover, in the simulation for the 
decays we have also taken all particles, including the p° meson, on their mass shell.

One could also look at the distribution of the polar angle of the photon, #7, in the 
rest frame of the rj meson, where the z-axis is given by the direction of the boost from 
the lab-frame to the rest frame of the r{. We will study the cos 07 in the signal region 
0.91 < Mn+1r-^ < 0.99 GeV. The background below the rj signal has been subtracted by 
considering the spectrum of the sidebands, I ■ 0.84 < < 0.89 GeV and II : 1.02 <
AW7 < 1-1 GeV. The two sideband spectra are added and normalized to the number of 
background events in the signal region. This is illustrated in figure 9.3. The signal region 
and the sideband regions are indicated in figure 9.1. In figure 9.4 the cos#7 distribution 
in the signal region after background subtraction is given. In this figure the distribution is
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9.2. Production and decay of the i] The Xc2 —» 7 J/ip decay distribution

0 95 ■ ■ ■ i ■ ■ ■ 1 —i ■ ■ 1 ■—1
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|pT(7i*7t‘)l2 (MeV2)

Figure 9.2: The variation of T77 due to variations of the cut on E7, |pr(7r+7r_7)|2» 
| cos(Z(7r±,7))| and \pr{^+^~)\2■ The dashed lines show the errors that are assigned to 
the cuts. The dotted line indicates the central value of our measurement.

compared to the distribution of 40,000 events that have been generated with the GaGaRes 
Monte Carlo generator. For the two distributions we calculate the x2

X2 = ^ezp,i ~ ^MC.i)2 (9.10)
bins ^exp,i "b

This gives for the distributions a x2/dof of 18.96/19. This corresponds to a confidence 
level of 46.0 %■ The confidence level is better than one would expect from a first view on
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The Xc2 —> iJ/ip decay distribution
9.2. Production and decay of the rf

Figure 9.3: The distribution of cos for data the signal region (continuous) line and the 
sidebands (dashed) line. The histogram for the sidebands has been normalized to the number 

of background events in the signal region.

figure 9.4. This is due to the small sample of Monte Carlo events. As a consequence, the 
statistical error on these Monte Carlo events is of the same order as the error on the data

points.

As mentioned before, one expects the distribution in figure 9.4 outgoing photons
from the figure it follows that due to detector acceptance most of 
have a polar angle in the rest frame of the rf m the . 7m0J cases strongly boosted
forward region. The produced rf meson is in the la , in the previously defined
along the beam direction. If the p° meson would P ^ ^ will its decay
forward region it will be strongly boosted along the ire between the outgoing
products, the charged pions. As a consequence, t e openm ^ trackg in ^ TEC.
pions will be small, which can cause difficulties to asign events. Also in the very
So there will be fewer forward n+n~ events, i.e. fewer a ^ ^ 9.4) fewer events are
forward direction of the outgoing photon (the most rig 1 r .g almost parallel
observed. This is due to a similar effect. In this case e p consequence, the
to the rf and thus in most cases almost parallel to the beam p.pe. As a c nsec,

photon escapes detection in the ECAL.



9.3. The two-photon width of the \c2 The Xc2 —> 7*1/ip decay distribution

Figure 9.4. The distributions of cos 91 for the signal region after background subtraction 
an for the Monte Carlo events. The latter results are scaled to the number of events in the
T] signal.

9.3 The two-photon width of the Xc2

The above analysis of the rf showed in particular that the observed peak was at the correct 
mass, giving us confidence in the measured energies. We will now focus on a similar decay: 
Xe2 Jf'&l 1 {l ~ e,[i). The branching ratio for this channel is 1.59 ± 0.13 % [13]. 
The contributions from the e+e“7 and p+p~7 final states are almost equal. In figure 9.5 
an example of a typical \c2 decay into two electrons and a photon is given.

In the analysis we want to identify the charged tracks as either two electron tracks or 
two muon tracks. The energy of the leptons coming from the decay of the J/ip is not very 
high, Monte Carlo simulations show that it is typically of the order of 1.0-2.5 GeV. An 
electron with an energy of this order of magnitude deposits all its energy in the ECAL 
detector. Therefore, we require that the measured energy E in the ECAL for the bump 
that has been matched to the track is for electrons close to the measured momentum p of 
the track. One of the electrons must satisfy 0.9 < E/p < 1.1, whereas the second electron 
must satisfy the less strict condition 0.7 < E/p < 1.3.

Muons in this energy range do not reach the muon chambers. In the ECAL these muons 
give a MIP signal. For the muons the maximum allowed energy of the ECAL bump matched 
to the track has been set to 0.45 GeV. At least one of the tracks is required to have an 
associated bump in the ECAL detector. It should be noted that this cut does not remove 
charged pions from the sample. They usually also leave a MIP signal in the ECAL.
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The Xc2 -> iJ/'ip decay distribution 9.3. The two-photon width of the Xc2

Figure 9.5: A typical example of a Xc2 resonance decaying into an electron po ' £
and a photon. In the figure the hits in the SMD and the tiacks m e inner a. Aeiected 
are visible, together with the three bumps in the ECAL detector. pa i 

in the barrel region.

From energy-momentum conservation lfc f^loJ J ^ GeV Monte Carlo studies show 
photon in the decay Xc2 -> 7^ ^as an energy of 0. ^ f 0 46 GeV. The
that in the lab-frame the photon energy typically peaks at an en^ gy ^
energy spectrum of the photons in the data sample, whic con ains , q g The
. b.aw.u.4 is sseeply falling. This hss 1-
photons are required to have a minimum energy of 0.3 >
also been indicated in the figure. , This condition is

The photon is required not to be too close to either ° , each of the two tracks is
fullfilled by the requirement that the angle between the p bumps in the ECAL.
greater than 16° in the rest frame of the Xc2- This avoids over p 8 _ g ^ where
In addition, this cut rejects events from the process e e -A e e
the lepton pair is not produced in the decay of a resonance areWe require events in which all particles of the final state of the X^reso^ ^ ^
detected. To exclude events not satisfying this condition, t q

1For the decay BCt where C is a massless particle, the energy of this massless part

the rest frame of particle A by (9.11)

Ec — 2Ma

where Ma and Mb are the masses of the particles A and B.



9.3. The two-photon width of the \c2 The ,yc2 7 J/ip decay distribution

Figure 9.6: The energy of the photon after applying all selection cuts, except for the cut on 
the photon energy. The dots indicate the selected data events. The Monte Carlo predictions 
for Xc2 production (arbitrarily scaled) are indicated by the filled histogram. The arrow 
indicates the minimum required photon energy in this analysis.

transverse momenta of the final state particles, (X)Pr)2> is required to be small, (22 Pt)2 < 
0.08 GeV . For tagged events the transverse momentum of the tagged lepton is included in 
the sum. For tags in the LUMI we have the same requirement on (22 Pr)2- For hits in the 
VS AT the cut is loosened to (52 Pr)2 < 0.10 GeV2. If the square of the sum is larger when 
the transverse momentum of the tagged lepton is included than without the inclusion of 
the tag, the event is considered to be an untagged event.

The last cut is on the invariant mass M/+/- of the lepton pair. This invariant mass is 
required not to differ too much from the mass of the \Ml+l- - Mj,^\ < 0.1 GeV, which 
is the signal region. In figure 9.7 the M/+/- spectrum has been plotted. In the figure also 
the sidebands are indicated, which will be used in the study of the background.

Instead of plotting the mass spectum of the invariant mass, M/+/-7, of all final state 
particles the mass spectrum of AM = M/+/-7 - Ml+l- is plotted. The AM distribution is 
narrower than the M/+/-7 spectrum. The AM spectrum mainly depends on the resolution 
of the photon energy, which is better determined than the resolution of the the combination 
of the tracks and the photon2. The resulting AM spectrum for LEP2 events satisfying the 
selection criteria is shown in figure 9.8.

For the simulation of the production and decay we have used the GaGaRes Monte Carlo 
generator. For both the e+e 7 and fi+p~7 final states we have generated for every year 
8,000 events. The results of the Monte Carlo generation axe summarized in table 9.3. In

2 Also the variable AM = y - M2 has been considered, but the AM spectrum is more

convenient than the AM spectrum, as the peak for the yc2 resonance is narrower in the AM spectrum.
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Figure 9.7: The Mlu- spectrum for LEP2 data He cut

Carlo results are scaled to a two-photon width of 1 ke\ . ^
on the Mi+t- spectrum. The dashed arrows indicate the sidebands, winch mil be used

study of the background.



9.3. The two-photon width of the \c2 The Xc2 -> 7 JI^P decay distribution

Figure 9.8: The AM = Mj+/-7 - M/+j- spectrum for LEP2 data in the signal region after 
all selection requirements. The Monte Carlo results are scaled to a two-photon width of 1 
keV and normalized to the luminosity. The bin size of the Monte Carlo predictions is three 
times smaller.

the AAf * background. The shape of the threshold function is fixed by
bv 0 4 < \M fUm Q\ s*dekands *n the M/+/- spectrum. The sidebands are defined 
fit with ti« f+i! i < The AM spectrum of the sidebands and the best
region in fi. hreQSo° d fUI1Ction are Siven in figure 9.9. The AM spectrum of the signal 
to be detP j tted SUm ^is threshold function, where the scale has
threshold fwi* ’ ^ addltl0nal Gaussian for the *c2 signal. The dotted line gives the
the Gaussian TV.0 " * .G resonance» the solid line the sum of the threshold function and
Yo event* TT • e best fit ln figure 9-8 corresponds to a total number of 45.4± 14.3 observed 
a value for thS1 fS eqUuatl0ns simdar to (9.6) and (9.7) this number can be transformed into 
a value for the two-photon width of the Xc2 resonance

r 77(^2) = 0.97 ± 0.31 keV, (9.12)

The error ontheT Y S^atlStlCaJ- The systematic errors are discussed below.
The errors on 2*° °f the Xc2 resonance into l+l~i is 8.3 % [13].

efficiency, are safely set ^^efficien<?y» which « dominated by the outer TEC trigger

S loT%TEC and the photon selection 816
ue to the selection criteria are again estimated by slightly varying the cuts
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The Xc2 -> 7 J/'ip decay distribution 9.3. The two-photon width of the \c2

Figure 9.9: The AM = M/+/-7 - Ml+l- spectrum for LEP2 data of the selected sideband 
events. The continuous line represents the best fit of the threshold function.

Ey(GeV)

Figure 9.10: The variation o/T77 due to variations on the cut of and \Mm- J/A- 
The dashed lines show the errors that are assigned to the cuts. The dotted line s ows 
measured value.

and by observing how that influences the measured value of the two-photon width. For the 
cut on the photon energy and the mass window of the Mm- spectrum, this is illustrated 
^ figure 9.10. These two variations result in a systematic error of 8 % for both selection 
requirements. For the variation of the minimum required angle between the photon an 
the two leptons in the *c2 rest frame we find in a similar way a systematic error of 4 %.

The error due to the criteria to select the two charged tracks as either two electrons or
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9.3. The two-photon width of the \c2 The Xc2 -> lJ/4> decay distribution

Error Source Ar77/r77

Branching ratio 8.3%

Cut on Nhits 6%

Photon Selection 2%

Trigger efficiency 10 %

Cut on E1 8%

Cut on |M/+|- - Mj/yj,| 8%

Cut on | cos(Z(7,/±))| 4%

e+e~ and n+p~ selection 10 %

Background subtraction 7%

Monte Carlo statistics 1%

Total systematic error 22%

Table 9.4: Summary of the different contributions to the total systematic error on r77(Xc2)- 
The contributions are added in quadrature.

two muons has been set to 10 %.
To estimate the systematic error due to background subtraction, the threshold function 

is varied within the errors of the fit. This results in a largest deviation of 7%. 
different parametrization for the threshold function is chosen.

Also a

T(x) = ai(x - a2)a3g(o4(x-a2)+a5(*-a2)2) (9.13)

0.98 keV hasbeen found^ ^threshold function a two-photon width of r77(xc2) =

As'we^0111? ??*. Sta‘iStiCS result in a systematic error of 1 %. 
matrices for the d VID ^ ®a®a^es Monte Carlo generator the complete density
“mpleTe O dene H “d *** °f the which in ^ion contained the
H, n° 6rr0rS dUe t0 neS‘ected helicity contributions, ad hoc form

AU T m th£ Cr°SS SeCti0n have t0 ^ introduced.
9.4. The errors are added 6 SySt<\matlc error on T-nfoa) have been summarized in table
This yields for the two-photo^th”6’ Whidl ^ SyStematiC err0r °f 22%'

rVrfet) = 0.97 ± 0.31(stat.) ± 0.21(sys.) keV. (9.14)

value should be compared to the world average [13], combined with the more recent
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9.3. The two-photon width of the Xc2

Experiment Production Mechanism r71(Xc2) keV

L3 [49] 77 Xc2 “> J/IW 1.02 ± 0.40 ± 0.17

OPAL [50] 77 Xc2 J/^7 1.76 ± 0.47 ± 0.40

CLEO [120] 77 Xc2 ->■ J/'&'l 1.08 ± 0.30 ± 0.26

TPC/27 [51] 77 Xc2 JHw 3.4± 1.7± 0.9

CLEO [118] /y/y —^ Xc2 —^ 7T 7T 0.5 ± 0.2 ± 0.1

R704 [121] PP -> Xc2 -> 77 2.o IS:? ± o.3

E760 [119] pp -> Xc2 -> 77 0.33 ± 0.08 ± 0.06

E835 [40] PP -> Xc2 “> 77 0.31 ± 0.05 ± 0.04

Average
0.38 ± 0.10

New result 77 Xc2 «!/V>7 0.97 ± 0.31 ± 0.21
i----------------------------------------------

Table 9.5: An overview of the used values in the determination of (9.15). The last line 

shows the result of the analysis presented in this thesis.

CLEO [118] and E835 [40] results

r,,(Xc2)= 0.38 ± 0.10 keV.
(9.15)

~ 77 V'vv'-/

This
oration” Ue vf Stron^r dominated by the measurements of the E760 [119] and E835 collab- 

other h^ 7 ^ two"Pk°ton width is measured in the reaction pp -> Xc2 77- On the of the t** * ™easurements m two-photon reactions at e+e“ colliders point to a higher value 
If th M° ^ 0<:0n 9.5 the most recent measurements have been collected,
non-oh resu*t t^9] for the decay channel Xc2 J/ipy -» l+l~j is combined with the 
width s®^ra^on °f events in the final states n+n~7r+ir~ and K+K~tt+n~t a two photon

In 1129177 * ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ keV 1S °bserved [59].<Jisci.r discrePancy m r'rr(Xc2) between the two different kinds of experiments is
which 71 ^ tw°-photon experiments at e+e“ colliders share the same systematic effects,
a cut °es not -tar one to take the average of the results. For example, in all analyses
theU h°n ^ 6 m^n^mum flowed photon energy is implied, where the energy spectrum of
depe^ d°t0n,iS Stlarply deceasing. On the other hand, the results from the pp experiments
not CrlfCally on the branching ratio Xc2 -> PP- It might also be that in these experiments

e w ole yield curve of the Xc2 resonance has been observed, given 7^ rfCentIy’ ^ ^ been claimed [123] that the branching ratios Br(xcy -> Jliw) as 
me n y . e [13] are overestimated. This results in an overestimation for T^Xa) 
rUPe- ^ 6+6 exPer^ments and an underestimation for this two-photon width measured 

e PP experiments. The new fit presented in [123] yields for the Xc2 resonance Br(*cJ

min



9.4. Decay distributions of the \c2 The Xc2 —> 7 J/ip decay distribution

J/tff'y) = 18.733 %• Changing only this branching ratio in the analysis presented in this 
chapter would give a two-photon width of rry(xC2) = 0.71 ± 0.23 ± 0.14 keV.

It should be noted that most theoretical predictions also favour a lower T77(Xc2)- hi 
particular, in section 3.4 we have found a two-photon width Xc2 = 0.28 keV.

9.4 Decay distributions of the yc2
Agaan, one can consider the distribution of the polar angle of the photon in the rest frame of 
K thC\reiS°nanCe' If indeed the production and decay of the Xc2 resonance are dominated 
y e e icity-2 contribution, we expect a non-uniform distribution for cos 07 of the form 

as given in figure 6.8.
To increase statistics, the selection requirements have been made less strict. Events 

axe now accepted in the signal region when the invariant mass of the l+l~ system satisfies 
J+z J/^’j GeV. Furthermore, the sidebands have been increased to 0.5 <

\Ml+l- - Mj/+\ < 1.0 GeV.
We are only interested in the angular distribution of the Xc2 events. Therefore, only 

even s in t e window |AM — 0.46| < 0.1 GeV have been selected. With the new set of 
cu s is mass window contains 66 Xc2 events and 70 background events. The background 
eye,°. S-,are subtraeted by looking at the cos#7 distribution of the side bands. This 
yie s or t e Xc2 events a spectrum as given in figure 9.11. Due to the low statistics only 
nve bins have been used.

In this figure we have also included the predictions of the GaGaRes Monte Carlo gen- 
era or w ere t e full description of the decay, as given in section 5.4 has been included. 

j° j/ PntG, pred^c^ons for a uniform decay of the Xc2 resonance into a photon 
f t ^ een *n<duded- Monte Carlo predictions have been normalized to the 

number of observed xC2 events.
Ca ?nCy more’ a suPPressi°n at low values for cos 61 is observed in both data and Monte 

1° , P an ^ analysis, this is coming from the requirement of a minimum
• 6 ZT * f p^oton and Uptons in the rest frame of the Xc2 resonance. The effect

mew a wea er than in the rj' analysis, partly due to the choice of wider bins.
r^nrirk 6 X de6reP °f heedom reads for the comparison between the GaGaRes Monte 
Carlo prechct10118 and data 0.092/4. This corresponds to a confidence level of 99.9 %.
nrpHirfir* * c C*PiPe 0 eedom reads fof this comparison between the data points and the 
level Uni 0rm ^^bution cos 1.31/4. This corresponds to a confidence
The evnpr ° f ®rrors are totally dominated by the statistical errors on the data points, 
rnnrlncir* SeGm t0 s^&ktly favour the first distribution. However, no strong
that 118 Can 6 rawn‘ ^ lar6e lncrease in collected luminosity would be needed for
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30,

20 h

10

• DATA 

•• GaGaRes MCJ 

- Uniform MC

cos 0V

Figure 9.11: The cos 07 distribution for data and Monte Carlo, bo' ^ Monte Carlo 
generation of the decay and a uniform distribution of cos y 
results are scaled to the data.
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Appendix A
2Expressions for e|A4|

In the expressions for the total 
to compactify the expressions

matrix elements squared we have used the following variables

= sn + s,n ±un± u'n, 
°2± = ss' ± uu\
Sn± = Sn± s'n,
Un± = Un ± u'n,
tn± = tn± t’n,

(A.l)

with the convention that for n = 1 the n is not written. 
This leads us to the following expressions:

l_S0 amplitude!

\ £ \M('So)\* = £|{± + u\) - (tf + a2.f - (tf - 02-)2]
+ml [^+(sl + u2_) + 4^2-2- - 4tt'E+ + 2s_u_£_] (A-2)

+ 16m*s+u+ -64m®E+ -f 256m®} .

_Pq amplitude:

1 £ l-M(3P0)p = + tf{sl + ui + 2H')) + Bit'(-s+(oi- + tf)

+u+(a2- - tf)) + 2t2t'2a2+ + mj[B2(t+S2+ - 4<r2-S-) 

+2tt'B(£i - 2t+S+ + 4tf) - 4t2f2(E+ - 4)]

+m\[4B2(£2_ - 4t+S+) + 32tt't+B + 16i2/'2] +64m6eB2t+} .
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Expressions for ^ \M[

Here B is given by
B = fc, • h + W2 = |(s + s' + u + u') + t + t' - 12m’ = |s+ + t+ - 12m’. (A.4)

2 ^

3 Pi amplitude:

J E |X(3Pi)|2 = {«' [tt'tl - tt't+ £+ + |t2+E2+ - 2tt'T.2+

+ (4+ — 4tt')(72+ + (72-^2- — 4 tt' S+U+ + 4^2+^+

+2*(su'2 + s2u' + s'u2 + s'2u) + 2 t'(su2 + s2u + s'u'2 + s'V)

+2£2(su' + s'u) + 2tl2(su + s'u')] - o2_t2+

+m2 [<3+S+ - 7tt'4E2+ - 26tt'(t{su' + s'u) + *'(su + s'u'))

+8<2+(ss's+ + uu'u+) + 4(4+ + tt')(ss'u+ + uu's+)

-22^4(72+ - 12tt'4+E+ + 32i2t/2E+ - 2tt'E3+ , A
(A.5j

-6tt'(ss's+ + uu'u+) + l&t21/2t+ + 2 tt'(s+u2+ + u+S2+)

+4i2(su'2 + s2u' + s'u2 + s'2u) + 4£'2(su2 + s2u + s'u'2 + s'2u')

-10££' (stu + s£'u' + s't'u + s'tu')]

+16m\ [-<2 s+u+ + 6tt'4£+ ~ 4+E+ - 4+(£2+ + 4o-2+)

+4tt'*2_ - 2(P(su' + s'u) + t'2(su + s'u'))]

+64m® [2(4+ + tf)E+ + i3+ - 5«'4]

-256m®£+.}

3P2 amplitude:

\ E |A1(3P2)|’ = 4|1 [i {$[-8E3 - 32ct2+£+ + 64s+u+E+

+192(ss'u+ + uu's+)] + ^|[-4E2. + 128<72+ - 16s+u+]

+m2[—24E+] + ^[-192E2. - 256ct2+ - 640s+u+]

+$[-128E+] +m<[96] + $[3072E+] + $[512] + $[-8192]
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Expressions for Y" \M\2

+ h7tP+ — 2 s+u+(s+ + u\) + lGcrf- — 8s+t/+cr2+

— 16(ss'u2+uu,S2+) - 4s2+u2+ - 48ss'ww/] + j^[4E5. - 8s+u+E+ 

-26a2+E+ + 20(ss'u+ + Ws+)] + [s+ + u\ + 8<t2+]}

+ (ik + $) {$[2£i - mat - 32a2_E2_]

+^|[8Si + 8ct2_E_] + m2[2E2 ] + $[-32E3 - 128s+U+E+ 

+256<72_E_] + $[-200E2+ + 32s+u+] + mc4[64E+]

+ $[512E2. + 1024s+«+] + $[1536E+] + m®[-256]

+ $[-4096E+] + $[-4096] 4- =£[8192)

+ qM8a?_E+] + $[-2a2j} + $[—24(5 + «.)(*' + «')]

+ $[-24(5 + u')(i' + u)] + \ {$(8E2 + 64(5 + u')(s' + u) 

+128(5u' + s'u) + 32<'E+J + $[-64E+ - 484'] + m2[48] 

+$[-640E+ - 256('J + $[416] + $[2560] + $[2E3 

+24'E2 - 84'(s + u)(s' + u') - 24(55'ti+ + uu's+) - 8(su'(s + «') 

+s'u(s' + «))] + $[4E2 - 4(5 + u)(s' + «') - 12ff2+]}

+p {jpt[8E+ + 64(5 + u)(s' + u') + 128(su + s'u1) + 324E+]

+ ^[-64E+ - 484] + m2[48]

+$[-640E+ - 2564] + $[416] + $[2560] + $[2£i 

+24E^. - 84(5 + u')(s' + u)

-24(55'u+ + uu's+) - 8(su(s + u) + s'u'{s' + u'))]

+$[4E2 - 4(5 + u')(s' + u) - 12o-2+]}

+$i {$[-56a|_E+ - 8ct2_E3- - 8<t2_(s+uu' - u+ss ) 

+8u2_(5+ii2+ - u+s2+)] + $[-32<r|_ - 8a,-Ei-] + m2[16<72-S_]
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Expressions for ^ |A4|2

+ ^;[416(72_ + 160(72— ^2— + 8E2+ — 32S2+W2+] + + (J2-S-

—32(s+u2+ + U+S2+) — 64 (ss'u+ + uu's+)} + mj![8E+ + 64s+u+] 

+^[-128E5_ - 512(72_E_ + 512s+u+E+] + J$[-64E2]

+me[~384E+] + $[512E2_] + 77zf[1536] + ^[2(722_E2+ + 4al_a2+

+4(7 2_s+u+] +^j[2cr2_E+] + [—4cr|_] |

+ (i* + p?) {^:[8E5. - 32(72_E_] + ^[4E+] + ^[-160E^

—128s+u+] + 160E+] + ^-[1536E+] + ^%[640] + •^•[—4096]

+^7[8a2_]} + ^ {^[8f'E5_] + ^[24(s + u')(s' + u)] + [ 128f/E+]

+$[512*']} + £ {^[8*E2+] + $[24(s + u)(s' + u')} + $[-128«E+] 

+^[512£]} + |^[64E+ + 32£+] + ^-[—144] + ^4 [—512] + ^[2Ei] 

+^r[12E+ + 64] + [8]}] .

1P2 amplitude:

with

and

(A.7)

(A.8)

(W2 +tj)2 
4W2

(W2-t_)2\ 1 (W2-t+
4W2 ) + 6 V 2

W4 - (t-)2 
4W2

Note that for the lD2 case the overall factor is included in the 1S'o factor.



Appendix B

Weyl-van der Waerden formalism

In this appendix we will give a very brief overview of the Wey*'v ^adoDted the conven- 
formalism, to the extent that is required for our applications. ^ * formalism we refer 
tions of Dittmaier [89], For a more complete discussion of the WvdW formal
to [86-89]. , 11 mathematical objects

The basic philosophy of the WvdW formalism is1 °tz oup t0 the two two-
that belong to higher dimensionsal representatmns o ^ representation we will use
dimensional irreducible representations D(5,9) ana u\ , 5T q t 0£ tjje spinor
the covariant and contravariant WvdW spinors tpA ^ ‘ 
index indicates the complex conjugation of the associate spinor 

The indices can be raised/lowered by the spinor metric £

TpA = £AB(j)B, ipA = £AB(f)g, ipA = <Pbeba, ^a ~ ^£bA• (B-2)
This spinor metric defines the (antisymmetric) spinor inner product

< (pxp >= <Pa^PA — £AB(pAi>B = M2 - <M\-

Four-vectors:

The representation of a Minkowski four-vector W = (k°y k) in the D(\y |) representation 
ls given by the following 2x2 matrix

Kab — Wo^ab —
( k° + k3 k'+ik2\
{ kl-ik2 k° - k3 ) *

with2

.A B
= (*V).

llt should be noted that in [86-88] e-differs by an overaU sign from (B.l).
[89] <7 is called a since a-x is defined with a sign opposite to the usual convention

(B.4)

(B.5)
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Weyl-van der Waerden formalism

where cr° is the two-dimensional unit matrix and ox are the Pauli matrices. The standard 
Minkowski inner product is related to these WvdW bispinors by

2 fc"p„ = KAbPAb, kHcB = KAbI<Ac. (B.6)

When we introduce the WvdW spinors rii and ?i2

1^ e ^ cos | \ ( sin 1 ^
ni,A — | n2,A = V -e^cosf )

the WvdW bispinor corresponding to a Minkowski vector with polar angle 0 and azimuthal 
angle <£ can be written as

KAB = Y Xini,Ani,B = Y ki,Aki.B' (B-8)
i= 1,2 1=1,2

where
A1>2 = k° ± |£|. (B-9)

For light-like four-vectors (k2 = 0) A2 vanishes and the WvdW bipinor reduces to a simple 
dyad form.

Spin-1 particles:

The Dirac spinors ^ belong to the representation D(|,0) © D(0, |)

*-($)■ (Bi°'

The results of the solution of the coupled Weyl-equations are given in table B.l. We have 
expressed the solutions in

), mi = (), (bii>

= *?\k) = (fcf,±M- (B-12)

For massless spin-| fermions the Weyl equations decouple and the expressions simplify 
dramatically.

The propagator associated to a fermion going from index B to A reads

* k \ = * ( mf6A I<ab \
k2-m2f[ kAb mf6j ) (B.13)
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YVeyl-van der Waerden formalism

A = +i A = —5

e Incoming
Outgoing

^(k) *{2+\k) 
#i+,(fc)

e+ Incoming
Outgoing

Table B.l: The spinors for external spin-\ particles for helicities A.

Spin-1 particles:

For massive spin-1 particles Dittmaier defines the following set of polarization vectors 

4(Ar) = (0, — cos 0 cos (p ±ism<t>,- cos 0 sin </> T *cos sin 0), (B.l4)

ej = ^ ^^,cos0sin0,sin0sin0,cos0^ •

For a particle moving in the z direction the polarization vectors simp ’f}

s± = ^ (0,1) ii>0),
cS = ^P'0’0’1)

The polarization vectors read in terms of the WvdW spinors

£+,As(^) = N^n 2,AUl'B' 

e.M(k) =
e0 ,^fl(fc) = ±(M!».»",wfcw,h

For outgoing spin-1 particles one can simply take the .mliLm
case one has to use the following helicity basis in the v

(B.15)

(B.16)

e‘_AB(k) = V2n2Ani,B,
(B.17)

'0 ,AB
(fc)

For massless spin-1 particles the helicity-0 polarization vector does not exist. The 
propagator associated to a photon going from a vertex with WvdW indices AB to a vertex

with indices CD reads in the ’tHooft-Feynman gauge

AB CD _ ~2iSAC£BD
“ k2 ' (B.18)

~^Note that this choice of polarization vectors deviates from the conventional choice for the polarization 
vectors. This wil result in different Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the construction of a spin-- state.
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Weyl-van der Waerden formalism

Spin-2 particles:

The polarization tensors for a spin-2 particle can be constucted out of the spin-1 polar
ization vectors using the Clebsch-Gordan (CG) coefficients.

e#“'(±2) = £"(±1)£"(±1)
E^il) = (£"(±l)e,'(0) +e''(0)e,/(±1)) (B19)

£'“'(0) = ^ (—e'‘(+l)el'(-l) + 2£'*(0)£,'(0) - e^-lje^+l))

The choice of the ± sign in £*1!'(±1) is arbitray and for the relation between complex 
conjugation and reversing helicities not very convenient, since it introduces an unnecessay 
sign which is absent for the complex conjugation in equation (B.14).

Feynman rules:

We also need the expression for the coupling of a photon to an electron line

Levi-Civita tensor:

Finally one also needs a translation of the Levi-Civita tensor into the WvdW formalism. 
This translation is given in [88]

£awbxcydz = (^Ab£cd£wy£xz ~ £ac£bd£wx£yz) ■ (B-21)
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Appendix C 

Suppression at low Wyy

In chapter 8 it is stated that in the W1T spectrum a suppression at b ^ t]ie tags. This
be observed, even in the absence of cuts on the maximum a suppression already

is illustrated in figure C.l. In this appendix it is denved that such 
occurs under very mild conditions.

The following two assumptions have been made.

1. The invariant mass of the two-photon system can, in good approximat' 
lated from the photon energies by

(C.l)Wf7 = 4cj!CJ2 = 4 Y.

Again, we use Wyy as constructed in section 8.3, i.e. — 4r/|yii/in

wh P^0t011 energies are uniformly distributed in the range [—£ai£*], 0 < xa < x^ 
w ere x^ and xb have to be specified later on. The two distributions are independent, 

at this assumption holds in good approximation can be seen from figure C.2, where 

e exPerimentally found distributions are shown.

le Uni orm distributions of the photon energies will now be assumed to be

/(“ o=
-S. <(*<*4 J,- = 1,2), 
otherwise

(C.2)

where we have defined the variable Z}

Z = xa + Xb-
(C 3)

Theand its rand°m variable y can be both positive and negative. Its minimum value is -xax6t 
Pigure Value is x*’ ^or a ^ven ^ not ^ ph°ton energies are allowed. FVom
definitio ■ ollows that both photon energies have to be in the interval /(K). In the 

n 0 (Y) one has to distinguish three regions of Y
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Suppression at low VV^7

Figure C.l: Wiy spectrum for LEP2. For the cuts in the PMMA, except for the cuts on the 
tagged energies.
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Figure C.2: Spectrum of the two photon energies normalized to the beam energy for LEP2 
data, Xi = Wi/Ef,. Due to the experimental resolution the Xi's may become negative.

I : ~xaxb < Y < 0

II : 0 < Y < x2a

III : x\<Y<x\

I(Y) = {uuu2\(uit[-xa, -gy],V2e[fv,xb])V 

{uAfv,xb\,u2€[-xa, -gy})}
I{Y) = {ul}U2\(ui,U2e[~xa, -/y])V 
{uuu2e[gy,xb})}
I{Y) = {uuu2\uuuj2e[gy,xb]}
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Suppression at low Wyy

Figure C.3: The xx and x2 internals for Y > 0 (left plot) and Y < ° (n9ht P ) 
contributions from the (—, - )-quadrant only exists for 0 < ^ < L’a-

where we have defined

fy = 

9y =

The cumulative distribution function (cdf)

\Y\
>Xq

\n
*b '

G(y') = P(Y < y') is now given by

(C-4)

(C.5)

GW) = I" dyf dV/(w,)/(w2)%-wiW2)n»
J -oo J I(Y)

= jV dyj d2V-£?6(y - U\oj2) ]\0>

(C.6)

for G vo^urne element d2V is given by d2V = du\du)2 and fl^ is a shorthand notation

n 0 = 0(Y + xaxb)0(x2 - Y). (C.7)

C Can c^ec^ ^lat this function G is a good cdf. It is strictly increasing and

G{-xaxb) = 0, G(x\) = 1. (C.8)

th« C<^ we can construct the probability density function (pdf) g(y) = G'(y). For

he three intervals we find

I ■ g(y) = z*ln (iSfc) ’
II : <?(</) = ^lnfe)’

III : <?(2/) = §>(#)•

(C.9)
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(GeV)

Figure C.4: W77 spectrum for two uniformly distributed random variables u)\ and u>2- The 
vertical scale is linear. (50,000,000 events)

For W77 = this results in a pdf w(W77)

II : = (C.10)

III : w(W77) = In ■

This pdf results in a vanishing probability to find a W77 around zero.
This has also been checked on Monte-Carlo level. In figure C.4 we have generated 

50,000,000 events where both uj\ and u>2 were generated uniformly on the intervals [-1,4],
i.e. we have taken1 xa = 1 and = 4. A clear suppression around VF77 = 0 can be observed. 
The structure with two peaks for VF77 > 0 can be easily understood. For 0 < W77 < xa = 1 
we are in region II. In this region there are two areas contributing, in contrast to region III 
(1 < U/77 < 4).

It should be noted that this vanishing probability at zero VF77 follows from the two 
assumptions we have made. The extra term in equation (8.1), the non-uniform and de
pendent distributions of the photon energies and the finite width of the bins result in some 
events in the bins around zero, but nevertheless the suppression can clearly be observed in 
figure C.l.

This is an extreme choice for xa and xj,. In realistic situations, one normally has xa.
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Samenvatting

Wanneer men twee lichtbundels elkaar laat doorkruisen, gebeurt er ogenschijnlijk niets. 
Beide stralen vervolgen onverstoord hun weg. Dit, verschijnsel werd al in 1690 esc r^ven 
door Christiaan Huygens in zijn verhandeling “Traite de la lumiere . Dit gee rag van 1 
is goed te verklaren door het in termen van zich voortplantende golven te besc rijven. e 
bijbehorende golfvergelijkingen kunnen op zeer elegante wijze worden samengeva 
Maxwell vergelijkingen. Dit wordt de klassieke beschrijving van licht genoemd.

Zoals vaak in de natuurkunde gaan de klassieke vergelijkingen niet meer op zoc ra n 
op microscopische schaal gaat kijken. Dan blijkt er toch meer aan e ian e zl^n 
lichtstralen kunnen elkaar wel degelijk verstrooien en zelfs exotischer c ingen un^ 
beuren indien het licht een voldoende korte golflengte heeft: er 'unnen an ere 
gevormd worden. De klassieke golftheorie is niet meer toereikend oin it soor proce 
beschrijven. Voor een meer adequate beschrijving heeft men de kwantumme an1^ ’ 
in het bijzonder de kwantumveldentheorie. In deze theorie hebben e e emeu air 
naast golfeigenschappen ook deeltjeseigenschappen. Een lichtstra is c an e 
als een bundel lichtdeeltjes, fotonen. Deze fotonen zijn de boo sc appers kracht
magnetische kracht die tussen geladen deeltjes optreedt. Deze e e romagi .
heeft een oneindig lange dracht, hetgeen impliceert dat de fotonen massaloos zijn 
dientengevolge altijd met de lichtsnelheid voortbewegen. , « 0

Verstrooiing van licht kan in deze kwanturnmechanische context be^re™fenndz°“ 
het proces waarbij twee fotonen beide voor korte tijd fluctueren naai waarna
antideeltje. Deze virtuele deeltjes kunnen vervolgens met elka^een reac 1 hebben
ze weer annihileren tot twee fotonen die niet per definitie dezelfde “
als de oorspronkelijke fotonen. Voor zichtbaar licht is deze kans op \ers ro Wanneer
lijk klein, maar voor fotonen met een hogere energie wordt deze kans 
de fotonen voldoende energetisch zijn, met andere woorden wanneer c en jmpuis_
lichtbundels voldoende hoog is, is een spectaculairder effect moge ij • deeltjes
behoud staan toe dat de fotonen in de reactie verdwijnen en een of
vormen. Dit wordt ook wel inelastische verstrooiing genoem . eze v E;nsfceins rela- 
verstrooiing is een prachtige illustratie van de massa-energie equiva en 1 gevormd
tiviteitstheorie: uit twee energetische massaloze fotonen worden Tf ^f^^biel 
Als de twee fotonen in de botsing een deeltje vormen, dan is dat meestal een mstabiel
deeltje, een resonantie, die weer in allerlei deeltjes uiteen va en- meestal een

De deeltjes die bij deze inelastische verstrooiing gevormd ^ ~
fermion-antifermion paar. Fermionen zijn deeltjes met een halftallige in lektr0Il
kunnen geladen leptonen of quarks zijn. De ons bekende geladen ^het
het muon, het tau deeltje en hun antideeltjes. Van deze zes deeltjes .s het elektron het meest
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bekend aangezien het een van de componenten is van de atomen, de bouwstenen van alle 
ons omringende materie. Quarks zijn de deeltjes waaruit de twee andere bouwstenen van 
het atoom, de kerndeeltjes neutron en proton, opgebouwd zijn. Volgens de huidige theorie 
die gebruikt wordt om het gedrag van quarks te beschrijven, de kwantumchromodynamica, 
mogen deze quarks nooit. vrij voorkomen. De theorie staat geen “vrije” quarks toe, maar 
alleen combinaties van een quark en een antiquark (meson) of van drie quarks (baryon) toe. 
Dit verschijnsel wordt quarkopsluiting genoemd. De mesonen en baryonen vormen samen 
de klasse der hadronen.

De hierboven beschreven processen van botsingsexperimenten met twee lichtbundels zijn 
momenteel nog lastig uit te voeren. Daarom wordt een andere, iets minder voor de hand 
liggende, methode gebruikt. In elektron-positron versnellers worden elektronen en hun 
antideeltjes, positronen, versneld om bij hoge energieen de annihilatiereactie tussen deze 
deeltjes te bestuderen. Geladen deeltjes zijn omringd door een wolk van virtuele fotonen 
die men op zou kunnen vatten als de boodschappers van de lading van het betreffende 
deeltje. Wanneer in een elektron-positron versneller het elektron en het positron elkaar nu 
voldoende dicht naderen kunnen twee van deze fotonen een reactie aangaan en treedt ook 
hier een twee-foton reactie op. Het bijzondere liier is dat het in deze reactie twee virtuele 
fotonen betreft die niet massaloos zijn. In dit proefschrift is verslag gedaan van zowel 
theoretisch als experimenteel onderzoek naar resonantie productie in twee-foton reacties in 
elektron-positron versnellers.

Na een algemene inleiding tot de twee-foton fysica wordt in hoofdstuk 3 een model voor 
het beschrijven van resonantie productie in twee-foton reacties gei’ntroduceerd. Dit model 
gaat uit van een niet-relativistische benadering. In deze benadering wordt aangenomen dat 
het quark en het antiquark die de resonantie vormen voldoende zwaar zijn en als gevolg 
daarvan niet te snel om elkaar heen draaien. Voor ’zware’ quarks met de smaken charm 
en bottom is dit een redelijke aanname. De lichte resonanties, opgebouwd uit up, down 
en strange quarks, zijn echter wel degelijk relativistische systemen en correcties hierop 
zijn noodzakelijk. Uit dit model kan de zogenaamde twee-foton breedte van de resonanties 
berekend worden. Dit is een maat voor de kans dat een resonantie naar twee fotonen vervalt 
en is omgekeerd evenredig met de typische tijd dat de resonantie bestaat voordat hij naar 
twee fotonen vervalt. Wanneer de theoretische voorspellingen voor deze twee-foton breedtes 
vergeleken worden met de experimentele resultaten, levert dit goede overeenstemming op, 
ook voor de lichte resonanties. Dit laatste geeft een indicatie dat het model ook voor deze 
resonanties een redelijke beschrijving van de werkelijkheid geeft. Door het proces om te 
keren kan ook de productie van een resonantie uit twee fotonen die door het binnenkomende 
elektron en positron afgestraald worden bestudeerd worden. Het bijzondere van de laatste 
berekening is dat de virtualiteiten van de fotonen, de maat voor hoeveel de massa van de 
fotonen afwijkt van nul, consequent mee worden genomen. Dit resulteert in een zogenaamd 
matrixelement dat de twee-foton productie van een resonantie in een elektron-positron 
botsing beschrijft.

De kans dat een reactie optreedt bij het laten botsen van twee deeltjesbundels is naast de 
intensiteit van de beide bundels evenredig met de werkzame doorsnede voor de betreffende 
reactie. In de berekening van de werkzame doorsnede dient geintegreerd te worden over de 
absolute waarde van het matrix element in het kwadraat voor de betreffende reactie. In 

oofdstuk 4 worden verscheidene manieren gepresenteerd om dit kwadraat te berekenen. De
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conventionele techniek leidt tot uitgebreide uitdrukkingen voor het kwadraat gesommeerc 
over alle spins van in- en uitgaande deeltjes. Deze uitdrukkingen zijn verzameld in appendix 
A. Naast deze techniek is ook het Weyl-Van der Waerden (WvdYV) formalisme gebruikt om 
dit kwadraat te berekenen. Dit WvdW formalisme is in dit hoofdstuk tevens uitgebreid om 
optimaal gebruik te maken van de numerieke methodes die in de computertaal FORTRAN90 
geimplementeerd zijn. Deze WvdW methodes zijn goed bruikbaar bij het beschrijven van 
de productie van de resonantie.

De resonantie die in de twee-foton reactie geproduceerd is zal na korte tijd weer ver- 
vallen naar twee of meer deeltjes. Om hier een theoretisch model voor op te stellen is het 
kwadraat van het matrixelelement gesommeerd over alle spins niet voldoende. Voor dit 
soort processen heeft men de zogenaamde dichtheidsmatrices voor de productie en het ver- 
val van de resonantie nodig. Deze dichtheidsmatrices bevatten de informatie over hoeveel 
welke spintoestand van de resonantie bijdraagt tot de productie en het verval van de reso
nantie. Voor het berekenen van de componenten van de dichtheidsmatrices is het eerder 
geintroduceerde WvdW formalisme gebruikt. In hoofdstuk 5 zijn de dichtheidsmatrices 
voor de productie van de resonanties gegeven. Tevens is de dichtheidsmatrix uitgewerkt 
voor het verval van een spin-2 resonantie naar een massief en een massaloos spin-1 deeltje 
waarna het massieve spin-1 deeltje vervalt naar twee spin-| deeltjes. Dit is exact het verval 
van de Xc2 resonantie: Xc2 -* J/V'T -> waar l een elektron of muon is.

De uitdrukkingen voor de matrixelementen en voor de dichtheidsmatrices zijn geim
plementeerd in het computerprogramma GaGaRes, dat beschreven is in hoofdstuk 6. Dit 
is een zogenaamde Monte Carlo generator. In een Monte Carlo generator wordt gebruik 
gemaakt van willekeurig gekozen getallen om berekeningen uit te voeren. In dit geval om 
de integraties uit te voeren bij het berekenen van de werkzame doorsnede. Het bijkomende 
voordeel is dat het programma tevens functioneert als een event generator, d.w.z. het pro- 
gramma lean gebeurtenissen, events, simuleren verdeeld volgens de waarschijnlijkheid die 
gegeven wordt door de bijbehorende werkzame doorsnede. Tevens wordt in dit hoofdstuk 
een aantal resultaten van GaGaRes gegeven.

Het tweede deel van het proefschrift omvat een tweetal analyses op het gebied van de 
twee-foton fysica. Deze analyses zijn uitgevoerd met behulp van experimentele gegevens 
die verzameld zijn met de L3 detector. De L3 detector is een van de vier detectoren bij 
de cirkelvormige LEP versneller. In LEP worden de elektronen en positronen versneld tot 
energieen tot ruim 200 GeV. Deze hoge energieen werden vooral nagestreefd om in annihila- 
tie reacties de productie van paren van de zware ijkbosonen Z en W, de boodschappers van 
de elektrozwakke kracht, te bestuderen en om te zoeken naar het nog niet waargenomen 
Higgs boson, het deeltje dat via spontane symmetriebreking verantwoordelijk is voor de 
generatie van de massa van de elementaire deeltjes in het Standaard Model. De LEP ver
sneller en de verschillende onderdelen van de L3 detector worden beschreven in hoofdstuk 
7. Inmiddels zijn de experimenten met de LEP versneller gestaakt om plaats te maken voor 
de toekomstige LHC versneller.

In de eerste analyse is een ontbrekende massa techniek gebruikt. In deze techniek wordt 
gekeken naar de waargenomen gebeurtenissen waarbij zowel het elektron als het positron, 
na een foton uitgezonden te hebben, worden gedetecteerd in de detector. Uit de gemeten 
impuls en energie kan met behulp van energie-impuls-behoud berekend worden hoeveel 
energie en impuls nog ontbreken en welke massa hierbij hoort. Wanneer een resonantie met
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een bepaalde massa vaak geproduceerd zou worden, zou dit een piek op moeten leveren 
bij die massa in het ontbrekende massa spectrum. Met deze methode is gezocht naar het 
r/b meson. Dit is de lichtste gebonden toestand bestaande uit twee bottom quarks. Dit 
deeltje is nog niet experimented waargenomen. Ook in de analyse in hoofdstuk 8 is geen 
piek waargenomen in het ontbrekende massa spectrum. Wei kon met deze analyse uit 
het afwezig zijn van enig signaal een bovenlimiet op de twee-foton breedte van dit deeltje 
berekend worden. In de analyse kon een bovenlimiet op de twee-foton breedte van deeltjes 
met een massa tot 150 GeV gegeven worden, dus ook voor een Higgs deeltje met een 
verondersteld massa van 115 GeV. In het ontbrekende massa spectrum is er bij 91 GeV 
wel een signaal waar te nemen. Dit is echter niet afkomstig van een resonantie die bij 
een twee-foton reactie gevormd is. De piek wordt veroorzaakt door events waarbij beide 
binnenkomende leptonen een foton afstralen alvorens te annihileren tot een Z boson. Deze 
afgestraalde fotonen zijn gedetecteerd en resulteren in de piek in het ontbrekende massa 
spectrum. Dit demonstreert de juistheid van de methode.

In de tweede analyse, die in hoofdstuk 9 gepresenteerd is, is de productie en het verval 
van de charmonium resonantie, Xc2 genaamd, bestudeerd. Deze resonantie is opgebouwd 
uit twee charm quarks en de totale spin van het deeltje bedraagt 2. Gekeken is naar die Xc2 

resonanties die als volgt vervallen: Xc2 —► J/^l —> /+/~7, waar het lepton l een elektron 
of een muon mag zijn. Dit is precies het verval waarvoor de dichtheidsmatrix is afgeleid. 
Uit het waargenomen aantal deeltjes is de twee-foton breedte van de Xc2 berekend. Ook 
is de hoekverdeling van het foton in het rust systeem van de Xc2 resonantie bepaald. Tot 
slot is deze hoekverdeling vergeleken met de theoretische voorspelling die met behulp van 
de dichtheidsmatrixberekening gedaan is.
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Stellingen behorend bij het proefschrift

Resonance production in two-photon reactions

1. Het. feit dat de “hard scattering approach” (HSA) hetzelfde resultaat geeft voor de symmetrische 
asymptotische Iimiet van de meson-foton-foton vormfactor Fpyy voor de pseudoscalaire mesonen 
als het door ons beschreven model is een direct gevolg van het feit dat in beide berekeningen de 
vormfactor afhangt van het “harde” proces qq -* 77 en dat in de HSA de verdelingsamplitude in 
deze Iimiet Q-onafhankelijk wordt.

Hoofdstuk 3, dit proefschrift.
G.A. Schuler, F.A. Berends and R. van Gulik, Nucl. Phys. B523,(1998) 4 23.

2, Het is op dimensionele gronden eenvoudig in te zien dat de laatste twee termen in formule (4) in 
het artikel van Close niet correct kunnen zijn. Wanneer men deze twee termen met een factor tt' 
vermenigvuldigt, dan wordt dit deel van de uitdrukking gelijk aan het overeenkomstige deel van de 
in dit proefschrift gevonden uitdrukking voor het kwadraat van de absolute waarde van het matrix 
element behorend bij de twee-foton productie van een l++-resonantie.

Hoofdstuk 4 en Appendix A, dit proefschrift.
F.E. Close, Phys. Lett. B419, (1998) 387.

3. De energiespectra van de met de L3 detector waargenomen gebeurtenissen met aan beide zijden 
van het interactiepunt activiteit in de luminositeitsdetectoren en daarnaast ten hoogste twee al dan 
niet geladen deeltjes in de overige detectoren komen volledig overeen met de spectra uit de Monte 
Carlo voorspellingen voor de processen e+e“ -> e+e“ +117 en e+e~ -» 77(7).

Hoofdstuk 8, dit proefschrift.

4. Wanneer men vergeLijking (2.50) met additionele hogere orde QCD correcties [79],

v(., x _ rgg(Xc2) 9 (Qs(mc)\2 * ~ s(™c)
Uc2j r77(Xc2) *\ a ) 1 -gas(mcy

gebruikt om uit de gemeten twee-fotonbreedte de QCD koppelingsconstante as(mc) te bepalen, dan 
vindt men een waarde die aanzienlijk lager is dan men uit extrapolaties van as-metingen aan de 
Z°-breedte en de r-levensduur zou verwachten. De gemeten twee-fotonbreedtes bij pp-experimenten 
leveren een as(mc) die beter overeenstemt met deze verwachte waarde.

Hoofdstukken 2 en 9, dit proefschrift.

5. Indien men aanneemt dat de koppeling aan een resonantie van het J/^-meson met massa M of 
van een virtueel foton alleen in sterkte verschilt, dan vindt men voor de verhouding van de vervals- 
breedtes van de xa- en xC2-resonanties naar de eindtoestand bestaande uit een■■ Jfip-meson en een 
reeel foton

r(xd -»7j/i>) = m2(m^+m2) /mra4 g2 1 

r(Xc2 -4 7J/V») Mjii \MRl ) ai 10 - 5q2 + = 0.8969,

waarin a,- = 1 — -j^-. Deze verhouding komt zeer goed overeen met de experimented waargenomen 

verhouding Rexp = 0.89 ±0.15.

F. A. Berends en R. van Gulik, hep-ph/0110086.



6. In tegenstelling tot wat reeds lange tijd aangenomen werd (sinds Gorkov en Eliashberg (1965) 
en Denton, Miihlschlegel en Scalapino (1973)) tonen berekeningen aan dat de gemeten soortelijke 
warmte van een verzameling metaaldeeltjes welke beschreven kunnen worden door een Gaussisch, 
unitair ensemble, niet kubisch maar lineair in de temperatuur zal zijn.

F. L. Mettes, proefschrift Universiteit Leiden (September 2001).

7. Wanneer de toekomstige LHC versneller van CERN zou opereren met zware Ca-ionen die een 
Lorentz-factor van 3750 hebben bij een luminositeit van 4 x 103ocm-2s-1, dan zouden er 36 rjt,- 
mesonen per uur geproduceerd worden. Dit vormt een opmerkelijk verschil met de situatie bij 
LEP2, waar in het gunstigste geval in totaal 150 7?&-mesonen per experiment geproduceerd zijn.

I(. Hencken et al,, Nucl. Phys. B (Proc. Suppl.), 82 (2000), 409.

8. Wanneer men bij W-paar productie in elektron-positron botsingen in de uitdrukking voor het t- 
kanaal diagram de uitgaande Ws verwisselt en het verschil berekent met het oorspronkelijke t-kanaal 
diagram, verkrijgt men exact de uitdrukking voor het s-kanaal diagram voor ditzelfde proces. In de 
aamvezigheid van harde remstralingsfotonen gaat dit nog steeds op. Op deze wijze is het kwadraat 
van de absolute waarde van het matrix element voor het proces e+e“ -4 W+W~7 op een compacte 
wijze in een som van een beperkt aantal relatief simpele functies uit te drukken.

R. van Gulik, “Hard Bremsstrahlung Corrections in the Process e+e~ —> W+W~”,
doctoraalscriptie, Universiteit Leiden.

9. In een scalaire theorie waar de Lagrangiaan gegeven wordt door

behoort bij het vacuiimdiagram, waarin de vertices met een stip aangegeven zijn,

volgens de regels uit de diagrammatica de combinatorieke factor

10. Het door minister Netelenbos geopperde plan om de maximum snelheid op de Nederlandse au- 
tosnelwegen te verlagen tot 70 km/u zou wel degelijk een effectief middel zijn in de strijd tegen het 
fileleed.

D. Helbing, Rev. of Mod. Phys., cond-mat/0012229.

11. Bij grootschalige natuurkunde-experimenten met een looptijd van vele jaren zou het opzetten en 
bijhouden van een goede en toegankelijke documentatie van de gebruikte soft- en hardware vele 
voordelen opleveren bij het verrichten van analyses, in het bijzonder voor mensen die niet vanaf het 
begin bij een dergelijk experiment betrokken zijn.

12. Vergeefs tracht men de momenten die men werkelijk gelukkig was in gedachten nogmaals te beleven. 
Een algemeen gevoel van weemoed is dan vaak het gevolg.

Robert van Gulik 
Leiden, 22 november 2001.
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